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WE ARE WHOLEHEARTEDLY COMMITTED TO INSPIRING PEOPLE TO EMBRACE
A MORE SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE: THE STYLE OF THE ELECTRIC MOBILITY. 

Dear Customer,
Two-wheeled electric mobility is evolving rapidly, 
continuously transforming and growing on a global scale. 
Following the evolution in consumer demand, stemming 
from the spread of electric vehicles and new trends, we 
are introducing new and important job opportunities for 
everyone.

At GIVI, we understand that we need to make dedicated 
tools available to you to stay up to date with the new 
special accessories that we are developing for electric 
vehicles and the offer of universal accessories with 
adaptable function, size and design.

With our new approach to electric mobility and the
new generation of riders, we are adding some
new sales tools to the current ones:
:

ELECTRIC. ENJOY.

PRICE LIST - Section with items develop
specifically for electric vehicles        

WEBSITE - “Electric Attitude” area
can be reached from the homepage

WEBSITE - “Your Motorcycle” section
divided into petrol and electric

WEBSITE - Vehicle Configurator
divided into petrol and electric

CATALOGUE - New, inspirational format
dedicated to the new generation
of motorcycle riders
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GIVI in the world

ALGERIA
ANGOLA
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BERMUDA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
BULGARIA
CANADA
CHILE
CHINA
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
CROATIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GUATEMALA
GREECE
HOLLAND
HONG KONG
HUNGARY
ICELAND
INDIA
INDONESIA
ISRAEL
ITALY HEADQUARTERS

JAPAN
KUWAIT
LATVIA

LEBANON
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MACEDONIA
MALAYSIA
MALTA
MEXICO
MONTENEGRO
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PANAMA
PHILIPPINES
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
RUSSIA
SERBIA
SINGAPORE
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH KOREA
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TAIWAN
URUGUAY
THAILAND
TUNISIA
TURKEY
UKRAINE
UNITED KINGDOM
VENEZUELA
USA
VIETNAM

HEADQUARTERS

PRODUCTION PLANT

R&D CENTER

COMMERCIAL BRANCH

DISTRIBUTION HEADQUARTERS - R&D CENTER

THE COMPANY
The Company GIVI was founded in 1978 by an intuition of Giuseppe Visenzi, a 
talented rider during the sixties in several World Championship categories, and 
very soon it became a leading company in the sector of motorcycle accessories.

In a very short space of time, the success of its products crossed both national 
and international boundaries thanks to the passion and the enterprising ability 
of its founder who was assisted with great care and determination by a team 
that has been continually able to think of and realise new products. The constant 
research carried out with the aim of developing materials and the use of new 
production technologies has been particularly decisive.

The result is now a range of accessories that are not only accessories, but 
proper accompaniments to motorcycles, ef�cient, technologically advanced 

and always with a new and winning design. GIVI, whose production facilities 
and Headquarters are located in Flero, in the industrial heartland of Brescia, is 
now able to offer its products in more than 50 Countries, with direct branches 
in France, UK, Spain, Germany, Tunisia, USA, Brazil, Malaysia, Cina, Vietnam and 
Indonesia. This widespread diffusion makes it possible to satisfy the needs of 
every motorcyclist everywhere in the world. 

GIVI boasts a production site that covers an area of over 30,000 sq mtrs, with 
a staff count of more than 150 employees, that take great care in all phases 
of production, from research / product planning to distribution, and having 
the ability to make use of the most modern technologies available, in order 
to achieve production responding to market requests characterized by a high 
technological content.

MADE IN ITALY
GIVI placed all manufacturing units and the main logistic warehouse within a 
few kilometers radius from the Headquarters in Flero (Brescia). A total of more 
than 150 trained employees work here, setting up and monitoring the work of 
advanced tools and production machinery.

GIVI is a strong believer in automation. It’s our highly skilled technicians who 
ultimately re�ne, assemble, polish and check the coupling of each and every 
product, ensuring optimum quality.

Today just a few Italian companies are structured to follow the true concept of 
bringing “Made in Italy” quality to the international market; GIVI is among those.
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MANUFACTURING
The manufacturing and plastic injection centre is also located 
in the city of Flero. Here the polymers, the raw material used 
to manufacture the hard side and top cases, are blended 
to GIVI’s speci�cations. After strict quality control they 
are conveyed to the automated injection press line. The 
un�nished products are then processed by anthropomorphic 
robots that complete the main assembly stages. In a nearby 
area the latest generation CNC mills cut the molds. In the 
�nal stage, all the molds are manually checked to assure the 
perfect alignment of their components. 

All metal parts are manufactured in the metal works 
facility, also located in Flero. CNC mills cut, bend, weld and 
machine the metal with the highest precision. Every single 
piece composing our motorcycle �tting kits for side and 
top cases comes from this facility. The laser cutting of the 
metal sheets allows absolute dimensional precision, within 
a 0.1 mm tolerance.

THE R&D DEPARTMENT
The need for a technical of�ce has been a GIVI priority since the very beginning. The 
decision to turn it into a fully independent R&D Department was �nalized when the 
company entered the motorcycle helmet sector as a manufacturer. The R&D Department 
is the pride of GIVI: inside its of�ces a full team of technicians, designers and engineers 
follow new projects through every single stage.

A second, smaller but fully equipped R&D Department works on the projects aimed 
toward the South Asian market. This unit is located inside the manufacturing unit of GIVI 
Malaysia, however all the main ideas and innovations �elded mostly during the last 10 
years by the brand, were born in Flero. This is a very important area composing of a light 
and airy, open “thinking” space, and a helmet testing lab. 

QUALITY CONTROL
One of our strongest assets is the pursuit of a quality standard that can greatly elevate 
the riding comfort and safety of motorcyclists.

This is GIVI’s mission. A commitment made possible by teamwork, based on responsible 
product development and great respect for the end user.

GIVI employs the best available technology to offer ease of use, safety and emotional 
involvement, turning the brand into a lifestyle. Composite techno �bres, exclusive 
techno polymers, complex molds, high precision machinery and injection processes, 
strict quality controls, products, shapes, details and ever new destinations of use testify 
the total dedication of the brand to the consumers’ needs.



These cases can ONLY be mounted with side-case holder 
PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_MK / or PLO_N + OFMK

MONOKEY®

MONOKEY®

 TOP CASES

SIDE CASES

TREKKER 52 TREKKER II 35 TREKKER 33 / 46 V58 MAXIA 5 V58NN MAXIA 5

52 ltr. top case, black with aluminium 
�nish

35 ltr. top case, black with aluminium 
�nish

Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 46 and 33 ltr 

V58 MAXIA5 top case, black with four 
covers painted in aluminium colour

V58 MAXIA5 top case, black with four 
covers painted in glossy black colour

V56 MAXIA 4 V56NN MAXIA 4 TREKKER DOLOMITI 46 TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 V47

56 ltr. top case, black with aluminium 
�nish

56 ltr. top case, black with carbon
pattern �nish

46 ltr. top case, aluminium 30 ltr. top case, aluminium 47 ltr. top case, black with aluminium 
�nish

V47NN V46 ARENA V46 E460 V40

47 ltr. top case, black with carbon
pattern �nish

46 ltr. top case, black 46 ltr. top case, black 46 ltr. top case, black 40 ltr. top case, black

TREKKER 33 TREKKER II 35 TREKKER 46 E22 E360

Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 33 ltr 

35 ltr. side case, black with aluminium 
�nish

Black case with aluminium �nish
and top opening, 46 ltr 

Pair of black panniers, 22 ltr. 36 ltr. black case

TREKKER ALASKA 36 TREKKER DOLOMITI 36 TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 E36

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska aluminium side cases, 36 ltr Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Dolomiti aluminium side cases, 36 ltr, 30 ltr. side case, aluminium 36 ltr. top case, black

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 58 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 42 TREKKER OUTBACK 58 TREKKER OUTBACK 42 TREKKER ALASKA 56 TREKKER ALASKA 44

58 ltr. top case, aluminium 42 ltr. top case, aluminium 58 ltr. top case, aluminium 42 ltr. top case, aluminium 56 ltr. top case, aluminium 44 ltr. top case, aluminium
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Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder 
PL_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM.MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE SIDE CASES

MONOLOCK® TOP CASES

Attention: this case can ONLY be mountedwith the side-case holder PLX / PLXR.MONOKEY® SIDE SIDE CASES

V37 V37NN V35N

Pair of side-cases, black, with central insert painted
matt silver and red re�ectors, 37 ltr

Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon Look inserts
and red re�ectors, 37 ltr

Pair of black panniers, 35 ltr 

E46 RIVIERA B47 BLADE E470 SIMPLY III E450 SIMPLY II B45+

46 ltr. top case, black 47 ltr. top case, black 47 ltr. top case, black 45 ltr. top case, black 45 ltr top-case, black,
with upper insert painted brushed silver

E43 B37 BLADE E370 B360 E340 VISION

43 ltr top-case, black,
with upper insert painted brushed silver

37 ltr. top case, black 37 ltr. top case, black 36 ltr. top case, black 34 ltr. top case, black

B330 B32 BOLD C30 E300N2 B29

33 ltr. top case, black 32 ltr. top case, black 30 ltr. top case, black 30 ltr. top case, black 29 ltr. top case, black

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO_SIDE CASE 33 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO_SIDE CASE 48 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO_SIDE CASE 37

Trekker Outback Evo aluminium side-case,
with a contoured shape 33 ltr (right-side)

Trekker Outback Evo aluminium side-case, 48 ltr
(left-side or right-side)

Trekker Outback Evo aluminium side-case, 37 ltr
(left-side or right-side)

TREKKER OUTBACK 48 TREKKER OUTBACK 37

Trekker Outback aluminium side-case, 
48 ltr (left-side or right-side)

Trekker Outback aluminium side-case, 37 
ltr (left-side or right-side)

CONTOURED SHAPE
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HARD BAGS
TOP-CASES

SIDE CASES

MONOKEY® SYSTEM
Monokey®, patented by GIVI, is the most widespread fitting system for hard cases and side cases. 
Simple to use, Simple to use, it allows the opening of the top case lid and the detachment of the case 
from the fitting plate with just one key. All the Monokey® products combine the best characteristics 
of mechanical resistance and rigidity of the fitting, with features including compact and light 
components. The even distribution of the load on the plate surface is guaranteed by the three fitting 
points. The damping of oscillation and vibration and the contact between the bottom shell and the 
plate are assured by four spacers made of elastic material, which is particularly resistant to extreme 
weather and temperature variation. Thanks to these solutions a high level of reliability of the fitting is 
guaranteed.

MONOLOCK® SYSTEM
In order to offer a wider range of applications and uses, GIVI has introduced Monolock®. Following 
the same philosophy that defines the Monokey® fitting system; this second solution is mostly 
made for lighter vehicles, such as scooters and maxi-scooters. Even with limitations of maximum 
load, this system of fitting combines performances comparable to those of the Monokey® system 
with components boasting lighter and far smaller dimensional restrictions. Because of its natural 
compatibility with different kinds of motorcycles, it is appreciated by the most important brands of 
motorcycle producers, who have adopted it for their original accessories. As well as for Monokey®, 
the opening of the case top shell and the detachment of the case from the plate are operated with 
just one key.

MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE SYSTEM
The Trekker Outback are cases especially created for off-road use. To support all the demands of 
off-road travel, a fitting system and side-case holders stronger than standard Monokey are required. 
For this reason, the new Monokey Cam-Side system has been developed which fixes the case in 
four different points whilst at the same time maintaining the possibility to be released quickly from the 
rack. The specific side-case holders are the PL_ _ _CAM and PLR_ _ _CAM that are manufactured 
using tubular steel with an 18 mm diameter, and are fixed to the bike in different points, in order to 
strengthen the structure. Besides the panel of the frame where the case is linked, it is better if the 
rubber support points are moved in the perimetric zones of the case.

MONOKEY® SIDE SYSTEM
Introduced to the market in 2006, the Monokey® Side attaches onto the side of the above-mentioned 
two fitting systems, and thereby introducing different fitting solutions for the motorcyclist. Patented 
by GIVI, Monokey® Side represents an interesting evolution of the classic system constituted by the 
“fitment Kit plus the side-bag”. The new solution introduces new advanced technical features and 
some other points of interest: the cases that adopt Monokey® Side can be recognized by the shaped 
profile of the base and by the addition of two new fixing points, composed by “sleds”. The latter 
receive the disengagement movement from the case release button and determine a significant and 
further increase in overall stability. Monokey® Side allows greater adhesion of the case to the side of 
the motorcycle, improving the aerodynamic aspect. The motorcyclist’s habits won’t change, since it 
will continue to open/close and attach/detach the case equipped with Monokey® Side with one key 
and push button.
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 ALA36 TREKKER ALASKA

ALA36APACK2 TREKKER ALASKA

* ALA36A
PACK2

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska side 
cases with a natural aluminium finish, 36 
ltr, equipped with matching lock cylinders 
plus a third matching lock cylinder for 
mounting a separate top-case.

* ALA36B
PACK2

Pair of MONOKEY® Trekker Alaska side 
cases with aluminium finish, matt black 
painted, 36 ltr, equipped with matching 
lock cylinders plus a third matching lock 
cylinder for mounting a separate top-case.

OPTIONAL
E188 Additional padded handles for Trekker 

Alaska 36 ltr

E144
Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the 
hinges predisposed on the of Trekker 
Outback, Trekker Dolomiti and Trekker 
Alaska aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to 
fit on the rear side of the Trekker Outback 
and Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 
45 mm

E146
Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers for 
Trekker Outback covers. Dimensions 280 x 
20 mm (2 pieces) + 350 x 20 mm (1 piece)

E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml

E205
Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon 
to mount the tank TAN01 on Outback, 
Dolomiti e Alaska cases

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

T506
Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.

T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
UT807C Ultima-T water resistant cargo bag, 

expandable 20-ltr
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* With MONOKEY® fitting system. It can only be mounted with the 
pannier holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_MK.

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

37
4

260
562

SECURITY LOCK

optional

E188 E144 E145 E146

T506 E199 + STF500S E205 XL01

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

Easy to load: the Trekker Alaska 
has a hook system (patent pending) 
allowing it to be tilted without releasing 
it completely from the frame. 
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s = Item available until it runs out of stock

 ALA56A TREKKER ALASKA 

ALA56A TREKKER ALASKA
* ALA56A Trekker Alaska top-cases with a natural 

aluminium finish, 56 ltr
* ALA56B Trekker Alaska top-cases with aluminium 

finish, matt black painted, 56 ltr

OPTIONAL
T512 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

58 ltr, Trekker Alaska 56 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E161 Inner elastic cargo net for OBKN58 

Trekker Outback
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E201 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 

OBKN58 Trekker Outback.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

56 LT

SIZES

32
8

463
559

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T512 E208S E161 E199 + STF500S

S351 E206 E201 E198

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

RENFORCED HINGES

Two handles placed on the back of the 
top case, which are also integrated 
with the strong hinges on the lid
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 ALA44A TREKKER ALASKA 

ALA44A TREKKER ALASKA
* ALA44A Trekker Alaska top-cases with a natural 

aluminium finish, 44 ltr
* ALA44B Trekker Alaska top-cases with aluminium 

finish, matt black painted, 44 ltr

OPTIONAL
T511 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

42 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E233S Polyurethane backrest (black)
E202 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 

OBKN42 Trekker Outback.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

44 LT

SIZES

33
1

421
464

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T511 S351 E199 STF500S

E233S E202 E198 E206

The cases are detached from the 
side frame by turning an external 
knob that is equipped with a cable 
system (patent pending).

RENFORCED HINGES

Two handles placed on the back of the 
top case, which are also integrated 
with the strong hinges on the lid
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 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 58 

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 58

* OBKE58A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 58 
ltr

* OBKE58B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 58 ltr

OPTIONAL
T512 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

58 ltr, Trekker Alaska 56 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
XL02 X-Line cargo bag saddle roll-top water 

resistant, expandable from 25 to 35 liters.
XL03 X-Line cargo bag saddle water resistant, 

expandable from 39 to 52 litres.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E161 Inner elastic cargo net for OBKN58 

Trekker Outback
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

58 LT

SIZES

32
5

456
586

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T512 T521 XL01 XL02

E161 E199 STF500S E206

E185 E198 S351

Friction rotation system for the lid that 
makes it possible to adjust the closing 
speed as desired.
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 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 42 

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 42

* OBKE42A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 42 
ltr

* OBKE42B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 42 ltr

OPTIONAL
T511 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

42 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.

E168
Inner elastic cargo net for OBK42A / 
OBKN42A / OBK42B / OBKN42B Trekker 
Outback

E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 
thermal flask

STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

42 LT

SIZES

32
5

456
440

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T511 T521 XL01 E168

E199 STF500S E206 E185

E198 S351

Friction rotation system for the lid that 
makes it possible to adjust the closing 
speed as desired.
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 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 37/48 

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 48
*OBKE48AL Left-side Trekker Outback EVO natural 

aluminium side-case, 48 ltr
*OBKE48AR Right-side Trekker Outback EVO natural 

aluminium side-case, 48 ltr
**OBKE48A
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO natural 
aluminium side-cases, 48 ltr

*OBKE48BL Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr

*OBKE48BR Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr

**OBKE48B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 
48 ltr

**OBKE4837A
PACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback EVO in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKE48AL (left) and 1 
OBKE37AR (right)

**OBKE4837B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKE48BL (left) and 1 OBKE37BR (right) 

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 37
*OBKE37AL Left-side Trekker Outback EVO natural 

aluminium side-case, 37 ltr
*OBKE37AR Right-side Trekker Outback EVO natural 

aluminium side-case, 37 ltr
**OBKE37A
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO natural 
aluminium side-cases, 37 ltr

*OBKE37BL Left-side Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

*OBKE37BR Right-side Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

*OBKE37B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

optional

T507 T521 E144 E145

E205 + TAN01 E199 + STF500S E204 E198

info 48 lt.

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

48 LT

SIZES

39
3

326
557

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

info 37 lt

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

39
3

266
557

SECURITY LOCK

T507 Waterproof inner bag 45 ltr for Trekker Outback 48 ltr.
T506 Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr for Trekker Outback 37 

ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, expandable from 

15 to 20 litres.

E144
Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 
predisposed on the of Trekker Outback, Trekker 
Dolomiti and Trekker Alaska aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit on 
the rear side of the Trekker Outback and Trekker 
Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 45 mm

E205 Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to mount the 
tank TAN01 on Outback, Dolomiti e Alaska cases

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for the 
transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E204 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of OBKN48 

Trekker Outback.
E203 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of OBKN37 

Trekker Outback.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ 
_ _CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM.
**with matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be mounted 
in a suitable separate top-case

OPTIONAL
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 TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 33 SCANTONATA 

TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 33 SCANTONATA

*OBKES33AR
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
side case with a contoured shape in natural 
aluminium, 33 ltr., right-side

**OBKE3733A
PACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback EVO in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKE37AL (left) and 1 
OBKES33AR (right)

*OBKES33BR
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK EVO 
Black Line side case with a contoured 
shape in matt black aluminium, painted, 33 
ltr., right-side

*OBKE3733B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback EVO Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKE37BL (left) and 1 OBKES33BR (right) 

OPTIONAL
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
E144 Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 

predisposed on the aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit 
on the rear side of the Trekker Outback and 
Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 45 mm

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder
PLOS_ _ _CAM
**with matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be 
mounted in a suitable separate top-case

info 33 lt scantonata

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

33 LT

SIZES

39
3

266
557

SECURITY LOCK

optional

T521 E144 E145 E198

Reinforced stainless steel rotation 
system for the lid. It makes it possible 
to stop rotation and remove the lid 
completely.

Hook system that makes it possible 
to tilt the case without releasing it 
completely from the frame. The system 
can be activated/deactivated even 
when the case is mounted.
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 48

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

48 LT

SIZES

38
7

306
495

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T507 T521 XL01 EA120

GRT714B E143 E144 E145

E205 + TAN01 E199 + STF500S E204 E198

Opening the lid completely could possibly be impeded by the presence of a top-case 
or by parts of the bike. If this happens it is possible to remove the lid using a specially 
provided mechanism on the case.

TREKKER OUTBACK 48
*OBKN48AL Left-side Trekker Outback natural 

aluminium side-case, 48 ltr
*OBKN48AR Right-side Trekker Outback natural 

aluminium side-case, 48 ltr
**OBKN48A
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-cases, 48 ltr

**OBKN4837A
PACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKN48AL (left) and 
1 OBKN37AR (right)

*OBKN48BL Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr

* 
OBKN48BR

Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr

**OBKN48B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 48 ltr

**OBKN4837B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKN48BL (left) and 1 OBKN37BR (right)

OPTIONAL
T507 Waterproof inner bag 45 ltr
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
EA120 s Waterproof cargo Easy-T bag 15 ltr.
GRT714B Black waterproof Canyon roll-bag, with 

yellow interior, 20 ltr
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
E143 Additional padded handles
E144 Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 

predisposed on the aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit 
on the rear side of the Trekker Outback and 
Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 45 mm

E146
Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers for 
Trekker Outback covers. Dimensions 280 x 
20 mm (2 pieces) + 350 x 20 mm (1 piece)

E148 s Removable support in stainless steel to 
mount the tank TAN01

E205 Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to 
mount the tank TAN01

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E204 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 

OBKN48 Trekker Outback.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ _ 
_CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM. 
** With matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be 
mounted in a suitable separate top-case
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 37

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

38
7

246
495

SECURITY LOCK

optional

T506 T521 XL01 EA120

GRT714B E143 E144 E145

E148 + TAN01 E162 + STF500S E203 E198

Opening the lid completely could possibly be impeded by the presence of a top-case 
or by parts of the bike. If this happens it is possible to remove the lid using a specially 
provided mechanism on the case.

TREKKER OUTBACK 37
*OBKN37AL Left-side Trekker Outback natural 

aluminium side-case, 37 ltr
*OBKN37AR Right-side Trekker Outback natural 

aluminium side-case, 37 ltr
**OBKN37A
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback natural aluminium 
side-cases, 37 ltr

**OBKN4837A
PACK2

Pair of side-cases Trekker Outback in 
natural aluminium. 1 OBKN48AL (left) and 
1 OBKN37AR (right)

*OBKN37BL Left-side Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

*OBKN37BR Right-side Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

**OBKN37B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, aluminium 
side-case matt black, painted, 37 ltr

**OBKN4837B
PACK2

Pair of Trekker Outback Black Line, 
aluminium side-case matt black, painted, 1 
OBKN48BL (left) and 1 OBKN37BR (right) 

OPTIONAL
T506 Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
EA120 s Waterproof cargo Easy-T bag 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
GRT714B Black waterproof Canyon roll-bag, with 

yellow interior, 20 ltr
E143 Additional padded handles
E144 Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the hinges 

predisposed on the aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to fit 
on the rear side of the Trekker Outback and 
Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 45 mm

E146
Set of 3 protective adhesive rubbers for 
Trekker Outback covers. Dimensions 280 x 
20 mm (2 pieces) + 350 x 20 mm (1 piece)

E148 s Removable support in stainless steel to 
mount the tank TAN01

E205 Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to 
mount the tank TAN01

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E203 Interior lining for the bottom and lid
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ _ 
_CAM / PLO_ _ _CAM / PLR_ _ _CAM / PLOR_ _ _CAM. 
** With matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be 
mounted in a suitable separate top-case
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 58

TREKKER OUTBACK 58

* OBKN58A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 58 
ltr

* OBKN58B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 58 ltr

OPTIONAL
T512 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

58 ltr, Trekker Alaska 56 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL02 X-Line cargo bag saddle roll-top water 

resistant, expandable from 25 to 35 liters.
XL03 X-Line cargo bag saddle water resistant, 

expandable from 39 to 52 litres.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E161 Inner elastic cargo net for OBKN58 

Trekker Outback
E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask.
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E172 Polyurethane backrest (black)

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

E201 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN58 Trekker Outback.

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

58 LT

SIZES

32
3

454
555

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T512 T521 S351 E161

E199 + STF500S STF500S E206 E172

E185 E201 E198 XL02
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 TREKKER OUTBACK 42

TREKKER OUTBACK 42

* OBKN42A
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in natural aluminium, 42 
ltr

* OBKN42B
MONOKEY® TREKKER OUTBACK 
motorcycle case in aluminium, matt black 
painted, 42 ltr

OPTIONAL
T511 Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 

42 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml

E148 s
Removable support in stainless steel 
to mount the tank TAN01 on Trekker 
Outback cases

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E168
Inner elastic cargo net for OBK42A / 
OBKN42A / OBK42B / OBKN42B Trekker 
Outback

E173 Polyurethane backrest (black)

E185

Universal handle for cases in aluminium. 
Compatible with: OBKN58 Trekker 
Outback, OBKN42 Trekker Outback, 
DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti, DLM30 Trekker 
Dolomiti

E202 Interior lining for the bottom and lid of 
OBKN42 Trekker Outback.

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a 
stop light kit

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

42 LT

SIZES

32
3

454
409

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

optional

T511 T521 S351 E162 + STF500S

STF500S E148 + TAN01 E206 E168

E173 E185 E202 E198
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 TRK35N TREKKER II 35
TRK35N TREKKER II 35

* TRK35N s 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish

* TRK35
PACK2 s

Pair of 35 ltr top and side case black with 
anodised aluminium finish, equipped with 
matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock 
cylinder for mounting a separate top-case.

* TRK35B s 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish, matt black painted

* TRK35B
PACK2 s

Pair of 35 ltr top and side case black with anodised 
aluminium finish, matt black painted, equipped with 
matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock 
cylinder for mounting a separate top-case.

OPTIONAL
T484C Inner bag for Trekker cases
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases
* This case can be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / 
PLOR_MK.

optional

T484C E198 E206

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

35 LT

SIZES

43
4

248
538

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

 TRK52N  TREKKER
TRK52N  TREKKER

* TRK52N 52 ltr top-case black with anodised aluminium finish
* TRK52B 52 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, matt black painted

OPTIONAL
T490B Inner bag for TRK52 Trekker top-case, 52 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, expandable from 15 

to 20 litres.
E125 Four rings kit for T10N elastic net anchor. The rings must be 

anchored to the top-case by making four holes of ø10mm
E133S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black fabric 

with GIVI logo
T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 piece
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg
E142B Metal rack (black) for TRK52
S150 Universal small nylon rack
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

T490 XL01 E125 + T10N E133S

T11N S351 E142B S150

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

52 LT

SIZES

46
0

315
600

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR
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 TRK46N / TRK33N TREKKER

TRK46N / TRK33N TREKKER
* TRK46N 46 ltr top-case black with anodised 

aluminium finish with top opening
** TRK46
PACK2

Set of two TRK46N Trekker case with 
matching lock cylinders

* TRK46B 46 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, 
matt black painted, with top opening

** TRK46B
PACK2

Set of two TRK46B Trekker case matt 
black painted

* TRK33N 33 ltr case black with anodised aluminium 
finish with top opening

** TRK33
PACK2

Set of two TRK33N Trekker cases with 
matching lock cylinders

* TRK33B 33 ltr top-case black with aluminium finish, 
matt black painted, with top opening

** TRK33B
PACK2

Set of two TRK33B Trekker cases matt 
black painted

OPTIONAL
E118 Polyurethane backrest (black)

E120B
Metal rack (black), smaller than the E120, 
it uses the same holes and allows the 
opening of the case for TRK46 / TRK33

E152 Metal rack (black), it does not allow the 
top opening of the case to be opened

S150 Universal small nylon rack

E125
Four ring kit to anchor T10N elastic net. 
The rings must be anchored to the case 
by making four holes of ø10mm

T484C Inner bag for Trekker cases
T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 piece
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E149 s Support in stainless steel to mount the 

tank TAN01 on Trekker cases
E205 Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon to 

mount the tank TAN01
E205KIT-
TRK

Support to mount the tank E205 on 
TRK33, TRK46 Trekker cases

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* This case can be mounted with the side-case holder PL_ / PLR_ / PLO_MK / PLOR_
MK. Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit
with matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder to be mounted 
in a suitable separate top-case

info 46 lt.

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

41
1

310
526

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR CAPACITY

info 33 lt.

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

33 LT

SIZES

41
1

230
526

SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

E118 E120B E125 T484C

E206 T11N S351 E149
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 DLMK36 TREKKER DOLOMITI

DLMK36 TREKKER DOLOMITI
DLMK36A
PACK2

Pair of 36 ltr natural aluminium cases plus 
a third lock cylinder, all with the same key.

DLMK36B
PACK2

Pair of 36 ltr aluminium cases, matt black 
painted, plus a third lock cylinder, all with 
the same key.

OPTIONAL

T506
Waterproof inner bag 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.

T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
XL01 X-Line cargo bag water resistant, 

expandable from 15 to 20 litres.
EA120 s Waterproof cargo Easy-T bag 15 ltr.

E144
Elastic cargo net, anchorable to the 
hinges predisposed on the of Trekker 
Outback, Trekker Dolomiti and Trekker 
Alaska aluminium cases

E145
Pair of reflective serigraphed stickers, to 
fit on the rear side of the Trekker Outback 
and Trekker Dolomiti. Dimensions 205 x 
45 mm

E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for 

thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml

E205
Support in fiberglass reinforced nylon 
to mount the tank TAN01 on Outback, 
Dolomiti e Alaska cases

TAN01 Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for 
the transportation of fuel, water or oil.

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

37
9

242
495

SECURITY LOCK

optional

T506 T521 XL01 EA120

E144 E145 E162 E199
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 DLM46 TREKKER DOLOMITI
DLM46 TREKKER DOLOMITI

* DLM46A Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a natural 
aluminium finish, 46 ltr

* DLM46B Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 46 ltr

OPTIONAL
E164 Polyurethane backrest (black)
T511 Waterproof Inner bag
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
GRT714B Black waterproof Canyon roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg
E166 Inner elastic cargo net
E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E165 Nylon rack for DLM30 and DLM46 Trekker Dolomiti
E185 Universal handle for cases in aluminium.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

E164 T511 T521 GRT714B

E185 E166 E162 E165

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

34
0

410
460

SECURITY LOCK CAPACITY

 DLM30 TREKKER DOLOMITI
DLM30 TREKKER DOLOMITI

* DLM30A Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in a natural 
aluminium finish, 30 ltr. 

* DLM30B Trekker Dolomiti MONOKEY® case in aluminium 
finish, matt black painted, 30 ltr.

OPTIONAL
E164 Polyurethane backrest (black)
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg
GRT714B Black waterproof Canyon roll-bag, with yellow interior, 20 ltr
T514B Inner bag for DLM30 Trekker Dolomiti case, 30 ltr.
T521 Quick Pack, resealable rucksack, 15 ltr.
E166 Inner elastic cargo net
E162 s Support in stainless steel for thermal flask
E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced nylon for thermal flask
STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 500ml
E165 Nylon rack for Trekker Dolomiti
E185 Universal handle for cases in aluminium.
E198 Inner courtesy light for cases
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Cannot be fitted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for a stop light kit. Can 
be used as both a top-case (compatible with all Monokey plates), or as a side-case 
(compatible with PL_ _ / PLO_ _ / PLR_ _ / PLOR_ _ side frames)

optional

E164 S351 GRT714B T514B

T521 E165 E166 E185

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

24
0

410
460

SECURITY LOCK
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 V58 MAXIA 5 

V58N MAXIA 5

V58N
V58 MAXIA5 top case, black with red 
reflector and four covers painted with 
aluminium effect

 

V58NT
V58 MAXIA5 TECH top case, black with 
transparent reflector and four covers 
painted with aluminium effect

 

V58NN
V58 MAXIA5 top case, black with red 
reflector and four covers painted in glossy 
black colour

 

V58NNT
V58 MAXIA5 TECH top case, black 
with trasparent reflector and four covers 
painted in glossy black colour

 

OPTIONAL

E235S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 
black fabric with GIVI logo  

E236 Fabric internal document pocket  info

MAX LOAD

10 KG
VOLUME

58 LT

SIZES

32
1

494
598

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK
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 V56N MAXIA 4

V56N MAXIA 4

V56N
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish

V56NT
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and anodised 
aluminium finish

V56NN
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, red reflectors and Carbon Look 
inserts

V56NNT
Black V56 MAXIA4 top case with black 
cover, smoked reflectors and Carbon Look 
inserts

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)
CV47N Black embossed cover
T468C Inner bag for V56 Maxia 4 top-cases.
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47
S150 Universal small nylon rack

E111
Specific backrest for MONOKEY®

top-case E55 MAXIA 3 / V56 MAXIA 4 
covered with black/grey fabric

E160

Stop light with LED. This product is 
exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite 
you to check the existing legislation in 
your country.

E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 
MONOKEY® Top-cases

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

56 LT

SIZES

33
0

480
600

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ T468C E206 S351

E159 S150 E111 E160
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 V47

V47
* V47N 47 ltr top-case black with anodised 

aluminium finish and red reflectors

* V47NT
V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr, black with 
anodised aluminium finish and smoked 
reflectors

* V47NN 47 ltr top-case black with carbon pattern 
insert and red reflectors

* V47NNT
V47 TECH top-case, 47 ltr black, with 
carbon pattern insert and smoked 
reflectors

OPTIONAL
CV47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific 

colours)
CV47N Black embossed cover
E134S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 

black fabric with GIVI logo

E135

Stop light for top-case MONOKEY® V47. 
This product is exempt from homologation 
in accordance with EU Regulation 
168/2013. We invite you to check the 
existing legislation in your country.

T502B
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, 
B47 Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply 
II cases.

E159 Metal rack (black) for V56 / V47
S150 Universal small nylon rack
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 

MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece

Cover CV47_ _ _

Silver Red White
B913

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

32
0

450
590

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK ALUMINIUM ARMOR

optional

CV47_ _ _ E134S E135 T502B

E159 S150 E206 S351
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 V46
V46

* V46N s 46 ltr top-case with black embossed cover and red 
reflectors

* V46NT s V46 TECH top-case, 46 ltr black with smoked 
reflectors

OPTIONAL
C46N s Black embossed cover
E95S Specific backrest covered with black fabric with GIVI logo

E105S
Stop light with LED for top-case V46 / V46 Tech. This 
product is exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite you to check 
the existing legislation in your country.

E107B Metal rack (black) for V46
S150 Universal small nylon rack
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 75 kg
T502B Inner bag
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

C46N E95S E105S T11N

S351 T502B S150 E206

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES
31

0
440

555

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

 V45 ARENA
V46

* V45N 45 ltr black top-case with red reflectors
* V45NT V45 TECH top-case, 45 ltr black with smoked 

reflectors

OPTIONAL
E95S Specific backrest covered with black fabric with GIVI 

logo
T502B Inner bag
S150 Universal small nylon rack
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum traction load 

75 kg
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-

cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

E95S T502B S150 T11N

S351 E206

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

45 LT

SIZES

31
0

436
567

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK
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 V40
V40

* V40N 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case black, with red 
reflectors

* V40NT 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case black, with smoked 
reflectors

OPTIONAL
E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-

cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

E131S E206

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

40 LT

SIZES

34
0

440
530

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

 E22
E22

E22N Pair of panniers black

OPTIONAL
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-

cases

optional

E206

info

MAX LOAD

5 KG
VOLUME

22 LT

SIZES

37
0

225
470
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 E460
E460

* E460N 46 ltr top-case, black with red reflectors

OPTIONAL
T502B Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
E79 Polyurethane backrest (black)

E92

Stop light for MONOKEY® top-case E460. 
This product is exempt from homologation in 
accordance with EU Regulation 168/2013. We 
invite you to check the existing legislation in your 
country.

T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E81B Metal rack (black)
S150 Universal small nylon rack
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-

cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

T502B E79 E92 T11N

S351 S150 T502B

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES
31

2
423

567

CAPACITY

 E360
E360

* E360N 40 ltr MONOKEY® top-case, 40 ltr, black with red 
reflectors

OPTIONAL
T502B Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 75 kg.
E81B Metal rack (black)
S150 Universal small nylon rack
E83 s Polyurethane backrest (black)
E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-

cases
* Double pack. Price for single piece / Cannot be fitted onto plates with an instal-
led electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

T502B T11N S351 S150

E83 E206

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

40 LT

SIZES

42
3

280
567
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 V35
V35

* V35N Pair of painted side-cases, black embossed with 
painted insert and red reflectors

* V35NT Pair of painted side-cases, black embossed with 
painted insert and smoked reflectors

OPTIONAL
C35N Pair of paintable covers for V35N in smooth ABS
C35_ _ _ Painted Cover (standard colours)
T443D Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 cases, 

35 ltr.
* Pair of cases with matching lock cylinders plus a third matching lock cylinder 
to be mounted in a suitable separate top-case. Attention: this case can only be 
mounted with the side-case holder PLX/PLXR.

optional

C35_ _ _ T443D

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

35 LT

SIZES

39
4

316
526

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK

 V37
V35

* V37N Pair of side-cases, black, with central insert 
painted matt silver and red reflectors, 37 ltr

* V37NT Pair of side-cases, black, with central insert 
painted matt silver and smoked reflectors, 37 ltr

* V37NN Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon Look 
inserts and red reflectors, 37 ltr

* V37NNT Pair of side-cases, black, with Carbon Look 
inserts and smoked reflectors, 37 ltr

OPTIONAL
T443D Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 cases, 

35 ltr.
* Attention: this case can only be mounted with the side-case holder PLX/PLXR.

optional

T443D

info

MAX LOAD

10KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

38
5

325
570

CAPACITY SECURITY LOCK
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 B47 BLADE
B47 BLADE

*B47NML 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

*B4700NML 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate not included

*B47NTML 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

*B4700NTML 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate not included

OPTIONAL
C47_ _ _ Painted cover (standard and specific colours)

E126
Stop light for top-case MONOLOCK® B47 and B37. This 
product is exempt from homologation in accordance 
with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite you to check 
the existing legislation in your country.

E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 
fabric with GIVI logo

T502B Inner bag
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush and under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

C47_ _ _ E126 E131S T502B

info Cover C47_ _ _

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

34
0

445
570

CAPACITY

Silver Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

 E470 SIMPLY III
E470 SIMPLY III

* E470N
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black 
embossed) with red reflectors, universal mounting 
plate included

* E4700N 47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black) with 
red reflectors, universal mounting plate not included

* E470NS
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black) with 
red reflectors, universal mounting plate included, 
cover not included

* E470NT
47 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case SIMPLY (black 
embossed) with smoked reflectors, universal 
mounting plate included

OPTIONAL
C470N Black embossed cover
E110 Polyurethane backrest (black)
T502B Inner bag
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush and 

under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece. 

optional

E110 T502B SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

47 LT

SIZES

32
5

425
555

CAPACITY
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 E46 RIVIERA 

E46 RIVIERA

E46N
46 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with 
red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

E46NT
46 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with 
smoked reflectors, universal mounting 
plate included

OPTIONAL
E207 Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in 

black fabric with GIVI logo

T502B
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, 
B47 Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply 
II cases.

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 
keys, bush and under lock platelets

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

46 LT

SIZES

30
5

448
578

CAPACITY

optional

E207 T502B SL101
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 E450 SIMPLY II
E450 SIMPLY II

* E450N
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

* E4500N
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate not 
included

* E450NT
45 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

OPTIONAL
E84 Polyurethane backrest (black)
T502B Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
SL101 1 - Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, 

bush and under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

E84 T502B SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

45 LT

SIZES

32
5

415
555

CAPACITY

 B45+
B45+

B45+
MONOLOCK® top-case, black, 45 ltr., with upper 
insert painted brushed silver. Universal kit and 
plate are included. Equipped with elastic cargo 
net, backrest, soft touch inner mat

OPTIONAL
T502B Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 

Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets

optional

T502B SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

45 LT

SIZES

33
5

455
550

CAPACITY

Lid with new aesthetic plastic 
inserts painted brushed silver.
Net anchorage eyelets 
incorporated in the lid.
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 B37 BLADE
B37 BLADE

* B37N 37 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black) with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

B37NLUX s
Top-case black embossed with red reflectors, luxe 
version complete with specific remote control (E132) 
and double stop light kit (E126), universal mounting 
plate included

* B37NT 37 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

OPTIONAL
C37_ _ _ Cover painted (standard and specific colours)
E131 Polyurethane backrest (black)

E126
Stop light for top-case MONOLOCK® B47 and 
B37. This product is exempt from homologation in 
accordance with EU Regulation 168/2013. We invite 
you to check the existing legislation in your country.

SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush and 
under lock platelets

* Double pack. Price for single piece.

optional

C37_ _ _ E131 E126 SL101

info Cover C37_ _ _

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

37 LT

SIZES

33
0

440
495

CAPACITY

Pearl White
B912

Painted with standard colours

 E43
E43

E43N s
MONOLOCK® top-case, black, 43 ltr., with upper 
insert painted brushed silver. Universal kit and 
plate are included. Equipped with elastic cargo 
net, backrest, soft touch inner mat

OPTIONAL
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets

optional

SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

43 LT

SIZES

33
5

455
546

CAPACITY
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 E370
E370

* E370N
39 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

* E370NT
39 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

OPTIONAL
C370N Black embossed cover

E108
Stop light. This product is exempt from 
homologation in accordance with EU Regulation 
168/2013. We invite you to check the existing 
legislation in your country.

E109 Polyurethane backrest (black)
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece. 

optional

E108 E109 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

39 LT

SIZES

32
4

415
480

CAPACITY

 B360N2 
B360N2

* B360N2 36 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

* B360NT2 36 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with metallic 
reflectors, Universal mounting plate included.

OPTIONAL
E131S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece

optional

E131S SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

36 LT

SIZES

34
0

440
495

CAPACITY
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 B330
B330

B330N Black MONOLOCK® top-case 33 ltr with red 
reflectors. Universal kit and plate are included

B330NT Black MONOLOCK® top-case 33 ltr with smoked 
reflectors. Universal kit and plate are included

OPTIONAL
E176 Polyurethane backrest (black)
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets

optional

E176 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

33 LT

SIZES

31
4

440
436

CAPACITY

 E340 VISION
E340 VISION

* E340N
34 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with red reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

* E340NT
34 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included

OPTIONAL
E196 Polyurethane backrest (black)
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets
* Double pack. Price for single piece / Cannot be fitted onto plates with an instal-
led electrical contact for a stop light kit

optional

E196 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

34 LT

SIZES

30
5

415
485

CAPACITY
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 B32 BOLD
B32 BOLD

* B32N Black MONOLOCK® top-case 32 ltr. Universal 
mounting plate included

OPTIONAL
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets
E195 Polyurethane backrest (black)
* Not compatible with plate MONOLOCK® MM

optional

SL101 E195

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

32 LT

SIZES

30
3

433
405

CAPACITY

 C30
C30

* C30N 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with red 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

* C30NT 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case black with smoked 
reflectors, universal mounting plate included

OPTIONAL
E234S Backrest in polyurethane foam, covered in black 

fabric with GIVI logo
* Four pack. Price for single piece

optional

E234S

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

30
1

394
420

CAPACITY
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 B29
B29

* B29N2
Black embossed MONOLOCK® top-case 29 ltr, 
with red reflectors, and universal mounting plate 
included

* B29NT2
Black embossed MONOLOCK® top-case 29 ltr, 
with smoked reflectors, and universal mounting 
plate included

OPTIONAL
E176 Polyurethane backrest (black)
* Multi pack (4). Price for single piece

optional

E176

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

29 LT

SIZES

30
9

399
407

CAPACITY

 E300N2
E300N2

* E300N2 30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black), universal 
mounting plate included (with Micro 2 lock)

* E300NT2
30 ltr MONOLOCK® top-case (black embossed) 
with smoked reflectors, universal mounting plate 
included (with Micro 2 lock)

OPTIONAL
E197 Polyurethane backrest (black)
SL101 Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush 

and under lock platelets
* Multi pack (4). Price for single piece

optional

E197 SL101

info

MAX LOAD

3 KG
VOLUME

30 LT

SIZES

30
0

400
410

CAPACITY
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DESCRIZIONE

MO
NO

KE
Y®

 PL
AT

ES

M9A
MONOKEY® Plate. Made from 
aluminium 3 mm brushed and 
anodised aluminium,  with the 
specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with the 
specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated

M9B
MONOKEY® Plate. Made from 
black aluminium 3 mm brushed 
and anodised aluminium,  with the 
specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with the 
specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated

M8A
Anodised aluminium TREKKER 
RACK MONOKEY® plate to be 
combined with the specific racks _ _ 
_ FZ or with the specific rear racks 
SR _ _ _ where expressly indicated

M8B
Black anodised aluminium 
TREKKER RACK MONOKEY® 
plate to be combined with the 
specific racks _ _ _ FZ or with the 
specific rear racks SR _ _ _ where 
expressly indicated

M7 s

MONOKEY® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or 
with the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ 
where expressly indicated. Painted 
cover in matt silver available as an 
optional extra

CM7A900s
Painted cover in matt silver for M7 
plate. To be combined with the M7 
plate (sold separately)

M5
MONOKEY® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or 
with the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ 
where expressly indicated.

M3
MONOKEY® plate with an 
aluminium joint included, to be 
combined with the specific rear 
racks _ _ _F for the fitting of a 
MONOKEY® case

E251
Universal MONOKEY® plate 
including fitting kit to fit a case onto 
scooters or bikes with a rear rack 
already fitted

MO
NO

LO
CK

®
 PL

AT
ES

M6M
€ 14,40

MONOLOCK® plate equipped with 
a space for a “U” type padlock. To 
be combined with the specific racks 
_ _ _ FZ or with the specific rear 
racks SR _ _ _ where expressly 
indicated

M5M
€ 14,34

MONOLOCK® plate to be combined 
with the specific racks _ _ _ FZ or 
with the specific rear racks SR _ _ _ 
where expressly indicated

MM
€ 25,61

MONOLOCK® plate with an 
aluminium joint included, to be 
combined with the specific rear 
racks _ _ _F for the fitting of a 
MONOLOCK® case

Z113C2
€ 10,00

Plate + cover plate + MONOLOCK® 
kit

DESCRIZIONE

OFMK
Kit for MONOKEY cases 
configuration for PL ONE FIT not 
configured (PLO_ _ _ and PLOR_ 
_ _).

OFCAM
Kit for MONOKEY CAM SIDE cases 
configuration for PL ONE FIT not 
configured (PLO_ _ _ and PLOR_ 
_ _).

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

02RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

03RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

04RKIT s RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

05RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

06RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

07RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

09RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

08RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

10RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

12RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the 
side case holder into a quick-release frame

PLATES KIT RAPID RELEASE - PL_ / PLO_ 
AND RAPID RELEASE KIT
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Tubular with 18mm diameter

The PL ONE-FIT will exist exclusively as a complete code, specific for each model of
motorcycle, already configured with the suitable fixing system for the chosen case model.

RICAMBI

A customer who has purchased a PLO_MK chassis, in case of a future 
purchase of a Monokey Cam-Side case, will have the possibility to buy the 

OFCAM kit  for the conversion of the fixing system, without having to buy a new 
frame. Vice versa, to transform a PLO_CAM frame into Monokey, 

just the OFMK spare part kit will be needed

Tubular with 16mm diameter

The classic frames PL_ (Monokey) and PLX_
(Monokey Side) can be configured as RAPID RELEASE

(PLR_ or PLXR_) with the addition of an RKIT.
Pre-configured R-frames will no longer exist

.

Some frames will not be convertible in Rapid Release.

PLO_ _ _ PL / PLX

The PL ONE-FIT in some cases can be configured 
as RAPID RELEASE with the addition of an RKIT.

Each configuration will be specific for each motorcycle model, because
some frames will not be convertible to Rapid Release.

For some motorcycle models, the PL ONE-FIT RAPID RELEASE will exist as a frame
already configured (PLOR_MK or PLOR_CAM), without having to add the RKIT

TREKKER ALASKA / TREKKER 46/35/33
TREKKER DOLOMITI 30 - E360 - E460

E22 - WL900 - GRT709 - GRT720

TREKKER OUTBACK 37 e 48 - GRT709

PLO_ _ _ MK
MONOKEY®

con�guration

PLO_ _ _ MK
+ 0_RKIT

MONOKEY® RAPID RELEASE con�guration

PLO_ _ _ CAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

con�guration

PLO_ _ _ CAM
+ 0_RKIT

MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

PL_ + 0_RKIT
MONOKEY®

RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

PLX_ + 0_RKIT
MONOKEY® SIDE
RAPID RELEASE 
con�guration

EACH CONFIGURATION WILL, IN ANY CASE, BE SPECIFIC FOR EVERY MODEL OF MOTORCYCLE

OFMK
MONOKEY®

con�guration

OFCAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

con�guration
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KEY LOCKS  SECURITY KEY LOCKS

KEY LOCKS STANDARD - RED
(COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MODELS OF CASES, EXCEPT THOSE EQUIPPED WITH A 

SECURITY LOCK)
Z227 1 - Set for 2 key locks with corresponding bush 

with red handle
Z228 2 - Set for 3 key locks with corresponding bush 

with red handle
Z1382 3 - Set for 5 key locks with corresponding bush 

with red handle
Z140R 4 - Key locks with corresponding bush with red 

handle (thickness 2 mm)
Z661 5 - Key locks with corresponding bush with red 

handle (thickness 2.5 mm)
Z661G 6 - Blank key with red handle (thickness 2.5 mm)

KEY LOCKS STANDARD - SILVER
(COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MODELS OF CASES, EXCEPT THOSE EQUIPPED WITH A 

SECURITY LOCK)
Z227A 1 - Set for 2 key locks with corresponding bush 

with silver handle
Z228A 2 - Set for 3 key locks with corresponding bush 

with silver handle
Z661A 3 - Key locks with corresponding bush with silver 

handle (thickness 2.5 mm)
Z661GA 4 - Blank key with silver handle (thickness 2.5 

mm)

KEY LOCKS KEY LOCKS STANDARD - RED

KEY LOCKS KEY LOCKS STANDARD - SILVER

SECURITY KEY LOCKS
SL101 1 - Security lock set including cylinder, 2 keys, bush and under 

lock platelets
SL102 2 - Security Lock key set for 2 cases, including bush and under 

lock platelets.
SL103 3 - Security Lock key set for 3 cases, including bush and under 

lock platelets.

SL105

4 - Security Lock key set for 5 cases, including bushes. Only 
compatible with cases that are equipped with a Security Lock as 
standard. Can also be used in cases that are compatible with a 
Security Lock as an option, but it is important to purchase the 
corresponding under lock platelets

Z2400CNGR 5 - Blank key, with black handle (thickness 3 mm)

The security lock is available as an accessory.

It is supplied as standard in the following items:
Trekker Outback - Trekker Alaska - Trekker Dolomiti - 
Maxia 4 - Trekker 33/35/46/52 - Weightless - V35 - V37 
- V47 - V46 - V40 - S250 Tool Box - S410 Trolley rack - 
Borse da serbatio TanklockEd - GRT709 - GRT720

It is compatible with the following items: 
E46 Riviera - E470 Simply III - E450 Simply II - E370 
- E340 Vision - E300N2 - E260 - E230 - B360N - 
B360N2 - B47 Blade - B37 Blade - B34N - B330 - B32 
Bold - C30 - B27NMAL

The security lock is not compatible with the 
following items: 
E55 Maxia (antecedente al 2012) - E52 Maxia - E41 
Keyless - E360 - E460 - E21 Cruiser - E22 - E36 - E45 
- E300N - E300B - E30 Tour - B29 - ST609 - 3D600
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 T521 QUICKPACK
Resealable rucksack made of very resistant 
polyester. Capacity for 15 ltr.
It has 3 separate compartments. Specially designed 
to be placed inside the lid of the GIVI aluminium 
cases thanks to its elastic cord to fix it.

Info

VOLUME

15 LT 20
0

60

300

SIZES

43
0

100

300

 T443D
Pair of soft inner bags for V35 and V37 
cases, 35 ltr.
Their shape makes them usable inside the  V35 
and V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases only.
Equipped with two pockets at the front and rear of 
the main compartment, which open in exactly the 
same way as the case, to allow easy access to 
contents without removing the bag.
Equipped with handles and a shoulder carrying 
strap.

Info

29
0

270

440

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

HARD BAGS COMPLEMENTS
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 T502B
Inner bag for V47, V46, E460, E360, E45, B47 
Blade, E470 Simply III, E450 Simply II cases.
With padded handle and shoulder strap for 
transportation.
It is equipped with a large frontal pocket suitable for 
laptop screens up to 13.4 inches.

Info

31
0

250

460

SIZES REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP

 T514B
Inner bag for DLM30 Trekker Dolomiti case, 
30 ltr.
The T514B can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

30
0

390

200

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

 T468C
Inner bag for V56 Maxia 4 top-cases.
Equipped with a large frontal pocket, the opening 
of the main compartment allows easy access to 
contents without removing the bag from the case.
The bag is equipped with padded handle and 
shoulder strap for transportation.

Info

30
0

220

450

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE
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HARD BAGS  T484C
Inner bag for Trekker cases TRK33, TRK35 
and TRK46, 33/46 ltr.
Expanded it can be used in the TRK46 case, 
unexpanded the bag is adaptable instead to the 
TRK33, TRK35 cases.
The frontal pocket allows access to the bag when 
the case is opened on the upper side only. 
The main compartment is equipped with a net bag 
with zip closure to maintain contents in a vertical 
position.
The T484C can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

31
0

460

SIZES

170
> 250

SHOULDER STRAP EXPANDABLE REFLECTIVE

 T490B
Inner bag for TRK52 Trekker top-case, 52 ltr.
Equipped with a large capacity pocket, suitable 
for laptop screens up to 15 inches, with reflective 
linings.
The T490B can be comfortably used as a bag itself 
thanks to its sporty design, practical handles with 
padded grips and a removeable shoulder strap 
ensuring it can be easily carried manually..

Info

35
0

270

500

SIZES SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

 T506
Bag with rectangular base 35 ltr for Trekker 
Outback 37 ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 36 ltr., 
Trekker Alaska 36 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
functionality
• Air vent
• Shoulder strap
• Two tubular fluorescent yellow elastic straps, with 
hooks.

Info

33
0

450

210

SIZES VOLUME

35 LT

ELASTIC STRAP SHOULDER STRAP WATER RESISTANT
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 T507
Bag with rectangular base 45 ltr. For Trekker 
Outback 48 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof functionality
• Air vent
• Shoulder strap
• Two tubular fluorescent yellow elastic straps, with 
hooks..

Info

33
0

450

280

SIZES VOLUME

45 LT

ELASTIC STRAP SHOULDER STRAP WATER RESISTANT

 T511
Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 42 
ltr., Trekker Dolomiti 46 ltr.
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps or 
optional Trekker Straps S350.

Info

24
0

370

360

SIZES VOLUME

38 LT

ELASTIC STRAP WATER RESISTANT REFLECTIVE

SHOULDER STRAP

 T512
Waterproof Inner bag for Trekker Outback 58 
ltr. - Trekker Alaska 56
It can be used on the lid of the top-case or as a 
saddle bag, fixing it with standard elastic straps or 
optional Trekker Straps S350.

Info

24
0

370

510

SIZES VOLUME

54 LT

ELASTIC STRAP WATER RESISTANT REFLECTIVE

SHOULDER STRAP



SOFT BAGS

SOFT BAGS

X-LINE

WEIGHTLESS The WEIGHTLESS range use the MONOKEY® fixing system and combine their 
characteristic lightness with an aerodynamic design that makes them particularly 
suitable on board touring motorcycles. The essential and newest design, featuring 
an elegant “total black” look and diamond tip texture of the external shell, is joined 
by advanced technical features.

A line of semi-rigid bags designed for “quick-tourism”. The Sport-T range is 
particularly suitable for road and sport-touring bikes, with medium to medium/
small volumes and technical fabrics laminated and with a reinforced structure 

(water-resistant, with UV protection). Tanklock and Multilock systems patented by GIVI adds further 
practicality of use, making the fitting/release system fast and secure.
Materials: made in EVA, thermoformed and covered with 900DD and PU. All materials are developed 
in accordance with Reach regulations.

A range of semi-rigid bags, suitable for 
bikes with a classic frame, in a retro or 
café racer style. Thanks to the versatility 

of the models in the range, with medium - medium/small volumes 
and technical fabrics these bags are suitable for touring-urban 
use and therefore can be used with all bike models, from the 
classics, to more modern naked bikes.

MT501 Multilock MT501S Multilock MT505 Tanklock

Pair of
thermoformed 
Multilock side 
bags,18 ltr

Thermoformed 
single side 
bag Multilock 
side bags,
18 ltr

Tanklock
tank bag 
thermoformed, 
5 ltr

The Canyon 
range is a 
new line 

of completely waterproof bags, 
produced for off-road and touring. 
Especially suitable for light bikes 
such as Enduro and Superbikes, 
this specific range aims to meet the 
needs of the off-road biker, thanks 
to its technical features designed for 
enduro use.

GIVI X-LINE bags are appreciated by those seeking accessories which combine reliability, strength, refined design and, above all, comfort. As 
the finishing touch to its technical offer, GIVI has produced a series of highly useful motorcycle accessories to perfect your travel experience, 
all in the pursuit of top performance and total safety.

XL01 XL02 XL03 XL04 Tanklock XL05 Tanklock XL06 Tanklock XL07 XL08

Expandable water 
resistant cargo bag, 
expandable from 15 to 
20 litres.

Expandable water resistant 
roll-top saddle cargo bag, 
expandable from 25 to 35 
litres.

Expandable water resistant 
roll-top saddle cargo bag, 
expandable from 39 to 52 
litres.

TANKLOCK tank bag, expandable 
from 15 to 20 litres, speci�c to the 
BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 
1250 GS (19 > 21) - BMW R 1200 GS 
Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 
GS Adventure (19 > 21) – KTM 1290 
Adventure S e R (20 > 21).

TANKLOCK tank bag, 
Expandable from 15 to 18 
litres, speci�c to the Honda 
Africa Twin, Kawasaki Versys 
650 (15 > 21), e Triumph Tiger 
1200 GT Explorer (22)

Universal TANKLOCK 
tank bag, expandable 
from 15 to 20 litres.

Water resistant sad-
dle bag, expandable 
from 9 to 12 ltr.

Top case with 
Monokey® plate 
and removable inner 
bag, 40 litre

WL900 WEIGHTLESS WL901 WEIGHTLESS

29/34 ltr. expandable top case,
thermoformed, black

Pair of thermoformed side case, 
25 ltr

ST604 Multilock ST605C TanklockED

Pair of thermoformed Multilock 
side bags, 22 ltr

TanklockED tank bag,
5 lt

ST606 ST607B ST608B ST609 Easylock ST610B Seatlock ST611B Tanklock ST612B Tanklock

Thermoformed
rucksack, 22 lt

Saddle bag, 22 lt Thermoformed leg bag, 
3 ltr.

Pair of thermoformed
Easylock side bags, 22 ltr

Seatlock seat bag, 10 lt Tanklock tank bag, 6 lt TANKLOCK tank bag 
expandable, 15 ltr

GRT718 GRT719 GRT720 GRT721 GRT722 GRT723 GRT724

Pair of side bags waterproof
(15 ltr on each side)

Rucksack with integrated
water bag, 3 ltr.

Pair of MONOKEY water 
resistant side bags, 25 lt 
on each side

Universal saddle base, for 
the modular �xing of
different bags 

Cargo water resistant bag, 
8 lt.

Waterproof cargo bag with 
Monokey® plate, 40 litres

Heat-sealing cargo bag with 
double roll-top closure, 12 
litres

GRT709 GRT712B GRT714B GRT715 GRT716 GRT717B

Pair of side bags,
35 ltr on each side

Waterproof Cargo bag, 
40 ltr

Modular, cylindrical, 
waterproof cargo bag, 
20 ltr

Waterproof tank bag with 
speci�c base for quick
attachment/detachment, 20 ltr

Waterproof tank bag,
10 ltr

Universal tool bag
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XSTREAM A sporty look from the express line for those not willing to compromise in terms of reliability and comfort. 
Materials: 1200D Guzy nylon. PU inserts. All materials will be developed in accordance with new Reach regulations except the main fabric 
of the new Xstream products which will be treated anti-UV.

EASY-T The Easy-T range of motorcycle bags is a restyling of the “entry-level” Easy line and includes a wide range of bags for general touring. The 
materials used and the technical features designed for maximum efficiency, ensures high reliability of these bags, which are suitable for all 
2-wheel users. Materials: polyester 600D PU / PVC Tarpaulin, highlighted by high frequency stitchless seams for waterproof models. All 
materials are developed in accordance with Reach regulations ((CE) n. 1907/2006).

CORIUM Corium, the new line of soft bags, was designed for classic, retro or café racer motorcycles. The line consists of 5 highly versatile models, 
all with medium to medium-small load capacities, made by combining robust technical materials with two different colours of PU, in a retro 
design. Materials: High-tenacity 1200D W/R coarse polyester and dark brown and black vegan leather (PU).

EA100C EA101C EA104B EA107C EA114FL / EA114GR / EA114CM / EA114BK

Pair of large saddle bags, 40 ltr Pair of small saddle bags, 30 ltr Rucksack with helmet holder, 
22 ltr

Seat roll-bag, 35 ltr Waterproof cylinder bag, 30 ltr, available colours: EA114FL (yellow) / EA-
114GR (black and red) / EA114CM (camou�age yellow) / EA114BK (black)

EA115FL / EA115CM / EA115GR / EA115BK EA119BK EA121 EA125B EA126

Waterproof cargo bag 40 ltr, available colours: EA115FL (yellow) / EA115CM 
(camou�age yellow) / EA115GR (black and red) / EA115BK (black)

Waterproof cargo bag 
60 ltr, black colour

Waterproof backpack, 18 ltr. Water resistant waist-bag Water resistant cylinder seat 
bag 80 ltr

EA127 EA129B EA130B EA131 Tanklock EA132B EA133

Pair of saddle bags, 25 ltr
on each side

Thermoformed
backpack

Magnetic tank bag,
15 ltr

Tanklock tank bag,
26 ltr

Saddle bag, 5 ltr Water resistant side bags,
25 ltr on each side

EA135 EA136 EA138B EA139B EA140B EA141 EA142

Tunnel bag for scooter, 
15 ltr

Tunnel/Seat bag, 23 ltr Small-size universal 
tank-bag, 6 ltr

Leg wallet Leg wallet XL Tank bag, 10 ltr speci�c  for 
Honda HONDA NC
750 X (16>19)

Tank bag with speci�c base for 
Enduro bikes

EA143 Tanklock EA144B Tanklock EA145 EA146 EA147 EA148B

Tanklock tank bag,
25 ltr

“Mini” TANKLOCK bag, 5 ltr. Waist-bag Tailock bag, 20 ltr Tailock bag, 30 ltr Backpack

CRM101 CRM102 CRM103 CRM104 CRM105 CRM106 CRM107 CRM108

Rucksack which can 
also be used as a saddle 
bag, 18 ltr.

Single side bag, 16 ltr Magnetic tank bag,
8 ltr

Classically designed leg 
bag, 3 ltr.

Saddle strap to �x the 
CRM102 and CRM106 
side bags.

Single side bag, 13 ltr Seat pads for covering the 
CRM105 saddle strap. 

Tanklock tank bag,
8 ltr

XS306 Tanklock XS307 Tanklock XS308 Tanklock XS319 Tanklock XS320 Tanklock

   
Tanklock tank bag
25 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
15 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
20 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
3 ltr

Tanklock tank bag, 15 lt. Speci�c to the Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin 
(16 > 19) / CRF1000L Africa Twin Adventure Sports (18 > 19) / CRF1100L 
Africa Twin (20) / CRF1100L Africa Twin Adventure Sports (20) / Kawasaki 
Versys 650 (15 > 20) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)
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s = Item available until it runs out of stock

WEIGHTLESS  WL900 WEIGHTLESS
Pair of MONOKEY® semi-rigid side bags, 
25 ltr. Compatible with the tubular side-case 
holders PL_ _ _, PLR_ _ _, PLO_ _ _, PLOR_ 
_ _. The aerodynamic design makes them 
particularly suitable for sporty motorcycles, 
and the thermoforming process gives the 
bags full load capacity.
As standard:
• Inner mesh pocket
• Ergonomic handle for carrying
• Inner elastic straps to secure cargo
• Silver chrome logo
• Option to close with combination lock
• Removable waterproof inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability

Info

MAX LOAD

5 KG
VOLUME

25 LT

SIZES

36
0

247
491

SECURITY LOCK BUILT IN LOCK

INNER POCKET DRY PACK INSIDE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

WEIGHTLESS  WL901 WEIGHTLESS
Semi-rigid case with MONOKEY® attachment 
system, expandable from 29 to 34 ltr. 
Compatible with all MONOKEY® plates. 
Open the accordion hinge to expand the top 
case from 29 to 34 ltr.
As standard:
• The expanded case can hold a modular helmet.
• Silver chrome logo
• Option to close with combination lock
• Removable waterproof inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability

Info

MAX LOAD

5 KG
VOLUME

29 LT
/ 34 LT

SIZES

26
6>

29
3

386

468

SECURITY LOCK CAPACITY

BUILT IN LOCK EXPANDABLE DRY PACK INSIDE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE
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WEIGHTLESS  XL01
Expandable water resistant cargo bag, 
expandable from 15 to 20 litres. 
Can be adapted to fit: top loading side-cases with 
belt-strap loops, small racks installed over top 
cases, passenger seats.
Designed for every type of motorcycle, from 
“Touring” to “Adventure”.
As standard:
• Belts for attachment to the motorcycle
• External upper pocket independent of the main 
compartment
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Adjustable shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility

OPTIONAL

S375
Pair of special bases for using the two 
XL01 cargo bags on the original BMW 
R 1200 GS (13 > 18) / R 1250 GS (19 > 
22) side cases.

Info

19
0>

24
0

200

400

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE EXPANDABLE

BELTS
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP
EXTERNAL
POCKET
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WEIGHTLESS  XL03
Expandable water resistant roll-top saddle 
cargo bag, expandable from 39 to 52 litres. 
Can be adapted to fit: top-cases with belt-strap 
loops, small racks installed over top cases, 
passenger seats.
Designed for every type of motorcycle, from 
“Touring” to “Adventure”.
As standard:
• Belts for attachment to the motorcycle
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• External upper pocket independent of the main 
compartment, expandable
• External upper pocket independent of the main 
compartment
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Extra load kit consisting of 2 removable straps 
with hooks at the ends, to be attached to 4 hypalon 
loops positioned on the bag
• Shoulder straps for conversion into a rucksack
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility 
• Water/moisture drainage holes in the bottom of 
the bag

Info

22
0>

30
0

350

500

SIZES VOLUME

52 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE EXPANDABLE

BELTS TRANSFORM REFLECTIVE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE
EXTERNAL
POCKET

WEIGHTLESS  XL02
Expandable water resistant roll-top saddle 
cargo bag, expandable from 25 to 35 litres. 
Can be adapted to fit: top-cases with belt-strap 
loops, small racks installed over top cases, 
passenger seats.
Designed for every type of motorcycle, from 
“Touring” to “Adventure”.
As standard:
• Belts for attachment to the motorcycle
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• External upper pocket independent of the main 
compartment, expandable
• External upper pocket independent of the main 
compartment
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Extra load kit consisting of 2 removable straps 
with hooks at the ends, to be attached to 4 hypalon 
loops positioned on the bag
• Shoulder straps for conversion into a rucksack
• Sided handles for easy transportation
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility 
• Water/moisture drainage holes in the bottom of 
the bag

Info

20
0>

28
0

300

430

SIZES VOLUME

35 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE EXPANDABLE

BELTS TRANSFORM REFLECTIVE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE
EXTERNAL
POCKET
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WEIGHTLESS  XL04 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK tank bag, expandable from 15 to 
20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 
18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 21) - BMW R 1200 
GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS 
Adventure (19 > 21) – KTM 1290 Adventure 
S e R (20 > 21).
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF_ _.
As standard:
• Map holder with rapid lock/unlock kit and magnetic 
(Fidlock®), water resitant, with IPX5 impermeability 
(resistant to heavy rain and extreme conditions)
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Water/moisture drainage holes in the bottom of 
the bag 
• External pocket independent of the main 
compartment
• Cable outlet compatible with Givi Power Hub 
charging system
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Safety strap to be fixed to the handlebar
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation 
• Side reflective inserts for improved visibility

Info

28
0>

33
0

430

270

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
DRY PACK INSIDE

UV TESTED DRAINAGE HOLES

TABLET HOLDER
WATERPROOF

EXPANDABLE
READY TO

POWER HUB

WEIGHTLESS  XL05 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK tank bag, Expandable from 15 
to 18 litres, specific to the Honda CRF1000L 
Africa Twin (16 > 19) / CRF1000L Africa Twin 
Adventure Sports (18 > 19) / CRF1100L 
Africa Twin (20 > 21) / CRF1100L Africa 
Twin Adventure Sports (20 > 21) / Kawasaki 
Versys 650 (15 > 21).
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF25, BF26, BF74. As standard:
• Map holder with rapid lock/unlock system and 
magnetic (Fidlock®), water resitant, with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Water/moisture drainage holes in the bottom of 
the bag 
• Front pocket
• Cable outlet compatible with Givi Power Hub 
charging system
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Safety strap to be fixed to the handlebar
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation 
• Side reflective inserts for improved visibility

Info

23
0>

28
0

380

240

SIZES VOLUME

18 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
DRY PACK INSIDE

UV TESTED DRAINAGE HOLES

TABLET HOLDER
WATERPROOF

EXPANDABLE
READY TO

POWER HUB

SPECIFIC 
FOR BMW / 

KTM

SPECIFIC 
FOR AFRICA 

TWIN / 
KAWASAKI
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WEIGHTLESS  XL07
Water resistant saddle bag, expandable from 
9 to 12 ltr. 
As standard:
• Belts for attachment to the motorcycle
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Reflective multipurpose elastic lanyard for 
additional load
• Inner mesh pocket
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Adjustable shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility

Info

19
0>

25
0

260

240

SIZES VOLUME

12 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE BELTS

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE DRAINAGE HOLES SHOULDER STRAP INNER POCKET

WEIGHTLESS  XL06 TANKLOCK
Universal TANKLOCK tank bag, expandable 
from 15 to 20 litres.
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF_ _.
As standard:
• Map holder with rapid lock/unlock system and 
magnetic (Fidlock®), water resitant, with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Removable water resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Water/moisture drainage holes in the bottom of 
the bag 
• Front pocket
• Cable outlet compatible with Givi Power Hub 
charging system 
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Safety strap to be fixed to the handlebar
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation
• Side reflective inserts for improved visibility

Info

21
0>

26
0

360

230

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
DRY PACK INSIDE

UV TESTED DRAINAGE HOLES

TABLET HOLDER
WATERPROOF

EXPANDABLE
READY TO

POWER HUB

UNIVERSAL
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WEIGHTLESS  XL08
X-Line XL08, a 40-litre top case with 
Monokey® plate and removable inner bag.
The new XL08 soft top case is designed for touring 
enthusiasts. Easy to install using the fixing system 
with Monokey® plate, waterproof, and with a 40-litre 
load capacity, it is the ideal travel companion. 

Equipment
• Compatible with all MONOKEY® plates
• 2 side pockets separate from the main 
compartment
• Main opening with double slider
• Rear mesh pocket
• Integrated additional load system comprising 
2 straps with Duraflex® hooks at the ends, for 
fastening to 2 Hypalon belt loops
• Removable water-resistant inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)
• Shoulder strap for easy carrying
• Carrying handle
• Monokey® plate fastening
• Reflective inserts for greater visibility

Info

MAX LOAD

5 KG

30
0

350

450

SIZES VOLUME

40 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE

EXTERNAL
POCKET REINFORCED BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP
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SPORT-T  ST604 MULTILOCK
Pair of thermoformed Multilock side bags.
Expandable, 22 ltr. To be combined with the specific 
side soft bags holders TST _ _ _.
As standard:
• Extension with retractable support straps
• Reflective inserts and handle for transportation
• Mesh inner pocket
• Separate inner compartment
• Inner elastic straps to contain cargo
• High-visibility rain cover to increase active safety
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock
• Straps to hold the opening cover

Info

34
0

300

450

SIZES VOLUME

22 LT

MULTILOCK MAX LOAD

4 KG
RAIN COVER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE

READY TO
PADLOCK INNER POCKET EXPANDABLE
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SPORT-T  ST605C
TanklockED bag, capacity 5 ltr. To be fitted in 
conjunction with the specific tanklock fitting 
BF_ _
Features:  
• Side reflective inserts
• Rain cover 
• Handle for easy transportation 
• Inner glasses holder 
• Shoulder strap for easy transportation 
• Zipper pulls compatible with a safety lock 
• IPX5 waterproof, removable mobile phone holder 
• Cable outlet for the GIVI Power Hub 

Info

TANKLOCKED
READY TO

POWER HUB REFLECTIVE RAIN COVER
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

READY TO
PADLOCK

WATERPROOF
SMARTPHONE HOLDER

INNER POCKET SHOULDER STRAP

SPORT-T  ST606
Rucksack with thermoformed shell, 22 ltr. 
Designed specifically for sporty motorcycles, 
its features give it perfect stability even at 
high speeds.
As standard:
• 2 side pockets, one of which can hold a 1 litre 
bottle;
• Side zip closures in reflective material that divert 
air and prevent sudden opening;
• Padded back panel in breathable material;
• Helmet straps (do not use while riding);
• Chest strap with whistle;
• Quick-release shoulder straps make it easy to 
remove the rucksack from the shoulders;
• Reflective print on the shoulder straps;
• 3 inner pockets (one 13” for tablet or laptop and 
one elasticated) 
• Top sunglasses holder;
• Integrated rain cover;
• Secondary inner compartment with zip under the 
thermoformed cover;
• Non-slip PU Base.

Info

43
0

270

300

SIZES VOLUME

22 LT

UV TESTED HELMET BELT BELTS WITH CLIPS

RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET PC POCKET
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SPORT-T  ST608B
Thermoformed leg bag, 3 ltr
As standard:
• Adjustable and removable straps
• Possibility to hook the bag directly to a belt or 
trouser loop
• Elasticated and adjustable leg straps, with closure 
that prevents the bag from moving while riding
• Inner flaps to guarantee the stability of the 
contents
• Reflective side inserts for improved visibility
• Rain cover
• Three inner pockets (one meshed, one with zip 
closure and one with a smartphone holder)

Info

24
0 80

150

SIZES VOLUME

3 LT

UV TESTED RAIN COVER ELASTIC STRAP

INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE

SPORT-T  ST607B
Expandable thermoformed saddle bag, 
suitable for sporty motorcycles, 22 ltr.
As standard:
• Expandable to 26 ltr
• Reflective side inserts for improved visibility
• Waterproof removable rain cover built into the rear 
pocket
• Side pockets and mesh pocket inside the lid
• Ergonomic handle with rubber inserts
• Padded shoulder strap
• Universal fitting with 4 straps (included)

Info

26
0

290

300

SIZES VOLUME

22 LT

UV TESTED RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP

BELTS
READY TO

PADLOCK EXPANDABLE INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE
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SPORT-T  ST609
Pair of thermoformed side bags, 25 + 25 ltr, 
using the rapid fitting system to lock /unlock, 
to be combined with the specific carrier TE_ 
_ _ . (Refer to the MY MOTORCYCLE section 
to check if there are TE_ _ _ for your model).
As standard:
• Thermo-sealed rain cover
• Inner elastic straps to secure cargo
• Inner lid with secondary compartment 
• Handle for transportation
• Mesh inner pocket

Info

30
0

450

SIZES

260
> 300

VOLUME

25 LT

EASYLOCK UV TESTED EXPANDABLE

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE INNER POCKET RAIN COVER

READY TO
PADLOCK

SPORT-T  ST612B SEATLOCK
Thermoformed saddle bag, 10 ltr, equipped 
with TANKLOCK system
It is fixed to the seat of the motorcycle using the 
Seatlock S430 universal mounting base, to secure 
the passenger seat. Particularly suitable for sports 
and touring motorcycles.
As standard:
• Tire wheels compatible with the hooking of a 
security padlock (not included)
• Elastics on the lid for small additional load (gloves 
or rain protection)
• Perimeter extension
• Rain cover
• Ergonomic handle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Refractive prints and perimeter insert for 
enhanced visibility

OPTIONAL

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

15
0

260

290

SIZES VOLUME

10 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
RAIN COVER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE

READY TO
PADLOCK SHOULDER STRAP
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SPORT-T  ST612B TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK tank bag, expandable, with a 15 
ltr. 
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific tanklock 
fitting BF_ _. Not compatible with flange BF24.
As standard:
• Side reflective inserts
• Handle for transportation
• Adjustable shoulder strap for transportation
• Transparent window to accomodate and use a 
smartphone
• High-visibility rain cover to increase active safety
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

26
0>

31
0

335

280

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
READY TO

POWER HUB

EXPANDABLE RAIN COVER
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE REFLECTIVE
READY TO

PADLOCK

SPORT-T  ST611B
TANKLOCK tank bag, 6 ltr
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific tanklock 
fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Rain cover
• Compatible puller for hooking a security padlock 
(not included)
• Window with neoprene pocket to accommodate 
6.9 inch smartphones
• Cable outlet compatible with Givi Power Hub 
charging system
• Ergonomic carrying handle 
• Shoulder strap for transport 
• Reflective pattern prints for greater visibility

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

6.7
”

11.
4”

9.4”

SIZES VOLUME

6 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

4,4 lb
READY TO

POWER HUB

RAIN COVER
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE
SMARTPHONE

HOLDER
READY TO

PADLOCK SHOULDER STRAP
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CANYON  GRT709 CANYON
Pair of side bags, 35 + 35 ltr Designed for 
Enduro and off-road motorcycles. Quick 
release UNIFIT from the mounts, with GIVI 
Security Locks (can be keyed the same as 
the top-case, trolley base or the toolbox 
using the SL102, SL103 or SL105 kits). A 
nylon plate is included for fastening to side 
fitting system such us PL_ _ _, PLR_ _ _, PL_
CAM, PLR_CAM, PLO_ _ _MK, PLOR_ _ _MK, 
PLO_ _ _N (+OFMK), PLOR_ _ _N (+OFMK) 
and some types of tubular side holders.
Features:
• Waterproof roll-down closures
• High visibility yellow Tarpaulin waterproof IPX5 
rated removable inner bag, with carrying strap
• Thermo or regular bottle carrying pocket
• Shoulder straps
Since they are soft bags the customer must check 
that, once they have been attached to the holder 
and loaded with luggage, there is no interference 
with the exhaust system of the motorcycle and that 
they are not hit by the gases coming out of it.

Info

48
0

200

470

SIZES VOLUME

35 LT
+35 LT

DRY PACK
REMOVABLE

WITH PLATE MODULABLE

INNER POCKET UV TESTED BELTS WITH CLIPS SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE

CANYON RANGE
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CANYON  GRT712B
Cargo water resistant bag, 40 ltr, with 
roller closure and hooking system through 
adjustable straps equipped with clamp 
closure.
Designed by GIVI for off-road Enduro motorcycles, 
it can be mounted in combination with other bags 
(modular). As standard:
• Air release valve
• Roll Top waterproof closure system
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap for shoulder 
transport
• Possibility to fix other bags by means of straps on 
the upper part
• Ergonomic carrying handle and Inside pocket
• Equipped with eyelets for M.O.L.L.E. system on 
the front and rear, for quick fastening of various 
accessories (modular load extension system)
• Fastening to different models of motorcycles, by 
means of adjustable belts equipped with clamp 
closure to ensure that the tension is maintained
• Reflective prints for greater visibility

OPTIONAL
S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 100 kg.

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.

T520 s Additional cargo bag Dry bag, 18 ltr

Info

30
0

270

500

SIZES VOLUME

40 LT

UV TESTED WATER RESISTANT AIR VALVE

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET SHOULDER STRAP BELTS WITH CLIPS

CANYON  GRT714B
Black waterproof roll-bag, with yellow 
interior, 20 ltr
As standard:
• Roll closure system to ensure fully waterproof
• Pair of elastic bands for fixing to the motorcycle 
or to the carrier
• Air Release Valve
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap 
• Loops for M.O.L.L.E. system in the front and 
upper part
• Ergonomic handle with rubber inserts
• Reflective pattern prints for greater visibility

OPTIONAL
S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 100 kg.

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.

Info

20
0

200

450

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

UV TESTED WATER RESISTANT AIR VALVE

ELASTIC STRAP
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE SHOULDER STRAP MODULAR REFLECTIVE
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CANYON  GRT715
Waterproof tank bag, 20 ltr, colour black with 
yellow inner. Equipped with specific base for 
quick attachment/detachment.
As standard:
• Reflective print for improved visibility
• Transparent upper pocket for map/smart phone/ 
tablet
• Side pockets (not waterproof)
• Water resistant zip closure with waterproof cover 
for added protection
• Handle with rubber insert
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap for 
transportation
• Inner reinforcements to provide greater support to 
the structure of the bag
• Anti-slip base

Info

21
0

250

350

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

WATER RESISTANT SPECIFIC BASE SHOULDER STRAP

MAP HOLDER
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE REINFORCED INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE

CANYON  GRT716
Waterproof tank bag, 6 ltr colour black with 
yellow inner.
As standard:
• Reflective print for improved visibility
• Transparent upper pocket for map/smart phone/ 
tablet
• Water resistant zip closure with waterproof cover 
for added protection
• Inner reinforcements to provide greater support to 
the structure of the bag
• Anti-slip base
• Universal belt / strap attachment system which 
can be fitted to any make / model of motorcycle

Info

17
0

230

270

SIZES VOLUME

6 LT

WATER RESISTANT BELTS MAP HOLDER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REINFORCED REFLECTIVE UV TESTED
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CANYON  GRT717B
Universal tool bag 5 ltr., colour black with 
yellow inner. Aimed at offroad Enduro 
motorcycles.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• Reflective print for improved visibility
• Rigid inner base equipped with a flip-off closure 
for the tool box hatch
Mounting options: the bag can be attached to 
a motorcycle saddle, the front mud-guard or 
combined with / or as an extra compartment of the 
side rucksacks GRT718

Info

13
0

140

280

SIZES VOLUME

5 LT

WATER RESISTANT BELTS MODULABLE

REFLECTIVE UV TESTED

CANYON  GRT718
Pair of side bags waterproof (15 ltr on each 
side), colour black with yellow inner. Aimed 
at off-road Enduro motorcycles.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• Belts for attachment to the motorcycle frame
• Hook and loop fastening and a central safety belt.
• Reflective insert and print for improved visibility
• Rapid attachment straps at the top and base of the 
bag to mount the GRT717 bag or other compatible 
load

Info

32
0

180

380

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT
+15 LT

WATER RESISTANT BELTS

REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP MODULABLE UV TESTED
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CANYON  GRT719
Rucksack with integrated water bag, 3 ltr. 
Thanks to the perfect adherence to the rider's 
body and the 2-litre HydraPak Elite bag, it is 
particularly suitable for off-road use.
As standard:
• Main pocket with HydraPak Givi Elite 2L water 
bag included; 
• Locking system to keep drinking tube on shoulder 
strap;
• Secondary pocket;
• Stabilised handle;
• Breathable back panel;
• Chest strap with whistle;
• Quick-release shoulder straps make it easy to 
remove the rucksack from the shoulders;
• Reflective inserts.

Info

42
0

60

200

SIZES VOLUME

3 LT

HYDRAPACK
INCLUDED BELTS WITH CLIPS

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE

INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE

CANYON  GRT720 CANYON
Pair of water-resistant MONOKEY® side 
bags, 25+25 ltr. Designed by GIVI for off-road 
Enduro motorcycles, they are equipped with 
Monokey® fitting system, compatible with 
the tubular side case holders PL_ _ _, PLR_ 
_ _, PLO_ _ _MK, PLOR_ _ _MK, PLO_ _ _N 
(+OFMK), PLOR_ _ _N (+OFMK).
Equipped with Security Lock key, which can be 
unified with the top case and toolbox, if required, 
using the SL102-SL103-SL105 kits.
As standard:
• Waterproof Roll Top closure system
• Adjustable upper and lower straps equipped with 
clamp closure to ensure tension tightness
• Belts with tear-off pack closure at the ends
• Front flap equipped with a sturdy pvc mesh pocket 
on the back
• 8 Side rails to modulate additional loads such as 
the GRT722 exchange
• 8 load compression points
• Side eyelets for liquid drainage
• Removable inner reinforcement to stiffen the 
bottom of the bag
• Ergonomic handle
• Fluo yellow waterproof high frequency taped inner 
bag (IPX5 waterproof grade, withstands heavy rain 
and extreme conditions)
• Reflective motif prints for greater visibility;

Since they are soft bags the customer must check 
that, once they have been attached to the holder 
and loaded with luggage, there is no interference 
with the exhaust system of the motorcycle and that 
they are not hit by the gases coming out of it.

OPTIONAL
GRT722 Canyon Cargo water resistant bag, 8 ltr

Info

40
0

210

400

SIZES VOLUME

25 LT
+25 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE MODULAR INNER POCKET
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE
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CANYON  GRT721 CANYON BASE
Universal saddle base, for the modular fixing 
of different bags, particularly suitable for use 
on Enduro and Maxi Enduro motorcycles.
Allows various side and top loads to be fixed: 
modular with GRT714B roller bag, GRT722 cargo 
bag and T520 dry bag.
The Canyon-Base with a GIVI full load configuration 
allows a maximum capacity of 60 litres.
As standard:
• Side flaps covered in Hypalon, with straps for 
attaching the bags; they allow the load to be held 
and protect the bags in the event of a fall
• Central straps for securing additional upper load, 
with clamp closure (cam buckle) to ensure tension 
tightness
• Reflective patterned prints for greater visibility
• Non-slip material on the base
• Fastening to different models of motorcycles, by 
means of adjustable belts equipped with clamp 
closure to ensure that the tension is maintained

OPTIONAL
GRT714B Black waterproof Canyon roll-bag, with 

yellow interior, 20 ltr
GRT722 Canyon Cargo water resistant bag, 8 ltr
T520 s Additional cargo bag Dry bag, 18 ltr

Info

20
0

20

870

SIZES UV TESTED MODULAR BELTS WITH CLIPS

CANYON  GRT722
Cargo water resistant bag, 8 ltr
Designed by GIVI for off-road Enduro motorcycles, 
it can be mounted on the Maxi Enduro motor 
protector as additional load, or on the saddle and 
carrier.
It can be mounted in combination with the GRT721 
Canyon-Base as a side and top bag and can also 
be modulated with the GRT720 side bags as an 
additional side load.
The GRT722 cargo bag allows you to modulate the 
luggage configuration to suit your loading needs, 
from short day trips to longer, more demanding 
motorcycle journeys.
As standard:
• Waterproof Roll Top closure system
• Modular with GRT721 Canyon-Base, as side and 
top bag
• Modular with GRT722 side bags as an additional 
side load
• Attachment via belts to the motorcycle
• Fastened to the engine guard and the Canyon-
Base by means of adjustable straps with clamp 
closure to ensure that the tension is maintained.
• Fastening to the saddle by means of straps
• Reflective patterned prints for greater visibility

Info

34
0

140

210

SIZES VOLUME

8 LT

UV TESTED WATER RESISTANT MODULAR

BELTS BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE

The Canyon-Base allows you to modulate the configuration of the bike’s 
luggage to suit your loading needs, from short day trips to longer, more 

demanding journeys.

INSTRUCTIONS
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CANYON  GRT723
Canyon GRT723, a 40-litre waterproof cargo 
bag with Monokey® plate
The GRT723 is the 40-litre cargo bag for racks, 
designed for off-road enthusiasts who don’t want to 
compromise on load capacity, practicality or safety 
when transporting their luggage, even on the most 
gruelling journeys.

Equipment
• Print with reflective motifs for greater visibility
• 4 compression points
• M.O.L.L.E. system underneath the upper flap
• Neon yellow inner bag with IPX5 impermeability 
(resistant to heavy rain and extreme conditions)
• Double access with roll-up closure
• Upper flap complete with robust PVC mesh bag 
at the rear
• Fixing plate with Monokey® system
• Ergonomic front handle
• Belts complete with cam buckles to ensure the 
right tension
• Belts complete with hook and loop concertina 
closure at the ends

Info

MAX LOAD

5 KG

20
0

400

550

SIZES VOLUME

40 LT

UV TESTED DRY PACK INSIDE

MODULAR
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP

CANYON  GRT724
Canyon GRT724, a 12-litre heat-sealing 
cargo bag with double roll-top closure.

Equipment
•Waterproof roll-top closure system
•Modular, with the GRT721 Canyon base, as a side 
or top bag
•Modular, via straps, as an addition to aluminium 
cases
•Complete with fastening straps with Duraflex® 
cam buckles to ensure the proper strap tension
•Shoulder strap for easy carrying
•Ergonomic carrying handle 
•Side M.O.L.L.E. system
•Print with reflective motifs for greater visibility

Info

12
0

200

500

SIZES VOLUME

12 LT

UV TESTED
WATER

RESISTANT MODULAR

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE SHOULDER STRAP
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EASY-T  EA100C
Pair of large expandable saddle bags 40 ltr.
System of rapid lock with belts, with hook and loop 
fastening and a central safety belt.
As standard:
• Rain cover
• Shoulder strap
• 2 elastic bungees with hooks
• Reinforcements in rigid plastic

Info

32
0

530

SIZES

180
> 280

VOLUME

40 LT

MAX LOAD

5 KG
EXPANDABLE

SHOULDER STRAP ELASTIC STRAP RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE REINFORCED

EASY-T RANGE
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EASY-T  EA101C
Pair of small expandable saddle bags 30 ltr.
System of rapid lock with belts, with hook and loop 
fastening and central safety belt.
As standard:
• Rain cover
• Shoulder strap
• 2 elastic bungees with hooks
• Reinforcements in rigid plastic

Info

29
0

470

SIZES

180
> 280

VOLUME

30 LT

MAX LOAD

5 KG
EXPANDABLE

SHOULDER STRAP ELASTIC STRAP RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE REINFORCED

EASY-T  EA104C
Expandable rucksack with helmet holder
22 ltr
As standard:
• Extractable rain-cover
• Extractable helmet holder
• Inner pockets for documents/mobile phone
• Straps to attach it to the waist and chest

Info

43
0

420

SIZES

140
> 240

VOLUME

22 LT

BELTS WITH CLIPS EXPANDABLE HELMET BAG

RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET REINFORCED
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EASY-T  EA114_ _
Waterproof cylinder seat bag - 30 ltr.

EA114FL - neon yellow pattern
EA114CM - grey and yellow camouflage pattern
EA114GR - grey and red pattern

EA114BK - black colour

As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
functionality
• Carrying strap
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• 2 Elastic straps for universal mounting

OPTIONAL
S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 100 kg.

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.

Info

27
0

270

500

SIZES VOLUME

30 LT

BELTS WATER RESISTANT SHOULDER STRAP

EASY-T  EA107C
Seat roll-bag, 35 ltr. Double D-Ring fitting 
system with straps on the front and the side 
of the bag, with a central safety strap on the 
base, for fitment under the seat or tail.
As standard:
• Rain-cover 
• Shoulder strap
• Multipurpose cross-shaped elastic straps
• Side pocket
• Upper pocket
• Additional side-inlet

Info

30
0

300

470

SIZES VOLUME

35 LT

BELTS SHOULDER STRAP RAIN COVER

REFLECTIVE REINFORCED EMERGENCY STRAP
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EASY-T  EA115_ _
Large waterproof saddle bag, 40 ltr.

EA115FL - neon yellow pattern
EA115CM - grey and yellow camouflage pattern
EA115GR - grey and red pattern

EA115BK - black colour

Dotazioni:
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
functionality
• Carrying strap
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• 2 Elastic straps for universal mounting

OPTIONAL
S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 100 kg.

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 
traction load 75 kg.

Info

30
0

300

540

SIZES VOLUME

40 LT

BELTS WATER RESISTANT
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

SHOULDER STRAP

EASY-T  EA119BK
Seat bag, 60 ltr
Features:
• Roll top closure system to ensure impermeability
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective prints for increased visibility
• Padded shoulder strap for easy transportation
• 2 elasticated straps

Info

30
0

300

550

SIZES VOLUME

60 LT

BELTS WATER RESISTANT
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

SHOULDER STRAP
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EASY-T  EA120 s
Waterproof cargo bag 15 ltr.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• Shoulder strap
• Reinforced interiors to provide greater support to 
the structure of the bag
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective print for improved visibility
• Rear mesh pocket
• 4 straps for universal mounting

Info

26
0

160

380

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

WATER RESISTANT SHOULDER STRAP
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

REINFORCED INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE BELTS WITH CLIPS

EASY-T  EA125B
Water resistant adjustable waist bag.
As standard: 
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• Waterproof main pocket with IPX5 impermeability 
(resistant to heavy rain and extreme conditions);
• Front pocket with zip closure, not waterproof
• Rear pocket with hook and loop fastening, not 
waterproof, moisture drainage system via vent
• Reflective inserts 
• Fluorescent yellow lining
• Adjustable straps

Info

14
0

80

240

SIZES BELTS WITH CLIPS INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE
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EASY-T  EA126
Waterproof cargo bag, 80 ltr
As standard:
• Roll closure system to ensure fully waterproof 
• Handle for carrying by hand
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• 2 elastic straps for saddle/rack mounting

OPTIONAL
S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, maximum 

traction load 100 kg.

Info

35
0

400

690

SIZES VOLUME

80 LT

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE SHOULDER STRAP ELASTIC STRAP

EASY-T  EA127
Pair of expandable side bags, 30 ltr
As standard:
• 1 external frontal pocket with zip equipped with 
puller locking system against fluttering
• Reflective patterned prints for greater visibility
• Expandable from 20 to 30 litres
• Removable inner reinforcement
• Yellow fluo waterproof inner bag to ensure load 
watertightness
• Load compression belts, also allow the bag to be 
stabilized to the side frame
• Ring with straps to be placed under the saddle to 
allow the bags to be attached by means of a double 
ring system
• Reflective inserts for high visibility at night
• Multipurpose elastic lanyard for additional load

Info

32
0

220

490

SIZES VOLUME

30 LT
+30 LT

EXPANDABLE DRY PACK INSIDE REINFORCED

BELTS REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET
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EASY-T  EA129B
Urban rucksack with thermoformed pocket, 
15 ltr
As standard:
• Thermoformed front pocket, to hold glasses or 
other items
• 3 different storage compartments, one of which 
with laptop and tablet compartments
• Laptop pocket, for devices up to 17 inches
• 2 side pockets
• Fluo yellow rain cover
• Fabric band positioned on the backrest, to allow 
the transport of the rucksack on a trolley 
• Upholstered backrest for greater comfort
• Ergonomic padded shoulder straps for greater 
comfort
• Handle for carrying by hand
• Load compression side straps
• Reflective prints and patterns

Info

49
0

200

300

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

PC POCKET INNER POCKET
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

REFLECTIVE

EASY-T  EA130B
Expandable magnetic tank bag, 26 ltr
As standard:
• Transparent zippered map holder for quick access
• 4 pockets with magnets included
• 4 straps with quick release for direct fixing to the 
motorcycle
• Safety strap to be fixed to the handlebar, can be 
used as shoulder strap for shoulder carrying
• 2 quick release straps to carry the bag as a 
rucksack
• 2 side pockets with zipper
• Fluo yellow rain cover
• Inner reinforcement in rigid plastic
• Expandable from 20 to 26 litres
• Reflective prints and inserts for high visibility at 
night

OPTIONAL
EA132 s Universal tail Easy-T bag, 11 ltr

Info

22
0

280

390

SIZES VOLUME

26 LT

4 MAGNETS EXPANDABLE MAP HOLDER

EMERGENCY STRAP TRANSFORM
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE RAIN COVER REINFORCED
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EASY-T  EA131 TANKLOCK
Expandable TANKLOCK tank bag, 26 ltr
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific tanklock 
fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Transparent map holder with quick access
• 2 side pockets with zip
• Safety strap to be fixed to the handlebar, can be 
used as shoulder strap for shoulder carrying
• Removable inner reinforcement
• Fluo yellow rain cover
• Expandable from 20 to 26 litres
• Reflective inserts for high visibility at night
• Reflective motif prints for greater visibility

OPTIONAL

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

22
0

280

390

SIZES VOLUME

26 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
EXPANDABLE

MAP HOLDER EMERGENCY STRAP
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE RAIN COVER INNER POCKET

EASY-T  EA132B
Universal tail bag, 11 ltr
As standard:
• 2 straps for fastening to the saddle
• 2 side pockets with zip
• Multipurpose elastic lanyard for additional load;
• Front handle
• Fluo yellow rain cover
• Expandable from 8 to 11 litres
• Reflective inserts for high visibility at night
• Reflective patterned prints for greater visibility

OPTIONAL
EA130 s Expandable magnetic Easy-T tank bag, 

26 ltr

Info

15
0

200

270

SIZES VOLUME

11 LT

RAIN COVER INNER POCKET BELTS

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE
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EASY-T  EA133
Pair of waterproof side bags, 25 ltr
Equipped with straps to be placed under the 
saddle, to allow the hooking of the bags through a 
double ring system.
As standard:
• Roll closure system to ensure fully waterproof
• Front pocket with zipper
• Shoulder strap for transport
• Handle for carrying by hand
• Waterproof high frequency taped inner lining 
(IPX5 waterproof grade, withstands heavy rain and 
extreme conditions)
• Load compression straps positioned on the 
bottom
• Reflective inserts for greater visibility at night
• Reflective pattern prints for greater visibility

Info

33
0

250

390

SIZES VOLUME

25 LT
+25 LT

DRY PACK INSIDE SHOULDER STRAP
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

BELTS REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET

EASY-T  EA135
Tunnel bag for scooter with side pockets, 15 
ltr
Fitting to the motorcycle by means of 1 strap with 2 
clips to be fix to the bag for fastening to the under 
saddle.
As standard:
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Extra-cargo system with multi-purpose cross-over 
elastic on the lid of the bag
• Front handle
• Shoulder strap for transportation.
• 2 side pockets, 1 large pocket to carry shoes or a 
change of clothes
• 2 bottom pockets containing quick fasteners
• Reinforced parts in rigid plastic
• 1 strap with 2 clips for under saddle fastening
• Reflective prints and inserts

Info

32
0

300

250

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

BELTS WITH CLIPS MAX LOAD

3 KG
SHOULDER STRAP

RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE REINFORCED
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EASY-T  EA136
Tunnel/ saddle bag, 23 ltr.
Universal fitment via two straps provided that fit to 
buckles positioned inside the side pockets of the 
bag.
As standard:
• Smartphone holder in top section
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility
• Waterproof removable rain cover in fluorescent 
material built into the rear pocket
• Side pockets, 1 large pocket to carry shoes or a 
change of clothes
• Padded shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation

Info

29
0

250

310

SIZES VOLUME

23 LT

RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP INNER POCKET

REFLECTIVE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE BELTS WITH CLIPS

EASY-T  EA138B
Small-size tank-bag, 6 ltr
Fitting system to motorcycle:
• 4 belts for direct attachment to the motorcycle
• Locks for attaching it to the TFS
• 2 pockets for removable magnets for fitting to 
metal tanks
As standard:
• Transparent pocket for smartphone 
• Front pocket
• 2 magnets included
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Adjustable shoulder strap for transportation
• Reflective prints and inserts

OPTIONAL
T460B Universal base for tank bags, Tank 

Fitting System
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

10
0

330

170

SIZES VOLUME

6 LT

2 MAGNETS MAX LOAD

3 KG
SMARTPHONE

HOLDER

SHOULDER STRAP INNER POCKET RAIN COVER REFLECTIVE
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EASY-T  EA139B
Adjustable leg wallet.
Thanks to the detachable waist strap, it can be 
attached directly to a belt/belt loop.
As standard:
• Inner pocket
• Front pocket
• Reflective prints

Info

17
0

75

110

SIZES INNER POCKET BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE

EASY-T  EA140B
Leg wallet XL
Thanks to the detachable waist strap, it can be 
attached directly to a belt/belt loop.
Materials: made with polyester 600D PU. All 
materials are developed in accordance with Reach 
regulations ((CE) n. 1907/2006)
As standard:
• Adjustable strap at the waist
• Adjustable strap at the thigh
• Main compartment with inner mesh document 
pocket
• Front pocket with key-chain hook
• Reflective prints

Info

22
0

70

140

SIZES INNER POCKET BELTS WITH CLIPS REFLECTIVE
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EASY-T  EA141
A bag created specifically for the Honda 
NC750X (16 > 20) to be mounted to the cover 
of the integrated storage compartment. 
Fitting system to motorcycle:
Using the dedicated harness, the bag attaches to 
the lid of the integrated storage compartment.
The bag is attached to the harness using 4 quick-
release straps
As standard:
• Expandable front part, 15 to 19 cm
• Cover with an integrated Sat-Nav / mobile phone 
holder 
• Extendable
• 2 side pockets with zipper closure
• Rain cover in fluorescent material with transparent 
window
• Shoulder strap for easy transportation
• Reflective prints and inserts

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

20
0

360

200

SIZES VOLUME

10 LT

RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP MAP HOLDER

EXPANDABLE REFLECTIVE SPECIFIC BASE

EASY-T  EA142
Tank bag expandable with specific base for 
Enduro motorcycles 25 ltr
Can be attached to various motorcycle models 
using the specific base supplied on your tank by 
checking the compatibility, or using the straps 
supplied.

As standard:
• 3 straps for direct attachment to the tank
• Transparent map-holder
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Side and front pockets

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

20
0>

31
0

300

250

SIZES VOLUME

25 LT

SPECIFIC BASE MAX LOAD

3 KG
EXPANDABLE

RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP MAP HOLDER REFLECTIVE REINFORCED
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EASY-T  EA143 TANKLOCK
Expandable TANKLOCK Bag for Enduro 
motorcycles, 21 ltr. Expandable up to 27 ltr. 
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Transparent map holder
• Elastic front pocket
• 2 side pockets with zipper closure
• Shoulder strap for easy transportation
• Front handle for easy transportation

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

25
0

360

320

SIZES VOLUME

27 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
RAIN COVER

SHOULDER STRAP MAP HOLDER
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE EXPANDABLE INNER POCKET

EASY-T  EA144B TANKLOCK
“Mini” TANKLOCK bag, 5 ltr. 
To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF_ _.
As standard:
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Handle for easy transportation
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

10
0

200

260

SIZES VOLUME

5 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
RAIN COVER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE SHOULDER STRAP REFLECTIVE
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EASY-T  EA145
Adjustable Waist-bag
As standard:
• Inner pocket
• Front pocket
• Rear pocket
• Reflective prints and inserts

Info

11
0

140

250

SIZES MAX LOAD

1KG
BELTS WITH CLIPS INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE

EASY-T  EA146
TANKLOCK saddle bag, 23 ltr.
Must be paired with the Seatlock base (sold 
separately)
 FEATURES:
• 2 side pockets, one of which features a separate 
compartment
• Back pocket with double zip: the upper zip 
contains padding that can be used as a passenger 
backrest. The lower zip contains the fluorescent 
yellow rain cover.
• TANKLOCK fixing system
• Main opening with double slider
• Shoulder strap for easy carrying
• Front carrying handle
• Reflective inserts for greater visibility

Info

27
0

360

SIZES

340

VOLUME

23 LT

TANKLOCK TRANSFORM REFLECTIVE

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE SHOULDER STRAP
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EASY-T  EA147
TANKLOCK saddle bag converts into a 
backpack, 30 ltr, expandable up to 38 ltr.
Must be paired with the Seatlock base (sold 
separately)
FEATURES:
• The bottom pocket contains a shoulder strap 
system and a padded flap that turn the bag into a 
backpack by covering the tanklock flange.
• Back pocket with double zip: the upper zip 
contains padding that can be used as a passenger 
backrest. The lower zip contains the fluorescent 
yellow rain cover.
• TANKLOCK fixing system
• Main opening with double slider
• Front carrying handle
• Reflective inserts for greater visibility
• When fully expanded, it can hold a full-face helmet

Info

21
0>

29
0

320

SIZES

420

VOLUME

30 LT

TANKLOCK RAIN COVER BELTS WITH CLIPS

EXTERNAL
POCKET

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE

EASY-T  EA148B
Rucksack with Roll Top closure system, 20 
ltr.
As standard:
• Roll down closure system to ensure fully 
waterproof
• Waterproof high frequency taped inner lining 
(IPX5 waterproof grade, withstands heavy rain and 
extreme conditions)
• Front pocket with key-chain hook
• 2 side pockets, 1 zippered and 1 elastic mesh 
pocket
• Laptop inner pocket, for devices up to 17 inches
• Upholstered backrest for greater comfort
• Ergonomic padded shoulder straps for greater 
comfort
• Handle for easy transportation
• Retractable waist safety strap;
• Reflective inserts for improved visibility

Info

48
0

160

260

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

PC POCKET DRY PACK INSIDE BELTS WITH CLIPS

EXTERNAL
POCKET

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE
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XSTREAM RANGE

XSTREAM  XS306 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK expandable tank bag. To be fitted 
in conjunction with the specific tanklock 
fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Water-resistant zips and reflective inserts
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Weatherproof inner compartment to store the 
raincover
• Additional protection against dampness
• Removable tablet-holder and cable port
• Handle and shoulder-strap for easy transportation

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

23
0>

28
0

330

250

SIZES VOLUME

25 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
SHOULDER STRAP

MAP HOLDER RAIN COVER EXPANDABLE REINFORCED WATER RESISTANT

XSTREAM  XS307 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK expandable tank bag. To be fitted 
in conjunction with the specific Tanklock 
fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Water-resistant zips and reflective inserts
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Weatherproof inner compartment to store the 
raincover
• Additional protection against dampness
• Removable tablet-holder and cable port
• Handle and shoulder-strap for easy transportation

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

18
0>

21
0

350

270

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
SHOULDER STRAP

MAP HOLDER RAIN COVER EXPANDABLE REINFORCED WATER RESISTANT
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XSTREAM  XS308 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK Enduro tank bag 20 ltr. To 
be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
Tanklock fitting BF_ _. Not compatible with 
flange BF24.
As standard:
• Water-resistant zips and reflective inserts
• Weatherproof inner compartment to store the 
raincover
• Additional protection against dampness
• Removable tablet-holder and cable port
• Handle and shoulder-strap for easy transportation
• Removable belt with side and front pockets that 
can be converted into a waist-bag

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

20
0>

23
0

350

280

SIZES VOLUME

20 LT

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

2 KG
SHOULDER STRAP

MAP HOLDER RAIN COVER EXPANDABLE REINFORCED WATER RESISTANT

XSTREAM  XS319 TANKLOCK
""Mini" Tanklock bag. To be fitted in 
conjunction with the specific TANKLOCK 
fitting BF_ _.
As standard:
• Reflective inserts
• Rain cover in fluorescent material
• Handle and shoulder-strap for easy transportation

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

15
0

210

210

SIZES VOLUME

3 LT

REFLECTIVE RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP

TANKLOCK MAX LOAD

1KG
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XSTREAM  XS320 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK bag 15 ltr. To be fitted in 
conjunction with the specific tanklock fitting 
(BF25 / BF26 / BF74), specific to the Honda 
CRF1000L Africa Twin (16 > 19) / CRF1000L 
Africa Twin Adventure Sports (18 > 19) / 
CRF1100L Africa Twin (20 > 21) / CRF1100L 
Africa Twin Adventure Sports (20 > 21) / 
Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 > 20).
As standard:
• Side reflective prints and rain cover
• Handle for easy transportation
• Map holder / additional tablet holder
• Adjustable shoulder carrying strap
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock
• Transparent upper window

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

Info

18
0>

23
0

290

340

SIZES VOLUME

15 LT

TANKLOCK
READY TO

POWER HUB REFLECTIVE

RAIN COVER SHOULDER STRAP
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE MAP HOLDER
READY TO

PADLOCK
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CORIUM  CRM101
Rucksack which can also be used as a 
saddle bag, 18 ltr. With its classic design, it 
is particularly suitable for retro-style bikes 
or café racers.
As standard:
• Retractable shoulder straps to allow use as a 
saddle bag
• 4 straps for fastening to saddle
• Waterproof roll-top closure system
• Removable waterproof inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions)

Info

41
0

180

270

SIZES VOLUME

18 LT

DRY PACK INSIDE TRANSFORM BELTS

CORIUM  CRM102
Single side bag, 16 ltr. With its classic design, 
it is particularly suitable for retro-style bikes 
or café racers. Use the CRM105 saddle strap 
to fasten the bag (sold separately).
As standard:
• Waterproof roll-top closure system
• Removable waterproof inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions) 
• Purchase the CRM105 saddle strap to fasten 
the bag. The bags have hook and loop fastening 
closure on the straps
• By adjusting the positioning of the straps, the 
bag can be fastened at different heights, making 
it possible to use on motorcycles with high exhaust 
pipes.

OPTIONAL
CRM107 Seat pads for Corium side bags

Info

36
0

180

300

SIZES VOLUME

16 LT

DRY PACK INSIDE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

CORIUM
RANGE
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CORIUM  CRM103
Magnetic tank bag, 8 ltr. With its classic 
design, it is particularly suitable for retro-
style motorcycles or café racers.
As standard:
• 4 removable magnets for fastening to tank 
• 4 additional straps for fastening to non-metal 
tanks
• 2 side pockets
• Removable phone pocket
• Rain cover

Info

14
0

290

200

SIZES VOLUME

8 LT

4 MAGNETS BELTS
SMARTPHONE

HOLDER

RAIN COVER

CORIUM  CRM104
Classically designed leg bag, 3 ltr.
As standard:
• Adjustable and removable waist straps
• Possibility to hook the bag directly to a belt or 
trouser loop
• Elasticised and adjustable leg straps
• Rain cover
• 2 separate pockets with zip closures

Info

20
0

90

120

SIZES BELTS WITH CLIPS RAIN COVER INNER POCKET
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CORIUM  CRM105
Saddle strap to fix the CRM102 and CRM106 
side bags. Can be used to fasten a single or 
pair of side bags.
As standard:
• Necessary for fastening the CRM102 and 
CRM106 side bags
• Slots for the M.O.L.L.E. system (military style 
quick release)
• Size: 35 cm x 22 cm

CORIUM  CRM107
Seat pads for covering the CRM105 saddle 
strap. It makes the passenger seat more 
comfortable when side bags are attached.
It attaches to the CRM105 saddle strap using two 
straps on the bottom of the pad.

Dimensions: 25.5 x 21.5 cm. Pad width, 5 cm.

CORIUM  CRM106
Single side bag, 13 ltr. With its classic design, 
it is particularly suitable for retro-style bikes 
or café racers. Use the CRM105 saddle strap 
to fasten the bag (sold separately).
As standard:
• Waterproof roll-top closure system
• Removable waterproof inner bag with IPX5 
impermeability (resistant to heavy rain and extreme 
conditions) 
• Purchase the CRM105 saddle strap to fasten 
the bag. The bags have hook and loop fastening 
closure on the straps
• By adjusting the positioning of the straps, the 
bag can be fastened at different heights, making 
it possible to use on motorcycles with high exhaust 
pipes.

OPTIONAL
CRM107 Seat pads for Corium side bags

Info

27
0

180

300

SIZES VOLUME

13 LT

DRY PACK INSIDE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE

CORIUM  CRM108
TANKLOCK tank bag, 8 ltr. With its classic 
design, it is particularly suitable for retro-
style motorcycles or café
racers. To be fitted in conjunction with the specific 
TANKLOCK fitting BF_ _.
As standard: 
• 2 side pockets
• Removable phone pocket
• Rain cover

Info

14
0

290

200

SIZES VOLUME

8 LT

DRY PACK INSIDE
ERGONOMIC

HANDLE
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GAMMA METRO-T

METRO-T  MT501 MULTILOCK
Pair of thermoformed Multilock side bags 
with vertical load. Expandable, 18 ltr.
To be combined with the specific soft side bag 
holders (TMT _ _ _ )
As standard:
• Side reflective inserts
• Side mesh pockets
• Rain cover
• Handle for transportation
• Shoulder strap
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock

Info

36
0

200

340

SIZES VOLUME

18 LT

MULTILOCK MAX LOAD

4 KG
RAIN COVER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE

READY TO
PADLOCK EXPANDABLE UV TESTED

METRO-T  MT501S MULTILOCK
Single thermoformed Multilock side bag with 
vertical load. Expandable, 18 ltr capacity.
To be combined with the specific soft side bag 
holders (TMT _ _ _ ).
As standard:
• Side reflective inserts
• Side mesh pockets
• Rain cover
• Handle for transportation
• Shoulder strap
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock

Info

36
0

200

340

SIZES VOLUME

18 LT

MULTILOCK MAX LOAD

4 KG
RAIN COVER

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE REFLECTIVE

READY TO
PADLOCK EXPANDABLE UV TESTED

METRO-T  MT505 TANKLOCK
TANKLOCK tank bag, thermoformed, 
expandable, with a 5 ltr capacity. To be fitted 
in conjunction with the specific tanklock 
fitting BF_ _
As standard:
• Inner pocket to store a smart phone
• Inner pocket in the top-shell
• Shoulder strap for transportation
• Zipper pulls designed to be used with a safety lock
• Rear pocket prepared for a cable port, to be 
combined with POWER HUB accessories for 
electronic devices..

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank 
bags.

S430
Base with universal retaining system 
to be used with a TANKLOCK bag or 
a TanklockED bag on the passenger 
portion of the seat. 

Info

19
0

280

220

SIZES VOLUME

5 LT

TANKLOCK
READY TO

POWER HUB EXPANDABLE

RAIN COVER
READY TO

PADLOCK SHOULDER STRAP INNER POCKET
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EXTRA CARGO 
BAGS

EXTRA CARGO  T515
Roll-top bag with tool compartment and 
hook (compatible with M.O.L.L.E.). Suitable 
to be placed inside the S250 TOOLBOX.
Features: 
• Main inner net pocket with zipper closure
• Variety of elasticated straps  
• Mounts to hold a variety of tools 
• Reflective print for increased visibility 
• Compatible with side bags GRT709 which can be 
hooked directly to the chassis frame (compatible 
with M.O.L.L.E.)
• Hook to hang the bag when open

Info

13
0

60

230

SIZES REFLECTIVE MODULAR UV TESTED INNER POCKET

ELASTIC STRAP

EXTRA CARGO  T520
Additional cargo bag Dry bag, 18 ltr
Designed by GIVI as additional load, it can be fixed 
on the Canyon-Base GRT721, in addition to the 
side bags GRT720 or be fixed on the 40 ltr cargo 
bag GRT712.
The Dry bag allows you to modulate the 
configuration of the luggage to suit your equipment 
needs, it can be fixed on the rear racks or on the 
aluminium suitcases, to offer additional load for 
longer and more demanding motorcycle journeys.
As standard:
• Waterproof Roll Top closure system
• Possibility of fixing to other bags by means of 
system M.O.L.L.E

Info

20
0

200

450

SIZES VOLUME

18 LT

MODULAR
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EXTRA CARGO  T516
Universal handlebar pouch with inner mobile 
phone compartment.
Features:
• Inner mesh pocket with zipper closure
• Elasticated mounts for pens / tools 
• Magnetic closure
• Reflective print for increased visibility
• Detachable, adjustable waist belt for attachment 
around the waist
Fastening system:
• 2 side straps with double D ring and strap with 
hook and loop fastening on the base

Info

13
0

90

240

SIZES VOLUME

3 LT

2 MAGNETS UV TESTED BELTS

INNER POCKET REFLECTIVE

EXTRA CARGO  T517
Water resistant leg bag
Features:
• Reflective print for increased visibility
• Front pocket 
• Adjustable waist straps 
• Elasticated and adjustable leg straps 

Info

19
0

75

110

SIZES REFLECTIVE INNER POCKET WATER RESISTANT UV TESTED
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COMPLEMENTI 
PER BORSE
SOFFICI

SICUREZZA E COMFORT  T523
HydraPak Givi Elite, 2-ltr water bag.
This bag can be used in rucksacks with an opening 
for the drinking tube and is particularly suitable for 
use Off-Road.
Compatible with GRT711, included in the GRT719
As standard:
• Opens and closes with a SLIDE SEAL TOP, 
making it easy to fill and creating a watertight seal.
• BLASTER valve prevents leaking.
• Compatible with most hydration packs, drinking 
tube length - 95 cm;
• PLUG-N-PLAY connection system to easily 
detach the tube when the bag is full;
• Completely reversible for easy cleaning;
• Withstands temperatures from -25 up to 60 
degrees.

 S111 POWER HUB
Hub kit for the electrical feed for tank bags. 
It supplies three devices through the USB 
ports and a fourth device with the ISO 12v 
Inner Power connector.
Fully waterproof external wiring kit. It allows the 
charging of three devices with USB ports for a 
total of 6600 mA (3 x 2200 mA). It is possible to 
use original USB cables from devices without 
purchasing further adapters. To be specifically 
combined with the S110 kit

OPTIONAL
S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.
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 T460B
The TFS System has been created to simplify 
the fixing of tank bags onto plastic tanks 
that, unlike metal ones, cannot be used with 
a magnetic fitting system.
It is based on a laminated EVA polyester foil covered 
with anti-slip PVC which, once it is attached to the 
bike by using the 4 adjustable belts, is the base to 
quickly fasten and unfasten the bag to the bike.
The TSF measurements means it is usable for 
most motorcycle models and the system allows 
the fastening of all tank bags in our range, with the 
exclusion of TANKLOCK bags

 S430 - SEATLOCK
Base with universal retaining system to be 
used with a Tanklock bag or a TanklockED 
bag on the passenger portion of the seat.
The new GIVI Seatlock is designed to integrate 
and function even with the most extreme sport 
motorcycles.
The base SEATLOCK is equipped with the 
TANKLOCK quick release system and it is 
adaptable to any motorcycle. It can be put on and 
taken off in less than 5 minutes, without using any 
tools.

It is compatible with most GIVI TANKLOCK and 
TanklockED system bags with a flat base, but not 
with those with a contoured/curved base.

As standard:
• Anti-scratch and non-slip rubber base
• Fast and easy retaining system with adjustable 
straps
• Can also be secured to GIVI M8A, M8B, M9A, and 
M9B aluminium plates

FITTING SOLUTIONS FOR SOFT BAGS
SADDLE BAGS

TR_ _ _
The world of fixing systems developed by GIVI for its bags and cases expands with the important new REMOVE-X line. These frames, distinguished by their TR 
lettering, are tasked with stabilising the positioning of soft side bags on the motorcycle but can also be completed released from the vehicle at the touch of a lever. 

The “aesthetic” upgrade introduced with REMOVE-X will be appreciated by many, but particularly by those users who seek light load solutions that allow the motorcycle 
to be rapidly returned to its original aesthetic... or almost, as a small black nylon fixing system will remain assembled in the area occupied by the footpeg supports. 

The TR sub-frames are suitable for all types of soft side bag that are fastened to the vehicle using under-seat straps, but GIVI recommends opting 
for models of a shape and size to suit the style of one’s motorcycle, taking care to maintain the correct distance from the exhaust and gas outlet.

REMOVE-X - SOFT BAGS - Easy-T Range
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MILTILOCK SYSTEM* - Metro-T Range

TMT_ _ _MT501 / MT501S - Metro-T Range

TMT_ _ _

TUBULAR HOLDER FOR MULTILOCK BAGS
METRO-T RANGE

For prices of motorcycle specific items, (TMT_ _ _ _ ) please refer to 
the section “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR BIKES AND SCOOTERS”.

MILTILOCK SYSTEM* - Sport-T Range

TST_ _ _ST604 - Sport-T Range

TST_ _ _

TUBULAR HOLDER FOR MULTILOCK BAGS
SPORT-T RANGE

For prices of motorcycle specific items, (TST _ _ _ _) please refer to 
the section “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR BIKES AND SCOOTERS”.

SADDLE BAGS

T_ _ _

TUBULAR HOLDER

In order to attach universal soft side bags in a safe and secure way, GIVI 
has created and produced stabilising holders for various motorcycle 
models. The mounting of these side holders enables bags to be attached 
in such a way so as to avoid damage due to the proximity of the exhaust 
pipe when the bags are mounted.

For prices of motorcycle specific items, (T_ _ _ _ ) please refer to the 
section “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR BIKES AND SCOOTERS”.

In the event that there is no specific tubular holder for your model of motorcycle on which you can mount the soft side bags of your choice, we suggest mounting the bags 
directly onto the motorcycle, obviously ensuring that the bags are securely attached and that they do not come into contact with the exhaust pipe, rear wheel and do not 
cause any interference with any other moving part of the motorcycle.

EASYLOCK SADDLE BAGS - Easylock System

TE_ _ _

TUBULAR HOLDER
(IT CAN ALSO BE USED AS HOLDER FOR SOFT LUGGAGE)

Insert the key into the lock and turn it, locate the bag onto the TE specific 
frame so that the two tabs positioned on the lower section of the attachment 
system hold onto the base of the bag; then push the bag onto the frame to 
attach it.  To remove the key, rotate it in a vertical position.

For prices of motorcycle specific items, (TE _ _ _) please refer to the 
section “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR BIKES AND SCOOTERS”.

ST609 - Sport-T Range
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TANK BAGS

MAGNETS INCLUDED

Some models of bags are equipped with magnets to allow mounting 
on metal tanks. 

BELTS INCLUDED - ALL TANK BAGS ARE SUPPLIED WITH 4 BELTS

- Bind the included belts onto the frame of the motorcycle
- Attach the other end of the belts to the D-rings on the base of the bag

The TFS system has been created by GIVI to simplify the fixing of tank bags 
onto plastic tanks that, unlike metal ones, cannot accommodate a magnetic 
fitting system.  It is based on a laminated EVA polyester foil, covered with 
anti-slip PVC which, once it is attached to the motorcycle using the four 
adjustable belts, is the base to which the bag can be quickly fastened and 
unfastened.  The TFS measurements (see table below) means it can be 
used on most makes of motorcycle and the system allows the fastening of 
all tank bags in our range, with the exclusion of our Tanklock bags.

- Attach the TFS (Tank Fitting System) on the frame of the motorcycle, 
using the 4 adjustable belts included
- Attach the bag onto the TFS base using the belts included

T460B

TFS (TANK FITTING SYSTEM) - Universal base for tank bags

<
EA142 / EA110B - Tank 
bag for the following Enduro 
motorcycles with specific 
base included

>
EA141 / EA116 - Tank bag
with specific base included
for HONDA NC 750 X
(16 > 19)

Can be used on other makes / models of 
motorcycles, simply check compatibility of 
the base of your fuel tank with the dimensions 
shown opposite or use the straps provided.

TANK BAG FOR ENDURO BIKES WITH SPECIFIC BASE INCLUDED: EA110B and EA116
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TANKLOCK SYSTEM

BF_ _ 

Mount the specific BF_ _ kit to the fuel filler cap and fit the tanklock bag by positioning it on the flange using a slight amount of pressure.
To release the bag, simply pull the red lever positioned on the base of the bag
Flanges do vary, therefore you must check the compatibility list contained within the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters”.

TANKLOCK TANK BAGS - Tanklock System

COMPATIBILITY FLANGE FOR TANKLOCK BAGS

SCAN THE QRCODE
TO SEE THE COMPATIBILITY LIST FOR FLANGE.

THIS LINK WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY UPDATED
EVERY MONTH, IN CONCOMITANCE WITH

THE PRICE LIST UPDATING.

https://bit.ly/3otcQGc

ST605C TanklockED ST611B Tanklock ST61B2 Tanklock

TanklockED tank bag,
5 lt

Tanklock tank bag, 6 lt TANKLOCK tank bag 
expandable, 15 ltr

XL04 Tanklock XL05 Tanklock XL06 Tanklock

TANKLOCK tank bag, expandable from 15 
to 20 litres, speci�c to the BMW R 1200
GS (13 > 18), BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22)
BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18)
BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22)
KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 21).

TANKLOCK tank bag, Expandable
from 15 to 18 litres, speci�c to the
Honda Africa Twin, Kawasaki Versys 
650 (15 > 21), and Triumph Tiger
1200 GT Explorer (22)

Universal TANKLOCK 
tank bag, expandable 
from 15 to 20 litres.

X-LINE

EASY-T

EA131 Tanklock EA143 Tanklock EA144B Tanklock

Tanklock tank bag,
26 ltr

Tanklock tank bag,
25 ltr

“Mini” TANKLOCK bag, 
5 ltr.

XSTREAM

XS306 Tanklock XS307 Tanklock XS308 Tanklock XS319 Tanklock XS320 Tanklock

Tanklock tank bag
25 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
15 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
20 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
3 ltr

Tanklock tank bag
15 lt: Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin (16>19) e 
Sport Adventure (18>19)/ Kawasaki Versys 
650 (15>19)

MT505 Tanklock

Tanklock
tank bag thermoformed, 
5 ltr
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The collection of GIVI products includes a wide variety of accessories that have all been designed with the purpose of 
helping to improve security, practicality and comfort whilst riding on two-wheels. Some products are dedicated to the rider, 
some to the passenger and some to the conveyance itself but each one is a worthy addition to our range.
For example, from the child’s seat which is very useful around town; the universal satnav / smartphone holder or the 
telepass holder, easily adaptable to two or three wheeled machines; the very useful specific backrests that are mounted 
behind the seat right down to the breakdown kit including a warning triangle and reflective vest.
Over the years, our selection of accessories has been continually expanding taking into consideration the needs of today’s 
motorcyclists and scooter riders.  In respect of the two-wheeled machines themselves, we produce a wide range of 
accessories including engine bars which limit the damage in the event of a fall. Dedicated to the world of “off road” riding, 
we have introduced the brand new oil carter protectors which provide protection against impact from rocks and bumps on 
the road and there are the new universal halogen spotlights.
There is also a motorcycle cover and a seat cover to provide protection from dust and rain, an aluminium case holder, 
tubeless tyre repair kit, the list goes on and on. Behind every single GIVI accessory is the dedicated and targeted research 
of the R&D Department based at Flero.

ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

 S954B / S955B / S957B / S958B
Universal GPS-Smartphone holder. Equipped with safety 
strap and raincover. touch sensitive surface transparent, 
sunshade, opening at the bottom to allow the device 
power supply, zip closure with waterproof flap. Compatible 
with GIVI power connection

S954B Universal GPS-Smartphone holder 
with fitting kit. 

S955B s Universal Smartphone holder with 
fitting kit.

S957B Universal Smartphone holder with 
fitting kit.

S958B Universal Smartphone holder with 
fitting kit. 

S951KIT2
Universal fitting kit for S95_, S95_B 
to fit on motorcycles fitted with 
handlebar risers

S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

*Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and 
scooters” to verify compatibility S954B S955B S956B S957B S958B
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DIMENSIONS
PORTA GPS/SMARTPHONE:

 S902A
Universal anodised aluminium support for STTR40SM, 
SGZ39SM, S95_B to be mounted onto steel tubes with 
a diameter of between 11.5mm and 14 mm. 
To be mounted on motorcycles with a cross piece located 
behind the windshield with a diameter between 11.5mm 
and 14mm, or on the upper fairing brackets FB_ _ _.

S902A s

Universal anodised aluminium support 
to install GPS and smartphone holders 
S953B, S954B,S955B, S956B, S957B, 
S958B and GPS holders SGZ39SM 
and STTR40SM

SGZ39SM

Anodised aluminium and stainless 
steel handle bar to install GPS Garmin 
Zumo (345LM, 346LM, 390LM, 395LM, 
396LM, 590LM, 595LM, 220, 350, 400, 
450, 550, 340, 660, 345, 395, 595) on 
S901A Smart Mount and S902A

STTR40SM
Aluminium support to install GPS Tom 
Tom Rider (40, 400, 410, 450, II, 500, 
550) on S901A Smart Mount and S902A

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder *Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility

 S904B SMART MOUNT_RC
Universal support in aluminium, with central support in 
reinforced technopolymer, to mount the device holders 
S95_B, S604 on the on the brake/clutch oil reservoir. 
DESIGNED AND MADE IN ITALY. Features:
• The base adapts to the different shapes of brake/
clutch oil reservoirs on the market. 
• It can be rotated and turned upside down as needed. 
• Through the pulling of a single side screw the customer 
can rotate the support on the vertical axis and manage 
the spherical movement of the upper support. 
• Painted steel base
• Solid turned base in anodised aluminium. 
• Cheeks in treated die-cast aluminium. 
• Central support in reinforced technopolymer with 
double injection

S904B
Universal support in aluminium, with central 
support in reinforced technopolymer, to 
mount the device holders S95_B, S604 
on the on the brake/clutch oil reservoir.

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC
02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC
03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC

Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” 
to identify the correct item for your motorcycle, or scan

the QR Code on the side to see the compatibility list.

COMPATIBILITY LIST  _ _VKIT

https://bit.ly/3t20yZ7
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 S920M SMART CLIP
Universal smartphone holder pliers. A patented product 
that has been designed and made in Italy. Compatible with 
motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, quad and snowmobiles. 
Made from materials with high chemical and mechanical 
resistance: metal parts constructed from stainless steel 
and anodised aluminium. Techno-polymer plastic elements 
moulded with a techno-elastomer. Compatible with 
diameters between 8mm and 35 mm. Ability to fit around 
sections that are not perfectly circular and with a maximum 
diameter of 37mm. Designed to avoid interferance with the 
camera on most smartphones. Easy lock and release of 
the device. All components remain attached to each other, 
even after being removed from the vehicle. Also included 
is a “GRIP+” elasticated safety strap.

The S920M can accommodate devices with the following 
dimensions: minimum: 112 x 52mm, maximum: 148 x 
75mm, maximum thickness: 13 mm.

S920M
Universal smartphone holder pliers 
to mount on motorcycles, scooters, 
bicycles and quads. 

S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

 S920L SMART CLIP
Universal smartphone holder pliers. A patented product 
that has been designed and made in Italy. Compatible with 
motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, quad and snowmobiles. 
Made from materials with high chemical and mechanical 
resistance: metal parts constructed from stainless steel 
and anodised aluminium. Techno-polymer plastic elements 
moulded with a techno-elastomer. Compatible with 
diameters between 8mm and 35 mm. Ability to fit around 
sections that are not perfectly circular and with a maximum 
diameter of 37mm. Designed to avoid interferance with the 
camera on most smartphones. Easy lock and release of 
the device. All components remain attached to each other, 
even after being removed from the vehicle. Also included 
is a “GRIP+” elasticated safety strap.

The S920L can accommodate devices with the following 
dimensions: minimum: 144 x 67mm, maximum: 178 x 
90mm, maximum thickness: 13 mm

S920L
Universal smartphone holder pliers 
to mount on motorcycles, scooters, 
bicycles and quads. 

S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

 S921
Universal smartphone/satnav clip for motorcycles, 
mopeds, bikes, scooters and quads. For devices 52 to 
85 mm wide.
S921 works with most smartphones 52 to 85 mm wide.
The clip is designed for recording on the go, leaving the 
camera unobstructed.
High-quality materials ensure durability and non-slip 
rubber on the area in contact with the device provides 
extra grip.
S921 Easy Clip can be paired with GIVI holder systems 
as required: S901A, S902A or S95KIT.
An additional webbed safety strap is included with the 
product for riding on bumpy terrain.

S921
Universal smartphone/satnav clip 
for motorcycles, mopeds, bikes, 
scooters and quads. For devices 52 
to 85 mm wide.

S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket.

S95KIT
Universal fitting kit for device holder 
S604. It allows fixing of the device holder 
S604 on handlebars, tubulars or mirrors 
with a diameter between 8 and 35mm 

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility
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 STTR40
Universal support to mount either the GPS Tom Tom 
Rider (40, 400, 410, II, 42, 420, 450, 500, 550) on 
tubular handlebars or on the stalk of a rearview mirror 
Compatible with tubular handlebars with a diameter of 
8 to 35 mm

STTR40 s

Universal support to mount 
either the GPS Tom Tom 
Rider (40, 400, 410, II, 42, 
420, 450, 500, 550) on tubular 
handlebars or on the stalk of a 
rearview mirror

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for 
bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility

 SGZ39SM
Anodised aluminium and stainless steel support to 
install GPS Garmin Zumo (345LM, 346LM, 390LM, 
395LM, 396LM, 590LM, 595LM, 220, 350, 400, 450, 
550, 340, 660, 345, 395, 595) on S901A Smart Mount 
or S902A. To be combined with S901A Smart Mount or 
S902A and the specific screw kits _ _ _SKIT.
Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes 
and scooters” to verify compatibility

SGZ39SM

Anodised aluminium and stainless 
steel handle bar to install GPS 
Garmin Zumo (345LM, 346LM, 
390LM, 395LM, 396LM, 590LM, 
595LM, 220, 350, 400, 450, 550, 
340, 660, 345, 395, 595) on 
S901A Smart Mount and S902A

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for 
bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility

 STTR40SM
Anodised aluminium support to install GPS Tom Tom 
Rider (40, 400, 410, 450, II, 500, 550) on S901A Smart 
Mount and S902A. To be combined with S901A or 
S902A and the specific screw kit _ _ _SKIT.
Please refer to the section “specific equipment for bikes 
and scooters” to verify compatibility

STTR40SM

Aluminium support to install 
GPS Tom Tom Rider (40, 
400, 410, 450, II, 500, 550) 
on S901A Smart Mount and 
S902A

FB_ _ _*
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind 
the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, 
S95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

* Please refer to the section “specific equipment for 
bikes and scooters” to verify compatibility
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 S110 POWER SOCKET / S111 POWER HUB
12V Handlebar electrical outlet socket. Equipped 
with fuse and battery connectors, adhesive clips, fully 
waterproof. This kit creates an independent circuit from 
the ignition system of the motorcycle in order to protect 
it from possible overloads. Reduced sized, compared to 
a standard Cigarette lighter port.
To be combined with the S111 Power Hub or with the 
S112-1 Power Connection

S110 12V Handlebar electrical outlet 
socket.

S111 Hub kit for the electrical feed 
for tank bags.

 S604
Universal case for European highway toll payment devices 
entirely MADE IN ITALY and equipped with a universal kit 
for fastening onto handlebars, crossbars and mirrors.
The fitting system, made from technopolymers and 
stainless steel. It is compatible with tubes between 8 
and 35 mm in diameter and can attach to sections that 
are not perfectly round.
The S604 was designed to accomodate: the Italian 
TELEPASS* in its new size (66 x 48 x 28 mm) or the 
more compact devices used to pay European motorway 
tolls (63 x 11 x 40 mm; distributed in Italy, France, and 
Spain), this format is held in the case through the use of 
an adhesive pad that compensates 
for the different sizes compared to the Italian format 
(included in the package). 
PLEASE NOTE: This holder has been developed for the 
devices used to pay European motorway tolls (distributed in 
Italy, France, and Spain) and for the Italian TELEPASS*.  It is 
important to always check the dimensions and functionality 
with respect to devices available in other countries.

S604

Universal case for European 
highway toll payment devices 
equipped with a universal kit 
for fastening onto handlebars, 
crossbars and mirrors

* TELEPASS is a registered trademark belonging to Atlantia 
and Austostrade of ltaly. / All trademarks, names and PDA 
models are property of the respective Companies

 S601
Holder designed for the motorway toll paying device 
"TELEPASS"*. Shell material: nylon. PLEASE NOTE: 
This holder has been developed for the Italian 
TELEPASS*.  It is important to always check the 
dimensions and functionality with respect to devices 
available in other countries. *TELEPASS is a registered 
trademark belonging to Atlantia and Austostrade of ltaly. 
All trademarks, names and PDA models are property of 
the respective Companies.

S601
Holder designed for the 
motorway toll paying device 
"TELEPASS"*. 

* TELEPASS is a registered trademark belonging to Atlantia 
and Austostrade of ltaly. / All trademarks, names and PDA 
models are property of the respective Companies
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SPOTLIGHTS  S322 LED PROJECTORS

Pair of universal, certified anti-fog lights, with black 
painted aluminium housing and LED technology that 
guarantees low energy consumption, making the S322 
suitable for mounting on motorcycles with small engines, 
without the risk of draining the battery. Easily attached 
to all engine-guards with a tubular diameter of between 
21mm and 25mm. Supplied with fuse and cables for 
direct connection to the battery and with a waterproof 
switch to mount on the handlebar. Also supplied with 
a third cable to connect to the motorcycle ignition lock. 
Only 14 W power absorption per light

S322
Pair of universal, certified anti-
fog lights, with LED technology 
and black painted aluminium 
housing

 S602
Waterproof, removable holder designed for the motorway 
toll paying device "TELEPASS"*. It is attached to a 
motorcycle using adhesive tabs. Shell material: nylon. 
PLEASE NOTE: This holder has been developed for 
the Italian TELEPASS*.  It is important to always check 
the dimensions and functionality with respect to devices 
available in other countries. *TELEPASS is a registered 
trademark belonging to Atlantia and Austostrade of ltaly. 
All trademarks, names and PDA models are property of 
the respective Companies.

S602

Waterproof, removable holder 
designed for the motorway toll 
paying device "TELEPASS"*. 
It is attached to a motorcycle 
using adhesive tabs. 

* TELEPASS is a registered trademark belonging to Atlantia 
and Austostrade of ltaly. / All trademarks, names and PDA 
models are property of the respective Companies

SPOTLIGHTS  S310 TREKKER LIGHTS
Additional universal headlights, homologated, which 
can be easily mounted onto any engine guards with a 
tubular diameter between 21mm and 25mm. 
The cable kit with the relay and the fuse for direct linking 
to the battery are provided as standard, together with a 
waterproof switch that can be mounted to the handlebar. 
Also provided as standard, is a cable which can connect 
the lights to the ignition which ensures the lights are not 
left turned on.

S310 Additional halogen spotlights

Z2256
Pair of halogen bulbs 
replacement 12V 55W H3 for 
spotlights S310

Z2257
Pair of halogen bulbs 
replacement 12V 35W H3 for 
spotlights S310
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SAFETY AND COMFORT  E198
Inner courtesy light for cases.
• Lights up automatically when the lid is opened.
• Can also be used as an emergency flashlight
• Including battery charging cable

E198 Inner courtesy light for cases

SAFETY AND COMFORT  S510 D-CHARGE

SAFETY AND COMFORT  STF500S
Stainless-steel thermal flask 500ml. It keeps water hot 
or cold for up to 12 hours. Anodised aluminium snap-
hook. BPA free.
Double wall, max liquid temperature 100 ° C, dishwasher 
safe, compatible with most bottle holders.

STF500S Stainless-steel thermal flask, 
500ml

E162

Support in stainless steel for 
thermal flask. Compatible with 
OBK110A / OBK58 / OBK42 / 
OBK48 / OBK37 / OBKN58 / 
OBKN42 / OBKN48 / OBKN37 
TREKKER OUTBACK, DLM30 
/ DLM36 / DLM46 TREKKER 
DOLOMITI and TRK33 / TRK46 
TREKKER

E199 Support in fibreglass reinforced 
nylon for thermal flask

S510 - Motorcycle battery maintainer. Compatible with 
all types of traditional 12V battery (lead-acid, MF, GEL 
AGM) and latest-generation lithium 12V batteries with 
either lithium ion technology or LiFePO4, from 1.2 Ah 
up to 100 Ah.
-Increases battery duration by up to four times. 
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, minimum energy consumption
-2 PROGRAMMES: Lead-acid & lithium, max. charge 
current: 1 Amp
-SAFE. No spark. Protection against: reverse polarity, 
short circuits, overloading and overheating.
-For lithium batteries: 100% AUTOMATIC charge and 
maintenance algorithm WITH 7 INTELLIGENT CYCLES: 
initialisation, recovery (from 1.25V), light charge, main 
charge, analysis, maintenance and equalisation.
-For lead-acid batteries 100% AUTOMATIC charge 
and maintenance algorithm WITH 8 INTELLIGENT 
CYCLES: initialisation, recovery (from 1.25V), 
light charge, main charge, desulphation, analysis, 
maintenance and equalisation.
-Equipped with an integrated temperature sensor, it 
allows for the activation of a specific “Polar” mode for 
charging at low temperatures.
-100% Made in Italy, 3-year warranty.

S510 Battery charger / Battery 
maintainer for motorcycle
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SAFETY AND COMFORT  VEST02 TREKKER VEST
A high visibility vest certified in accordance with EN 
1150:1999 Regulations. It combines a fluorescent yellow 
surface with reflective strips both at the front and rear 
zones. This vest is well suited to fit over various types of 
jacket. Hook & loop adjustment straps on the waist, side 
pockets with zippers. Breathable, high visibility yellow 
fabric. Customizable, clear and removable rear pocket: it 
can hold a copy of the license plate when riding off-road, 
or the logo of a motorcycle rally or event. Regulation 
EN1150 verifies the properties of high visibility clothing 
as being suitable for non-professional use only.
Available sizes: S/M - L/XL - XXL/XXXL

VEST02_ _ High visibility outer vest, with 
EN 1150:1999 approved.

SAFETY AND COMFORT  S220
Padlock with a retractable steel cable. Can be used 
to fasten together helmets using the ring on the chin 
guard, or to fasten together technical garments using 
the loop on the clothing.

S220 Padlock with retractable wire 
and combination lock

SAFETY AND COMFORT  S221
Unlike hard cases, soft bags do not have a lock and 
because of this, when reaching your destination, it is 
suggested that soft bags are removed from a motorcycle. 
As we understand that this can be frustrating, the Givi 
S221 wire padlock can be used to secure soft bags to 
a motorcycle. It locks the zip and blocks it, ensuring the 
bag is locked to either the handlebar or the rear rack

S221 Wire padlock for soft bags, 
with combination lock.
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SAFETY AND COMFORT  S301 FIRST AID KIT
A First Aid Kit which fits into a practical little red case. 
Due to its colour, the case can be easily located either 
in a top-case or under a seat. Inside, you will find all 
you need should First Aid be required. Homologated 
(DIN13167 Law). The road laws of some Countries 
state that a rider is obliged to carry a First Aid Kit on 
board their motorcycle. This Kit is useful in any situation 
that may be encountered whilst travelling either by 
motorcycle, car or bicycle and for those who practice 
sport or pursue outdoor activities, it should be carried 
at all times.  

S301 Portable first aid kit in 
compliance with DIN13167

SAFETY AND COMFORT  S450 TUBELESS TYRES REPAIR KIT
Tyres repair kit.
Contains: N. 3 x CO2 cans, N. 1 x Connector complete 
with valve, N. 1 x Flexibile tube, N. 1 x Cutter, N. 5 x 
Sealing strips, N. 2 x Specific utensils, N. 1 x Tube of 
adhesive

S450 Tubeless tyres repair kit

S450KIT
Set of three CO2 cans for the 
Tubeless Tyres Repair Kit 
(S450).

SAFETY AND COMFORT  S650 BABY RIDE
Adaptable to the majority of scooter models currently 
available on the market, the S650 ensures children from 
5 to 8 years have the correct seating position.
Made in foam polyurethane (Black colour) with metal 
base, it is fixed using appropriate universal arms on the 
sides of the motorcycle. There is no seat belt which will 
keep the child tied to the seat (such as those present 
on bicycle seats) the mere presence of an adult on the 
front seat is enough to avoid the child moving forward.

S650 Child's seat
S650KIT Kit with long brackets for S650 

Child's seat
Before use, verify the country legislation regarding 
pillion passengers and road safety
* n.4 long brackets for the mounting of S650 Child's 
seat on scooters 
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SAFETY AND COMFORT  TM418
Hand protectors made in rain resistant polyester with an 
inner lining that keeps the fingers warm in all conditions. 
The use is universal as TM418 adapts to every type of 
handle-bar and rear-view mirror. The structure is rather 
rigid for easier and quicker accessibility of the hands.
Inner linning: lambkin

TM418
Pair of protective handle-bar 
gloves for motorcycles and 
scooters adjustable for use 
with fixed mirror.

SAFETY AND COMFORT  TM421
Universal motorcycle muffs with hand-guards. Equipped 
with left/right fixing strap with quick-release clips, rigid 
insert to keep the wrist open, reflective prints. Each muff 
has two points to attach it to the handlebar: 
1. Exterior: direct attachment to the handlebar with the 
use of straps and elastic bungees.
2. Interior: attachment to the hand-guard with straps (to 
adjust position). Materials: 1200D polyester, anti-UV 
compliant with ISO 4892-2 regulation - PE padding.
Materials compliant with REACH regulations.

TM421 Universal motorcycle muffs 
with hand-guards 

EXTRA CARGO  EX2M
Anodised aluminium bag holder to attach to  M5, M7, 
M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B MONOKEY® plates or to M5M 
and M6M Monolock plates, or directly to the specific 
metal supports for the previously listed plates. Made in 
brushed anodised aluminium. Supplied with belt-strap 
loops. Suitable for carrying large bags up to 50 ltr in 
capacity. Maximum load 6 kg. Size: length 420mm x 
Width 300mm.

EX2M

Anodised aluminium bag 
holder to attach to  M5, 
M7, M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B 
MONOKEY® plates or to 
M5M and M6M MONOLOCK®

plates, or directly to the 
specific metal supports for the 
previously listed plates

S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, 
maximum traction load 100 kg.
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EXTRA CARGO  S150
Universal small nylon rack, compatible with most GIVI 
MONOKEY® cases and with many other models of 
cases produced by the major motorcycle manufacturers. 
Other characteristics: 6 belt strap loops, 6 fixing 
points to attach the hooks of an elasticated cargo net, 
universal kit which, with the use of semi spheres, allows 
the rack to be adapted to the curves of a large number 
of different cases.

S150 Universal small nylon rack
T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 

piece
T11N Small elastic cargo net, black
S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, 

maximum traction load 75 kg.

EXTRA CARGO  E206
Folding Trolley, compatible for MONOKEY® Top-cases. 
Equipped with “Anti-noise”, replaceable padded wheels, 
and handle with long retractable extension.

E206 Folding Trolley, compatible for 
MONOKEY® Top-cases

EXTRA CARGO  S350-S351 - TREKKER STRAPS
S350 - Width 25 mm and length 1700 mm. Maximum 
traction load 100 kg.

S351 - Width 20 mm and length 1000 mm. Maximum 
traction load 75 kg.

S350 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, 
maximum traction load 100 kg.

S351 Pair of Trekker Strap belts, 
maximum traction load 75 kg.
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EXTRA CARGO  TAN01
Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr suitable for the 
transportation of fuel, water or oil

Dimensions: 170x235x95mm

TAN01
Homologated Jerry can 2.5 ltr 
suitable for the transportation 
of fuel, water or oil. 

E149
Support in stainless steel to 
mount the tank TAN01 on 
Trekker cases

E148
Removable support in 
stainless steel to mount 
the tank TAN01 on Trekker 
Outback cases

E205
Support in fiberglass reinforced 
nylon to mount the tank TAN01 
on Outback, Dolomiti e Alaska 
cases

EXTRA CARGO  S250 TOOL BOX
Tool box for motorcycles, to be mounted between the side-
case holder and motorcycle fairing. Size: length 260mm 
x Width 90mm x Height 170mm. inner removable divide. 
Made in reinforced technopolymer. Water resistant. The lid 
can be mounted in both directions (lock pointing upwards or 
downwards). Security lock key unifiable with those of GIVI 
cases/top-cases/bags with the same system (purchasing 
the SL105 kit). Screw top dust-cover on the lock. Possibility 
of fixing it either on the right or left side, depending on the 
bike's structure. The S250 Tool Box should not be fitted on 
motorcycles where the muffler could transmit exhaust gas to 
the Tool Box.  This product must be coupled with the universal 
fitting kit S250KIT or with specific fitting kit TL_ _ _ _KIT.

S250
Tool box to be mounted  between the side-
case holder and motorcycle fairing. To 
be combined with the universal fitting kit 
S250KIT or with specific fitting kit TL.

S250KIT
Universal kit to install the S250 Tool 
Box on specific pannier holder PL, 
PLR, PL….CAM, PLR…CAM

T515
Roll-top bag with tool compartment and 
hook (compatible with M.O.L.L.E.). Suitable 
to be placed inside the S250 TOOLBOX.

* In the event that the S250 Tool Box and S250KIT are mounted on a 
side-case holder and compatibility has not been verified by GIVI, then 
before hitting the road, it is essential to check that nothing (including the 
Tool Box) interferes with the full range of movements of the swingarm.

EXTRA CARGO  T10N
Elastic cargo net to secure a variety of objects to the lid 
of a top-case or to the luggage carrier of the motorcycle.
Dimensions: 40 x 34 cm

T10N Elastic cargo net, black, 1 
piece

T10 Elastic cargo net, black, 12 
pieces

E125
Four ring kit to anchor T10N 
elastic net. The rings must 
be anchored to the case by 
making four holes of ø10mm
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EXTRA CARGO  T11N
Small elastic cargo net to secure a variety of objects 
to the lid of a top-case or to the luggage carrier of the 
motorcycle.
Dimensions: 35 x 25 cm

T11N Small elastic cargo net, black

 RM02
Universal spray guard, which needs to be paired with 
the specific fitting kit (RM_ _ _ _KIT), which varies 
according to the model of motorcycle. The fitting kit is 
sold separately (it is important to check that the specific 
fitting kit is produced for the individual motorcycle). Made 
of nylon and reinforced by fiberglass. Please refer to 
the section “specific equipment for bikes and scooters” 
to verify the availability of a fitting kit compatible with a 
specific model of motorcycle

RM02 Universal spray guard

 SLD01_ _
Frame slider made from polymer reinforced with fibreglass. 
This protective side buffer, manufactured entirely in Italy, 
features an aerodynamic design and a body which can resist 
repeated impacts and abrasion, as well as solvents, fuels and 
moisture. The SLD01_ _ boasts significant attention to detail 
and is noteworthy for the absence of visible bolts, a technical 
choice which also makes assembly and disassembly easier. 
Another distinctive feature is the anodised aluminium insert, 
available in four colours, which is laser-engraved with the 
GIVI logo. Refer to the MY MOTORCYCLE section to see if 
there is a specific item for your vehicle.

SLD01AL
Frame Slider made from fibreglass-
reinforced polymer, with solid anodised 
aluminium insert coloured aluminium (2pcs)

SLD01RE
Frame Slider made from fibreglass-
reinforced polymer, with solid anodised 
aluminium insert coloured red (2pcs)

SLD01GR
Frame Slider made from fibreglass-
reinforced polymer, with solid anodised 
aluminium insert coloured green (2pcs)

SLD01BK
Frame Slider made from fibreglass-
reinforced polymer, with solid anodised 
aluminium insert coloured black (2pcs)
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ACCESSORIES
BIKE AND SEAT COVERS  S210

Waterproof covering, black coloured, in order to protect 
the seat from rain and dust.
Produced with elasticated sides and adjustable fixing 
belt which enables it to be adapted to different seat 
widths.

S210 Universal waterproof seat 
covering

BIKE AND SEAT COVERS  S200
Provides dust protection during the winter months. 
Material: transpiring texture

S200
Universal bike cover, not 
waterproof
Colour: light grey

BIKE AND SEAT COVERS  S202L-S202XL
Waterproof bike cover. Equipped with thermo-sealed 
seams to ensure complete water resistance, closure at 
the base with straps and clips, front and rear holes to 
allow a chain to be passed through the wheel, elastic 
strap at the base to improve adherence to the vehicle. 
Material: Polyester 210D Oxford, colour: black with 
silver print and seams in a contrasting colour. 
S202L: Suitable for: small scooter, naked, sports, and 
classic bikes. H 125>100 x L 205 x W 70>95. 
S202XL: Suitable for: maxiscooter, sport-tourer, tourer, 
enduro, custom. H 125>110 x L 238 x W 70>95

S202L s
Motorcycle waterproof rain-
cover or sport and scooters 
models

S202XL s
Motorcycle waterproof rain-
cover for big motorcycles and 
scooters



AIRSTARS &
SPOILERS

In respect of styles and materials used, the collection of GIVI screens is the largest on the market and takes into 
consideration all the current trends. The range includes screens and aerodynamic spoilers equipped with specific 
fitting kits for the most popular naked, road and sporty motorcycles.
The collection also provides solutions for tourer, sport-tourer and cruiser motorcycles with both universal and 
dedicated screens and windshields available.
Finally, there is the scooter world for which GIVI has long been renowned, windscreens are available for a large 
number of models from 50cc to the larger engine capacities.
In terms of our latest news, we draw attention to the Airstar screens for scooters complete with serigraphy at the 
base to provide a strong visual impact and there is the new entry Airflow, the windscreen with an adjustable upper 
spoiler, designed by the GIVI R&D Department, which is unrivalled in terms of versatility and protection.
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AIRSTARS & SPOILERS

S180T SHIELD+
Universal transparent spoiler that can be mounted to 
fairings / windscreens; the aluminium fitting kit allows 
both the height and angle to be adjusted.
The customer needs to confirm the original fairing/ 
windscreen is rigid enough to allow the mounting of the 
SHIELD +

S180T

Universal transparent spoiler 
that can be mounted to fairings 
/ windscreens; the aluminium 
fitting kit allows both the height 
and angle to be adjusted.

S180F SHIELD+
Universal smoked spoiler that can be mounted to 
fairings / windscreens; the aluminium fitting kit allows 
both the height and angle to be adjusted.
The customer needs to confirm the original fairing/ 
windscreen is rigid enough to allow the mounting of the 
SHIELD +

S180F

Universal smoked spoiler that 
can be mounted to fairings / 
windscreens; the aluminium 
fitting kit allows both the height 
and angle to be adjusted.

Shield+ is made entirely of billed aluminium that is manufactured one piece at a time using numerical controlled milling, finished by hand then 
finally anodized. Due to its excellent weight-performance and high resistance to corrosion, this high quality raw material is also used in aeronautical 
engineering. The screen is 4mm thick and is made from polymeric material approved by TUV. Compared to glass, it is more transparent and is half 
the weight of glass.
- Fitting is both simple and safe. In fact, installation does not require any modification of the existing windshield.
- Shield+ will fit onto any form of motorcycle / scooter windshield and lock keys are included as standard. 
- The sleeves are made of a technical material that does not damage the existing windshield and guarantees optimum grip, even at high speed, 
making the shield+ reliable protection to deflect airflow.
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COLLECTION
The appeal of “naked” motorcycles continues to interest a great many riders and it is for these motorcyclists that GIVI has created and produced a 
range of universal screens with a simple yet elegant design that ensures an excellent level of protection without spoiling the lines of the motorcycle.  
The fitting, with either 2 or 4 fixing points, is both quick and easy thanks to the stainless steel bars with clamps that are adjustable to the brackets.  
The models available meet the needs of even the most demanding of motorcyclists.

UNIVERSAL SCREENS

140A Universal transparent screen
35 x 41 cm (H x W) 140S Universal smoked screen

35 x 41 cm (H x W)

100AL
Grey anodised aluminium 
universal screen Race Cafe, 
for naked motorcycles
20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)

100ALB
Black anodised aluminium 
universal screen Race Cafe, 
for naked motorcycles
20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)

A800N
Smoked universal screen with 
finished fiberglass fairing
to be combined with the 
specific fitting kit

A603
Universal screen with 2 point 
handlebar, smoked
37,7 x 44 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

Universal transparent screen

To mount this screen, it is necessary to combine it with the appropriate fitting kit (AL_ _ _A), specific to individual motorcycles.

A universal screen for naked motorcycles with a classic / modern style that perfectly reproduces the “café racer” look for which 
it was specifically designed.  To embrace this philosophy, the screen has been made entirely of aluminium that has been finely 
brushed and then anodised and with a thickness of 2mm to withstand weathering.  Essential, lightweight and technical there 
are no plastic components and it features either a gold or silver anodised aluminium riveted GIVI label, depending on the colour 
selected.

To mount this screen, it is necessary to combine it with the appropriate fitting kit (AL_ _ _A) specific to individual motorcycles.

A660
Universal screen with 2 point 
handlebar, smoked
42,5 x 42 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit D40

A601
Universal screen with 2 point 
handlebar, bronze
36,9 x 42,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

To mount this screen, it is necessary to combine it with 
the appropriate fitting kit (AL_ _ _A), specific to individual 
motorcycles.
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AIRSTARS & SPOILERS

A604
Universal screen with 2 point 
handlebar, smoked
37,9 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

A34+
D45

Universal screen with 4 point 
handlebar, smoked
49 x 50 cm (H x W)

A31+
D45

Universal screen with 4 point 
handlebar, smoked
50 x 61,5 cm (H x W)

AF49

Universal sliding wind-
screen, with 4 point 
handlebar
Maximum height 53 cm 
(12 cm of extension) width 
52 cm
complete with specific 
fitting kit D45 / to be 
mounted instead of the 
original screen

Z1997R Replacement sliding screen 
for Airflow

D40
Fitting kit for universal screen 
A660 - A601 - A602 - A603 
- A604

Z1694R Inner and external brackets 
for D40

COLLECTION
The universal GIVI cockpits represent an excellent example of the great attention that GIVI draws to the stylish design and to the quality level of its 
products.
Each version is characterised by its unique style and by the capacity to perfectly adapt to the line of the front chassis. A GIVI cockpit can be light and 
less intrusive or can individualise the distinguishing characteristics of a sportsbike.
Each version is made with a painted lower section in specific colours, fitted to a plexiglass screen. The functionality of these items is guaranteed by 
the use of universal fitting kits that make fitting extremely quick and easy.

UNIVERSAL FAIRINGS FOR NAKED BIKES

A201
Universal screen, smoked
29,5 x 32,5 cm
complete with universal fitting 
kit

A210
Universal screen, smoked
36,5 x 35 cm
complete wiith universal fitting 
kit

240A+
A240A

Specific screen, smoked
33 x 36,5 cm

Z278
Universal adapter to fit a 
2/4-fixing-points screen on 
motorcycle equipped with non-
tubular handlebars
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HP_ _ _ HAND PROTECTORS
Combined with a good pair of gloves, it is a good idea 
to entrust hand protection to a pair of hand protectors, 
to increase comfort on motorcycle trips.

Made of injection molded technopolymer for a better 
aesthetic result.
Photo-engraved GIVI logo.

Please refer to the section “specific equipment for 
bikes and scooters” to verify the compatibility of 
the specific article for your motorcycle.

EH_ _ _ EXTENSION FOR ORIGINAL HAND PROTECTORS
The hand protector extensions are an accessory that 
can potentially make the hand protectors provided as 
standard on many motorcycles, more protective. 

Made of smoked plexiglass, these hand protectors 
extensions develop upwards to create a “dome” that 
acts as an actual barrier to protect your hands from 
cold wind, rain and any shocks.

Please refer to the section “specific equipment for 
bikes and scooters” to verify the compatibility of 
the specific article for your motorcycle.



MECHANICAL
PART PROTECTION

ENGINE GUARDS
Conceived with the aim to provide lateral protection of the engine, not only on trail motorcycles, but also naked 
and custom motorcycles as well as unfaired and semi-faired models. Should a motorcycle fall whilst located 
on its stand and it is equipped with an engine guard, the damage sustained by the engine would be greatly 
reduced. The wide range of engine guards developed and produced by GIVI includes specific solutions for a 
wide variety of motorcycle models. 
For custom motorcycles, engine guards are available in a chromed version.
The characteristics of the materials used offer excellent performance, guaranteed by GIVI expertise

Specifically designed based on individual motorcycle models, the oil carter protector makes the image of the 
maxi-Enduro even more “off road”. It protects the oil carter from impact resulting from rocks, bumps and holes 
whilst “off road” and also on less challenging roads.

OIL CARTER PROTECTORS

MECHANICAL 
PART PROTECTION
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ENGINE GUARDS
The wide range of engine guards developed and 
produced by GIVI includes specific solutions for a wide 
variety of motorcycle models. For custom motorcycles, 
engine guards are available in a chromed version. The 
characteristics of the materials used offer excellent 
performance, guaranteed by GIVI expertise. 

Material: steel or stainless steel. Finished in matt black 
or stainless steel depending on the different motorcycle 
models

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE

OIL CARTER PROTECTORS
Specifically designed based on individual motorcycle 
models, the oil carter protector makes the image of 
the maxi-Enduro even more “off road”. It protects the 
oil carter from impact resulting from rocks, bumps and 
holes whilst “off road” and also on less challenging 
roads.

Material: aluminium

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE

SPECIFIC RADIATOR GUARD
Specific radiator guard.

Material: Stainless steel black painted

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE
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BACKRESTS
GIVI aims to not only satisfy the needs of the rider, but 
also those of the passenger. We produce a wide range 
of backrests, made from foam polyurethane, which 
helps to create a more comfortable ride for those who 
sit over the “rear wheel”. The mounting phase is totally 
free or can be combined with a top case, depending on 
the vehicle. Holder material: metal. Backrest material: 
Polyurethane foam.

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE

MUDGUARD/CHAIN-COVER
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

Material: ABS

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE

STAND EXTENSIONS
The purpose of the range of GIVI Base Extensions is to 
extend the surface area of the side stand, reducing the 
risk of a motorbike falling when it is parked on uneven 
surfaces such as; mud, sand, grass or asphalt during 
extremely high temperatures. Produced in anodized, 
milled and satinised aluminium with the high support 
made of satinised 316L stainless steel and designed 
with a hard technical aspect, the stand extension 
integrates perfectly with your motorbike.

PLEASE CHECK THE “SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS” TO FIND THE SPECIFIC 
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR BIKE
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SPECIFIC FITTING KITS FOR HARD BAGS

SPECIFIC HOLDERS FOR SOFT BAGS

SPECIFIC SCREENS

SPECIFIC PROTECTORS FOR MECHANICAL PARTS

SPECIFIC ACCESSORIES

FITS TOP CASE

FITS SIDE CASES

FITS “TANKLOCK” TANK BAG

FITS SADDLE BAGS

SPECIFIC SCREENS

PAIR OF PROTECTIVE HANDLE-BAR GLOVES FOR MOTORCYCLES 
AND SCOOTERS

EXTENSION IN PLEXIGLASS FOR ORIGINAL HAND PROTECTORS

SPECIFIC ENGINE GUARDS

SPECIFIC OIL CARTER PROTECTOR

SPECIFIC RADIATOR GUARDS

BACKRESTS

MUDGUARD / SPECIFIC ABS CHAIN-COVER

EXTENSION STAND

KIT TO MOUNT SUPPORTS FOR MOBILE DEVICES

SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR BIKES AND SCOOTERS
Discover the specific equipment for your bike
listed in order of make, model and engine size
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DESCRIZIONE PREZZO

Prezzi IVA inclusa s  Disponibile fino ad esaurimento delle scorte

APRILIA - BENELLI - BMW
BRIXTON - CF MOTIO - DUCATI

APRILIA
APRILIA SCARABEO 50 STREET (09 > 13)

153A Specific screen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6704A fitting kit

A6704A Specific fitting kit for 152A-153A

APRILIA SCARABEO 50-100 (09 > 13)
153A Specific screen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6704A fitting kit

A6704A Specific fitting kit for 152A-153A

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

APRILIA SCARABEO 50 (14 > 20)
6704A Specific screeen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6704A fitting kit

A6704A Specific fitting kit for 6704A

APRILIA SPORTCITY ONE 50-125 (08 > 13)
134A s Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A151A is already fitted

APRILIA SR 50 DITECH (97 > 05)
SR78 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

APRILIA ATLANTIC 125-200-250-300 (03 > 13)
D242ST Specific screen, transparent 84 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original 

APRILIA HABANA 125 (00 > 09)
SR74 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

APRILIA SCARABEO 125-200 (07 > 06/11)
154A Specific screen, transparent 53 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A154A is already fitted

APRILIA SCARABEO 125-200 (07/11 > 16)
1000A s Specific screen, transparent 53 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A154A is already fitted

APRILIA SR GT 125-200 (2022)
SR6711 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

APRILIA SPORTCITY 125-200-250 (04 > 08)
105A

Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
for '04 only available if article A128A is already fitted / to be combined with the specific A128A fitting kit for '04 / to be combined with 
the specific A129A fitting kit from '05

128A
Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
for '04 only available if article A128A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A / to be combined with the specific A128A fitting kit for 
'04 / to be combined with the specific A129A fitting kit from '05

APRILIA SPORTCITY CUBE 125-200-300 (08 > 13)
134A s Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A150A is already fitted

APRILIA SCARABEO 250-300 (07 > 16)
130A Specific screen, transparent 50 x 72 cm (H x W)

only available if article A148A is already fitted

APRILIA ATLANTIC 400-500 SPRINT (05 > 12)
D242ST Specific screen, transparent 84 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original 
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APRILIA SCARABEO 400-500 (06 > 12)
130A Specific screen, transparent 50 x 72 cm (H x W)

only available if article A148A is already fitted

APRILIA ATLANTIC 500 (02 > 06)
D240ST s Specific screen, transparent 65 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

APRILIA PEGASO 650 CUBE (97 > 00)
D237S Specific screen, smoked 43,7 x 32,5 cm ( h x l)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

APRILIA PEGASO 650 IE (01 > 04)
D237S Specific screen, smoked 43,7 x 32,5 cm ( h x l)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

APRILIA PEGASO 650 STRADA / TRAIL (05 > 11)
SR79 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

APRILIA TUAREG 660 (21 > 22)

SR6710
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the top-case

PLO6710MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO6710CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

10RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

TN6710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES6710 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

APRILIA TUONO 660 (21 > 22)
TR6709 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

APRILIA RS 660 (21-22) 
TR6709 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

APRILIA SHIVER 750 / SHIVER GT 750 (07 > 12) / ABS (09 > 12)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

APRILIA SHIVER 750 / 900 ABS (10 > 20)
6702FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / a handle bar for the passenger is included, the original grab rails must be removed

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TE6702 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
not compatible with the version Shiver 900 ABS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

APRILIA DORSODURO 750 / DORSODURO 1200 (08 > 16)
TE6700 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also for ABS versionThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/3
46LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

APRILIA MANA 850 / MANA 850 GT (08 > 16)
01SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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Prezzi IVA inclusa s  Disponibile fino ad esaurimento delle scorte

APRILIA - BENELLI - BMW
BRIXTON - CF MOTIO - DUCATI

APRILIA SRV 850 (12 > 16)
D6703ST Specific screen, transparent. 78 x 62 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

APRILIA ETV 1000 CAPONORD (01 > 10)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D239ST Specific screen, transparent 64 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
compatible until year 2003 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

APRILIA TUONO V4 R (11 > 14)
01SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 (13 > 17)
ES6706 s Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BENELLI
BENELLI BN125 (19 > 22)

SR8708 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BENELLI LEONCINO 125 (22) 
SR8715 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BENELLI BN302 (15 > 18)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

compatible with '15

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from '16

247A Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8702A fitting kit

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8702A fitting kit

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BENELLI BN302 S (19 > 21)
BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BENELLI IMPERIALE 400 (20 > 22)
SR8707 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TN8707 s Specific engine guard, black
compatible only with 2020 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN8716 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

A201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A8707A fitting kit

A210 Universal screen, smoked 36,5 x 35 cm
to be combined with the specific A8707A fitting kit

A8707A Specific fitting kit for A201, A210

BENELLI LEONCINO 500 / LEONCINO 500 TRAIL (17 > 21)
SR8704

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

TE8704 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
not compatible with the TL8704KIT

TR8704 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

TMT8704 s Specific holder for left side bag MT501S (Metro-T range)
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BF34 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
compatible only with XS319, EA144, EA123 TANKLOCK bag

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8704A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8704A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8704A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8704A fitting kit 

AL8704A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN8704 Specific engine guard, gloss black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

BENELLI TRK502 (17 > 20)
E251  Universal MONOKEY® plate including fitting kit to fit a top-case onto scooters or bikes with a rear rack already fitted

to be fitted to the original rack

PL8712 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL8712
to be combined with S250 and PL8712 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

D8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BENELLI TRK502 (21 > 22)
SR8711 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL8712 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL8712
to be combined with S250 and PL8712 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

D8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BENELLI TRK502 X (18 > 19)
E251  Universal MONOKEY® plate including fitting kit to fit a top-case onto scooters or bikes with a rear rack already fitted

to be fitted to the original rack

PL8711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on  PL8711
to be combined with S250 and  PL8711 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

D8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

BENELLI TRK502 X (20 > 22)
SR8711 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL8711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL8711
to be combined with S250 and PL8711 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

D8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

ES8711 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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BENELLI 502 C (19 > 22)
TE8706 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF34 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8706A fitting kit

A8706A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

BENELLI BN600 (13 > 17)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BENELLI LEONCINO 800 (22) 
8713FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

BF34 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL87134A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL87134A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL87134A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL87134A fitting kit 

AL8713A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

BENELLI LEONCINO 800 TRAIL (22) 
SR8714

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M

TMT8714 Specific holder for left side bag MT501S (Metro-T range)

BF34 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BENELLI TRE 899 K / TRE 1130 K (06 > 16)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW
BMW G 310 R (17 > 22)

SR5125
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / if combined with M8A, M8B, 
M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

BF31 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A5125 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW G 310 GS (17 > 22)

SR5126
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PL5126 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

TL1156KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL5126
to be combined with S250 and PL5126 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF31 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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D5126ST Specific screen, transparent 47 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original

TN5126 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM5126KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

LS5126 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP5126B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES5126 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB5126
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW C 400 GT (19 > 22)

SR5136

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium 
bag holder EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on 
the top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg

5132DT Specific screen, transparent 74 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5132KIT fitting kit / 19,5 cm higher than the original

D5132KIT Specific fitting kit for 5132DT

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

BMW C 400 X (19 > 22)

SR5130
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

5130DT Specific screen, transparent 68 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5130KIT fitting kit

D5130KIT Specific fitting kit for 5130DT

FB5130
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

BMW C EVOLUTION (15 > 20)
02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

BMW C 650 GT (12 > 20)
SRA5106 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

D5106ST Transparent screen composed of three pieces - main screen-blade and two hand protectors. 81 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original

BMW C 650 SPORT (16 > 20)

SR5121
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg / not compatible with V46 top-case

D5121ST Specific screen, transparent, 71 x 53 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB5121A s Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

BMW CE 04 (22) 
SR5142

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D5142S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

5142DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5142KIT fitting kit

D5142KIT Specific fitting kit for 5142DT

TB5142A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side
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BMW F 650 (94 > 96)
D230S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 42,3 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW F 650 GS (00 > 03)
639F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
it is not compatible with the original side-cases holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate 
MONOLOCK® MM / compatible from august '00

PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D234S Specific screen, smoked 41,1 x 34 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW F 650 GS (04 > 07)
SR685 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D331ST Specific screen, transparent 39,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original / cannot be mounted with original hand protectors

BMW F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08 > 17)
SRA5103

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / cannot 
be mounted with article PL690

SR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is not compatible with the PL690

E194 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the rear plate / only for F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08-11)

PL690 s Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific plate E194 or E194M / only for year '08-'11

PLR5103 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

S250KIT *
Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the PLR5103 or of the PL5103CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific 
pannier holder

BF15 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

333DT Specific screen, transparent 44 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D333KIT fitting kit / 26 cm higher than the original F650GS - 22 cm higher than the original F800GS

D333KIT Specific fitting kit for 333DT

TN690 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5103 Specific engine guard
compatible from '13 / only for BMW F800GS / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP5103 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

MG5103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP5103 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
compatible from '13 / only for BMW F800GS

ES5107 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for BMW F650GS from '13 

ES5103 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for BMW F800 GS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

BMW F 650 GS DAKAR (00 > 03)
639F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
it is not compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate 
MONOLOCK® MM

PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BMW F 650 ST (97 > 99)
PL185 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D232S Specific screen, smoked 43 x 41,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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BMW G 650 GS (11 > 17)
SR685 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF19 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5101ST Specific screen, transparent 41 x 39 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW F 700 GS (13 > 17)
SRA5103 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

PLR5103 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the PL5103CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

BF15 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5107DT Specific screen, transparent 47,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5107KIT fitting kit

D5107KIT Specific fitting kit for 5107DT

AF5107 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 53 cm (12 cm of extension) width 51 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN690 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5103 Specific engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP5103 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

MG5103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP5103 s BMW F700GS (13 > 16) / BMW F800GS (13 > 16)
Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES5107 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

BMW F 750 GS (18 > 20)
SRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

SR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

PLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / 17 cm higher than the original

D5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / 27 cm higher than the original

AF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D5129KIT Specific fitting kit for D5127S, D5127ST, AF5127

TN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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RP5140 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

RP5129 s Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version EURO 5

RP5129KIT Specific kit to install the RP5129, RP5140

LS5127 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP5137 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES5127 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB5127
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

BMW F 750 GS (21 > 22)
SRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

SR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

PLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / 17 cm higher than the original

D5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / 27 cm higher than the original

AF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be combined with the specific D5129KIT fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D5129KIT Specific fitting kit for D5127S, D5127ST, AF5127

TN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP5140 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

RP5129KIT Specific kit to install the RP5129, RP5140

LS5127 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

ES5127 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

BMW F 800 GS ADVENTURE (13 > 18)
SRA5103 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

SR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

BF15 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

AF5110 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 54 cm (12 cm of extension), width 56 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D5110ST s Specific screen, transparent 48 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

RP5103 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

EH5108 Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES5103 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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BMW F 800 GT (13 > 19)
SR5109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PLR5118 s
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
when there are plastic handles, you need the PLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the PLR5118KIT / 
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

TE5118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF16 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5109ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17,5 cm higher than the original

D5109S Specific screen, smoked 58 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13,5 cm higher than the original

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW F 800 R (09 > 14)

SRA691
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
cannot be mounted with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light 
kit or the remote control device on the case

PLR5118 s

Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
to be combined with the kit PLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted / when there are plastic handles, you 
need the PLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the PLR5118KIT / not compatible with the side-cases 
in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLR5118KIT s Specific kit to mount the PLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles

TE5118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF16 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW F 800 R (15 > 19)
SRA691

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
cannot be mounted with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light 
kit or the remote control device on the case

SR5109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / MONOKEY® plate included

PLR5118 s

Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
to be combined with the kit PLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted / when there are plastic handles, you 
need the PLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the PLR5118KIT / not compatible with the side-cases 
in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLR5118KIT s Specific kit to mount the PLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles

TE5118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF16 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A5118 Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / complete with fitting kit

HP5118 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW F 800 S (06 > 16)
D332ST Specific screen, transparent 45 x 35 cm (H x W)

17 cm higher than the original F800S / to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW F 800 ST (06 > 16)
SR5109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

BF16 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D332ST Specific screen, transparent 45 x 35 cm (H x W)
7 cm higher than the original F800ST / to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW R 850 GS (94 > 01)
PL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BMW R 850 R (95 > 02)
635F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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BMW R 850 R (03 > 07)
SR683

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
it is not compatible with R850R Comfort / MONOKEY® plate included / to be mounted only with the original side-case holder / 
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with R850R Comfort

BMW F 850 GS (18 > 20)
SRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

SR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

PLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

D5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original

AF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP5140 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

RP5129 s Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version EURO 5

EH5108  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors
compatible only with 2018

EH5127 Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES5127 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible from 2019

LS5127 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

FB5127
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

BMW F 850 GS (21 > 22)
SRA5127

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

SR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

PLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

D5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original

AF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP5140 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

LS5127 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present
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BMW F 850 GS ADVENTURE (19 > 22)
SRA5134 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES5134 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

BMW F 900 R (20 > 22)
SRA5137

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / not compatible with the original side-cases

TE5137 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5139S Specific screen, smoked 29 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5139A fitting kit

A5139A Specific fitting kit for 5139S

RM5137KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

SLD5139KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

HP5137 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES5137 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

BMW F 900 XR (20 > 22)
SRA5137

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / not compatible with the original side-cases

PLO5137MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 02RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO5137CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 02RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLX5137 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 02RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

02RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO5137N, PLO5137MK, PLO5137CAM, PLX5137

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5137ST Specific screen, transparent, 49 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original

D5137S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original

TN5137 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM5137KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

HP5137 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES5137 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB5137
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

BMW S 1000 RR (12 > 18)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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BMW S 1000 R (14 > 20)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

PR5119 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

BMW S 1000 R (21 > 22) 
TR5141 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BMW S 1000 XR (15 > 19)
SRA5119

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5119S Specific screen, smoked 50 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original 

D5119ST Specific screen, transparent, 50 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original

TN5119 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR5119 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

EH5108  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES5119 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

BMW S 1000 XR (20 > 22)
SRA5138

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

SRA5138B
Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

PLO5138MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO5138CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

07RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO5138MK or PLO5138CAM

PLX5138 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 04RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

04RKIT s RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLX5138

12RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLX5138

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5138ST Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN5138 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR5138 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM5138KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

ES5138 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

BMW R 1100 GS (94 > 99)
SR694 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BMW R 1100 R (95 > 01)
635F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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BMW R 1100 RS (94 > 98)
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be fitted to the original rack

BMW R 1100 RT (96 > 00)
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be fitted to the original rack

BMW R 1100 S (98 > 06)
681F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

BMW R 1150 GS (00 > 03)
SR694 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D233S Specific screen, transparent 48,5 x 36,6 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW R 1150 R (01 > 06)
SR683

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / to be mounted only with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible 
with R850R Comfort

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW R 1150 RT (01)
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be fitted to the original rack

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW R 1150 RT (02 > 04)
E191 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be fitted to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D241ST Specific screen, transparent 44,5 x 51 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

BMW K 1200 GT (03 > 04)
680F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

BMW K 1200 RS (00 > 04)
680F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW K 1200 R (05 > 08) / K 1300 R (09 > 16)
SRA690

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PLXR691 s Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW K 1200 S (05 > 08) / K 1300 S (09 > 16)
BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW K 1200 GT / K 1300 GT (06 > 10)
SRA693 s

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (06 > 13)
SRA5102

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case
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PL684CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only for R1200GS Adventure (09 > 13)

ES5102 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for R1200GS Adventure ('07-'13)

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (14 > 18)
SRA5112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

TL5108CAMKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL5108CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL5108CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 - DLMK36 Trekker Dolomiti / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

TL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR5108
to be combined with S250 and PLR5108 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TL5112KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box onto the (optional) BMW original side-case holder
to be combined with the S250 tool box / only for motorcycles equipped with the (optional) original BMW side-case holder / needs to 
be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF17 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5108DT
Specific screen, transparent 55 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2014 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS and 
12 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure

5108D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2014 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 5 cm higher than the original R1200GS and 
size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure

5124DT
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-
R1250GS and 10 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

5124D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-
R1250GS and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

D5108KIT Strengthening kit for the 5108DT, 5108D, 5124DT, 5124D screen

D5108B s Specific low sports screen smoked 35,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2014 to 2015 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D5124B Specific low sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

EH5108  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

RP5112 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

PR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

FG5108 Specific footguards in ABS

ES5112 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension

XS5112E s Pair of panniers to be mounted to the original engine guard of the BMW R1200GS Adventure (14 > 18)

XS5112R s
Specific tool bag, designed to be mounted under the original rear rack of the BMW R1200GS Adventure (14 > 18) / 
R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 21)
Not compatible with the SRA5112 produced from 2017 due to the reinforcement installed for the rear rack

XL04 Tank bag, Tanklock, expandable from 15 to 20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
- BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22) – KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 22).

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 GS (04 > 12)
SRA692

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / compatible from '07 to '12

SR689 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / replaces the original rack / compatible with the original side-case holder

SR684 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
to be fitted to the original rack / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder

PL684 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

PL684CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter
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BF17 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only R1200GS (04 > 07)

BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only R1200GS (08 > 12)

330DT Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 56,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D330KIT fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original / adjustable as the original

D330KIT Specific fitting kit for 330DT

AF330 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 54 cm (12 cm of extension) width 54 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN689 Specific engine guard, grey
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES5102 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only R1200GS (07 > 12)

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18)
SRA5108 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR5108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

TL5108CAMKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL5108CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL5108CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 - DLMK36 Trekker Dolomiti / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

TL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR5108
to be combined with S250 and PLR5108 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5108DT
Specific screen, transparent 55 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2013 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS and 
12 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure

5108D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2013 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 5 cm higher than the original R1200GS and 
size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure

5124DT
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and 
10 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

5124D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with the specific D5108KIT fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-
R1250GS and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

D5108KIT Strengthening kit for the 5108DT, 5108D, 5124DT, 5124D screen

D5108B s Specific low sports screen smoked 35,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2013 to 2015 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D5124B Specific low sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN5108OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with TN5108KIT from 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5108 Specific engine guard
to be combined with TN5108KIT from 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH5114 s
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 2013 to 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part 
of the radiators / it can be mounted with the original engine guard or with engine TN5108OX - TN5108

TNH5114OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
compatible from 2013 to 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part 
of the radiators / it can be mounted with the original engine guard or with engine TN5108OX - TN5108

TNH5124
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 2017 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the 
radiators / not compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

TNH5124OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
compatible from 2017 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the 
radiators / not compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

TN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards TN5108 / TN5108OX
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with TN5108, TN5108OX

RP5112 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

PR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

PH5108 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

FG5108 Specific footguards in ABS

EH5108 Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors
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ES5108 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension

XS315 s Tool case pockets specifically designed for BMW R1200GS (13 > 18) / R 1250 GS (19 > 20)

XL04 Tank bag, Tanklock, expandable from 15 to 20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
- BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22) – KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 22).

S375 Pair of special bases for using the two XL01 cargo bags on the original R 1200 GS (13 > 18) / R 1250 GS (19 > 22) side cases.
In black painted stainless steel

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 R (06 > 10)

688FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

147A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A147A fitting kit

A147A Specific fitting kit for 147A

BMW R 1200 R (11 > 14)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

147A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5100A fitting kit

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 R (15 > 18)

SRA5117
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

147A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5117A fitting kit

TN5108 Specific engine guard
to be combined with TN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5108OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with TN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards TN5108 / TN5108OX
to be combined with TN5108, TN5108OX

PH5108 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

HP5137 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 RS (15 > 18)
SRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5120ST Specific screen, transparent, 56,5 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original

TN5108 Specific engine guard
to be combined with TN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5108OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with TN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards TN5108 / TN5108OX
to be combined with TN5108, TN5108OX

PH5108 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium
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01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1200 RT (05 > 13)
E193 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

BF47 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 08 to 13

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

BMW R 1200 RT (14 > 18)
SRA5113 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

BF17 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

PH5108 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

LS5113 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights

ES5113 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

BMW R 1200 S (06)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BMW R 1200 NINE T (14 > 22)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

only for ST611, ST602, MT505 or XS319, EA144 TANKLOCK bags

TMT5115 Specific holder for right side bag MT501S (Metro-T range)
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

A800N s Universal smoked screen with finished fiberglass fairing
to be combined with the specific A5115A fitting kit

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22)
SRA5108 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SRA5108B Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR5108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

TL5108CAMKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL5108CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL5108CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 - DLMK36 Trekker Dolomiti / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

TL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR5108
to be combined with S250 and PLR5108 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5124DT
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5128KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and 10 cm higher than the 
original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

5124D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5128KIT fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and size equal to that 
of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

D5131KIT Strengthening kit for the 5124DT, 5124D screen

D5124B Specific low sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TNH5124
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / not 
compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

TNH5124OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / not 
compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

TN5128 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with the version Edition 40 Years / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with the version Edition 40 Years / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH5128 s
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it can also be 
mounted with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company
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TNH5128OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it can also be 
mounted with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

PH5128 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

PR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

FG5108 Specific footguards in ABS

EH5108  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES5108 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension

XS315 s Tool case pockets specifically designed for BMW R1200GS (13 > 18) / R 1250 GS (19 > 20)

XL04 Tank bag, Tanklock, expandable from 15 to 20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
- BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22) – KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 22).

S375
Pair of special bases for using the two XL01 cargo bags on the original R 1200 GS (13 > 18) / R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
side cases.
In black painted stainless steel

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole

BMW R 1250 GS ADVENTURE (19 > 22)
SRA5112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

TL5108CAMKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL5108CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL5108CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 - DLMK36 Trekker Dolomiti / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

TL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR5108
to be combined with S250 and PLR5108 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TL5112KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box onto the (optional) BMW original side-case holder
to be combined with the S250 tool box / only for motorcycles equipped with the (optional) original BMW side-case holder / needs to 
be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF17 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

5124DT
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5131KIT fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and 10 cm higher than the 
original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

5124D
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5131KIT fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and size equal to that 
of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

D5131KIT Strengthening kit for the 5124DT, 5124D screen

D5124B Specific low sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

EH5108  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES5112 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension

ES5128 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
Only for lowered motorcycles

FG5108 Specific footguards in ABS

XS5112R s
Specific tool bag, designed to be mounted under the original rear rack of the BMW R1200GS Adventure (14 > 18) / 
R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 21)
Not compatible with the SRA5112 produced from 2017 due to the reinforcement installed for the rear rack

BMW R 1250 R (19 > 22)
SRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

147A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5133A fitting kit

A5133A s Specific fitting kit for 147A
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TN5128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PH5128 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

HP5137 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole

BMW R 1250 RS (19 > 22)
SRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can 
only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

5117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D5120ST Specific screen, transparent, 56,5 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original

TN5128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PH5128 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

BMW R 1250 RT (19 > 20)
SRA5113 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

BF17 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN5135 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

LS5135 Specific fitting kit to mount the TN5135 engine guard in the presence of original spotlights, as an optional from the 
manufacturer company

PH5128 Specific engine head protector in anodised aluminium

ES5113 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole

BMW R 1200  NINE T SCRAMBLER (16 > 22)
BF22 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

only for ST611, ST602, MT505 or XS319, EA144 TANKLOCK bags

TMT5115 Specific holder for right side bag MT501S (Metro-T range)
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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BRIXTON
BRIXTON CROMWELL 125 (22) 

SR9610 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

T9610 Specific holder for soft side bags

TN9610 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9610A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9610A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9610A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL9610A is already fitted

AL9610A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

CFMOTO
CFMOTO 300 NK (21 > 22)

SR9224 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF63 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

CFMOTO 650 NK (21 > 22)

9223FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates or 
to the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, 
M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

BF63 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BF72 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible only with 2022

1176A pecific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9223A fitting kit

1176ABL
Specific "ICE" screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9223A fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows 
blue in colour

A9223A Specific fitting kit for 1176A, 1176ABL

CFMOTO MULTITERRAIN 650 MT (21 > 22) 

SR9221
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the top-case

BF66 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible only with 2021

BF72 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 2022

ES9221 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

CFMOTO 650 MT (21 > 23) 
HP9221B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

CFMOTO 700 CL-X (21 > 22)
9222FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates

BF62 s Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BF72 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9222A fitting kit

A9222A Specific fitting kit for 1173S
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TN9222 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SLD9222KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

CFMOTO 800 MT (22) 
SR9225

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PL9225 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
it attaches directly to the luggage rack that comes standard on the motorcycle 

TL9225KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on S250 Tool Box on PL9225
to be combined with S250 and PL9225 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF72 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D9225ST Specific screen, transparent, 64 x 51 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

HP9225B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

FB9225
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

DUCATI
DUCATI SCRAMBLER 400 (16 > 21)

PL7407 s
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22 and DLM30A / to ensure the best visibility of the rear indicators with cases 
mounted, the indicators need to be relocated using kit IN7407KIT

7407A Specific screen, transparent 48 x 43,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7407A fitting kit

A7407A Specific fitting kit for 7407A, 7407AS

TN7407
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 16 to 20 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / not compatible with the oil 
carter protector RP7407

DUCATI MONSTER 695
03SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MONSTER 696 / 796 / 1100 (08 > 14)
780FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

BF09 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T681 Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 780FZ using the 7400KIT

7400KIT Specific kit to install the T681 without the specific rear rack 780FZ

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MONSTER S2R / S4R / S4RS 800 / 1000 (04 > 08)
BF08 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T680 Specific holder for soft side bags

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI HYPERMOTARD 796 / 1100 (12 > 14)
03SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MONSTER 797 (17 > 20)
BF08 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 620 / MULTISTRADA 1000 DS (03 > 06)
SR310 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included
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DUCATI SCRAMBLER ICON 800 (15 > 22)
PL7407 s

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22 and DLM30A / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position / 
compatible from 15 to19

7407A Specific screen, transparent 48 x 43,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7407A fitting kit

A7407A Specific fitting kit for 7407A, 7407AS

TN7407
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 15 to 20 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / not compatible with the oil 
carter protector RP7407

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 821 (13 > 16)
03SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MONSTER 821 (15 > 20)
BF08 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

DUCATI 848 / 1098 / 1198 (07 > 12)
BF08 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

DUCATI STREETFIGHTER 848 / 1098 (09 > 15)
247N s Universal screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A781A fitting kit

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI ST 2 / ST 4  900 (97 > 01)
675F s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
it is not compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate 
MONOLOCK® MM

DUCATI DESERT X 937 (22) 
BF76 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

FB7414
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

ES7413 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

DUCATI HYPERMOTARD 939 (16 > 18)
03SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also for SP versionThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/34
6LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 939 (16)
03SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950 (17 > 18)
PLR7406CAMKITs Specific kit to install the PLR7406CAM on Ducati Multistrada 950

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR7406CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR7406CAM / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original

D7406S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR7408 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950 S (19 > 21)
PLOR7412CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7406S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original

TN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR7408 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

ES7412 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI ST 3 1000 (04 > 08)
675F s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
it is not compatible with the original side-case holder / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate 
MONOLOCK® MM

DUCATI MONSTER 1100 EVO (11 > 12)
780FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

BF09 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

7400KIT Specific kit to install the TE7400 without the specific rear rack 780FZ

DUCATI MULTISTRADA V4 - V4 S (21 > 22)
D7413S Specific screen, smoked 45,5 x 38 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3,5 cm higher than the original

D7413ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 8 cm higher than the original

TN7413 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM7413KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES7413 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7413
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

DUCATI STREETFIGHTER V4 1100 (20 > 22) 
TR7415 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF77 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (10 > 12)
SR312 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D272ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

TN7401 Specific engine guard
only for year '11-'12 / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (13 > 14)
SR312 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN7401 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (15 > 18)
BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original

D7406S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MULTISTRADA ENDURO 1200 (16 > 18)
TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR7406CAM

to be combined with S250 and PLR7406CAM / it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PLR7406CAM

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN7408 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR7408 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MONSTER 1200 (14 > 21)
BF08 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1260 (18 > 20)
BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7406S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original

TN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR7408 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

ES7411 s Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

DUCATI MULTISTRADA ENDURO 1260 (19 > 21)
PLOR7412CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7406S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7408 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR7408 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel

ES7412 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT
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FANTIC
FANTIC CABALLERO SCRAMBLER 125-250-500 (18 > 22)

SR9150 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TMT9150 Specific holder for left side bag MT501S (Metro-T range)

BF43 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9150A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9150A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9150A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL9150A is already fitted

TN9150 s
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / Compatibility with the 125-250cc model is to be 
confirmed

PR9150 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

GILERA
GILERA RUNNER 50-125-200 (06 > 15)

SR126
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 3 Kg / to be combined with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

GILERA NEXUS 125 - 250 - 300 - 500 (06 > 14)
E682 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg

E682M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg

GILERA NEXUS 500 (05)
E682 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg

E682M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg

GILERA FUOCO 500 (07 > 14)
340D Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 54,5 cm (H x W)

only available if article D340KIT is already fitted

HARLEY DAVIDSON
HARLEY DAVIDSON PAN AMERICA 1250 (21 > 22)

SRA8400 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO8400MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 08RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO8400CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 08RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

08RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO8400MK or PLO8400CAM

TL8400KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on S250 Tool Box on PLO8400MK or PLO8400CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO8400MK, PLO8400CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF65 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

8400DT Specific screen, transparent 46 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D8400KIT fitting kit / 4,5 cm higher than the original

8400D Specific screen, smoked 34 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D8400KIT fitting kit

D8400KIT Specific fitting kit for 8400DT - 8400D

TN8400 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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 FANTIC - GILERA - HARLEY 
DAVIDSON - HONDA - HUSQVARNA

HP8400B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES8400 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER S 1250 (21 > 22) 
BF73 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

8401A Specific screen, transparent 44 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8401A fitting kit

A8401A Specific fitting kit for 8401A

HONDA
HONDA ZOOMER 50 (RUCKUS 50) (04 > 14)

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted

HONDA LEAD 110 (08 > 14)
314A * Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A314A fitting kit

A314A * Specific fitting kit for 314A

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

* A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

HONDA VISION 50-110 (11 > 20)
SR1153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1153A fitting kit

A1153A Specific fitting kit for 308A

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

HONDA VISION 110 (21 > 22)
SR1153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1153A fitting kit

A1153A Specific fitting kit for 308A

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

HONDA CB 125F (15 > 20)
SR1142 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to remove the original grab handle

TN1142 s Specific engine guard, black
compatible from '15 to '16 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CB 125F (21 > 22)
SR1184 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL1184 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22 / it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR1184

TN1184 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CB 125 R (18 > 20)
SR1169 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF41 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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A1164 Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

TN1164 s Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 125 R (21 > 22) 
SR1169 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TN1199 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

A1164 Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

HONDA CBF 125 (09 > 14)
SR157 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TN1142 s Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CBR 125 R (11 > 17)
SR1103 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

HONDA FORZA 125 ABS (15 > 18)

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1140ST s
Specific screen, transparent, 70,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
not compatible with models 2018 having electrically adjustable screen / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher 
than the original / the assembly does not allow  the height of the windshield to be adjusted 

TB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

HONDA FORZA 125-300 (19 > 20)

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1166ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original 

DF1166 Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included

TB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

HONDA FORZA 125 (21 > 22)
SR1187B

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D1187ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF1166 Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included

TB1187A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

HONDA DYLAN 125-150 (02 > 07)
128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A185A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 102A

102A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
only available if article A185A is already fitted

HONDA PANTHEON 125-150 (98 > 02)
D199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

D202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher and larger than D199ST
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HONDA PANTHEON 125-150 (03 > 08)
D219ST Specific screen, trasparent 63 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA PCX 125-150 (10 > 13)
SR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D322ST Specific screen, trasparent, 59,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than the original

D322S Specific screen, smoked, 59,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than the original

323DT Specific screen, transparent 82 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D323KIT fitting kit / 41 cm higher than the original

HONDA PCX 125-150 (14 > 17) / PCX 150 (18)
SR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1136ST Specific screen, transparent 63 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1130ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB1163A s Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

TB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

HONDA PCX 125 (18 > 20)
SR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1163DT Specific screen, transparent 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KIT fitting kit / 39 cm higher than the original

1129DT Specific screen, transparent 60,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KIT fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original

1129D Specific screen, smoked 60,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KIT fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original

D1163KIT Specific fitting kit for 1163DT, 1129DT, 1129D

TB1163A s Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

TB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA PCX 125 (21 > 22)
SR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1190DT Specific screen, transparent 89 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1190KIT fitting kit

D1190KIT Specific fitting kit for 1190DT

D1190ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA SUPER CUB C125 (18 > 21)
SR1168 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1168A Specific screen, transparent 38,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1168A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area 

A1168A Specific fitting kit for 1168A

HONDA SUPER CUB C125 (22) 
SR1195 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1168A Specific screen, transparent 38,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1168A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area 

A1168A Specific fitting kit for 1168A
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HONDA SH MODE 125 (13 > 20)
SR1125 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1125A Specific screen, transparent 43 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1125A fitting kit

A1125A Specific fitting kit for 1125A

HONDA SH MODE 125 (21 > 22)
SR1125 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

1193A Specific screen, transparent 51 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1193A fitting kit

A1193A Specific fitting kit for 1193A

HONDA SH 125-150 (01 > 04)
186A Specific screen, transparent 58 x 68 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A186A fitting kit

A186A s Specific fitting kit for 186A

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

HONDA SH 125I-150I (05 > 08)
E219 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

311A Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311A fitting kit

313A Specific screen, transparent  55 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311A fitting kit

A311A Specific fitting kit for 311A and 313A

HONDA SH 125I-150I (09 > 12)
SR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

311A Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315A fitting kit

313A Specific screen, transparent  55 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315A fitting kit

A315A Specific fitting kit for 311A and 313A

HONDA SH 125I-150I ABS (12 > 16)
SR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1128BL s Specific "ICE" screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

D1128S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

1128A Specific wind-screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 53 x 50 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area

1117A Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1117A fitting kit

A1117A
Specific fitting kit for 1117A
To mount the windshield, it is necessary to have the original pre-perforated Honda handlebar fairing which is also used to mount the 
original Honda windshield. If the handlebar fairing mounted to the motorcycle is not pre-perforated, it will be necessary to drill holes into it

HONDA SH 125I-150I (17 > 19)
SR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1155ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area

D1155S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)

D1155BL Specific "ICE" screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

1117A Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1155A fitting kit

A1155A Specific fitting kit for 1117A
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HONDA SH 125-150 (20 > 22)
SR1181 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area

D1181S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)

D1181BL Specific "ICE" screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

FB1181
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

HONDA XL 125V VARADERO (01 > 06)
E213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

D215S Specific screen, smoked 49,9 x 33,2 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA XL 125V VARADERO (07 > 14)
E213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL202 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D311S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CBR 250 R (11 > 15)
SR1103 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

HONDA CN 250 (89 > 00)
D182S Specific screen, smoked 60,2 x 66,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA FORESIGHT 250 (97 > 08)
D199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

D202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher and larger than D199ST

HONDA FORZA 250 (05 > 07)
E220M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case

MONOLOCK® plate  included / in order to attach the original backrest must be removed

D306ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 61,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 34 cm higher than the original

HONDA FORZA 250 X / EX (08 >12)
E226M

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included maximum load allowed 6Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged 
sections

HONDA CRF 250 L / CRF 250 RALLY (17 > 20)
SR1159

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

HONDA FORZA 300 ABS (13 > 17)
SR1123 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR1123MM Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with place for a "u" type padlock included 

D1123ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original

HONDA SH 300I (07 > 10)
E223 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

307A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307A fitting kit

308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307A fitting kit

A307A Specific fitting kit for 307A and 308A
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HONDA SH 300I (11 > 14)
E223 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

307A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100A fitting kit

308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100A fitting kit

HONDA SH 300I (15 > 20)
SR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

only for version 19 > 20 / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1100ST Specific transparent low screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit. 27 x 42 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area 

D1143ST Specific wind-screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit 51,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area 

D1143S Specific smoked low screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit. 27 x 42 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area 

HONDA CB 300 R (18 > 22)
SR1169 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF41 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1164 Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

HONDA CRF 300 L (21 > 22)
SR1191 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

RP1191 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

ES1191 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

HONDA ADV 350 (22) 

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1197ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 50 cm (H x W)
17 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

HONDA SH 350 (21 > 22)
SR1189 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area

D1181S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)

D1181BL Specific "ICE" screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

FB1181
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

HONDA FORZA 350 (21 > 22)
SR1187B

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D1187ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF1166 Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included

TB1187A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side
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HONDA FORZA 350 (23) 

SR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1187ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF1166 Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included

TB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

HONDA SILVER WING 400 (06 > 09)
SR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

SR19M s
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind 
the saddle in arranged sections

214DT Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KIT fitting kit / 10 cm higher than the original

D214KIT Specific fitting kit for 214DT

AF214 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 59cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA SW-T 400 - 600 (09 > 17)
SR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

SR19M s
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind 
the saddle in arranged sections

D318ST Specific screen, transparent, 89 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

AF318 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 78 cm (12 cm of extension) width 66 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA CB 500 (97 > 05) / CB 500S (00 > 05)
250F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

HONDA CB 500 F (13 > 15)
SR1119 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

A1126 Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 500 F (16 > 18)
1152FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

1152KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1152 without the specific rear rack 1152FZ

BF20 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1152 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 500 F (19 > 22)

1176FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate or to the plate 
already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it 
does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLX1176 s Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1176FZ using the 1152KIT

BF30 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1176A pecific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1176A fitting kit

1176ABL
Specific "ICE" screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1176A fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows 
blue in colour

A1176A Specific fitting kit for 1176A, 1176ABL
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TN1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SLD1176KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA CB 500 X (13 > 18)
1121FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PL1121CAM s Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / 18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

TL3112KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL1121CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL1121CAM / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

PL1121
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT / to ensure 
the best visibility of the rear indicators with cases mounted, it is necessary to relocate the indicators using kit IN1121KIT / only for 
TRK33, TRK46,DLMK36, DLM30, ALA36, E22

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL1121
to be combined with S250 and PL1121 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLX1121 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with PL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

1121KIT Specific kit to install the PLX without the specific rear rack 1121FZ
to be combined with PLX1121

PL1121KIT Specific kit to install the PL1121, PLX1121, PL1121CAM on CB500X from 2017

BF20 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 2016

D1121ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 37,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

TN1121 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1121 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
compatible from 2016

HP1121B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 500 X (19 > 22)
1121FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLO1171MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

PLO1171CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

PLX1171 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT

1121KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1171, PLO1171MK, PLO1171CAM, PLO1171N without the specific rear rack 1121FZ

TR1171 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF44 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only compatible with flat-bottomed bags / not compatible with curved bottom bags

D1171ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original

D1171S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3 cm higher than the original

TN1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

PR1121 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
compatible from 2019 to 2021

PR1171 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM1171KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

LS1171 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present
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HP1192B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

S902A s

Universal anodised aluminium support to install GPS and smartphone holders S953B, S954B,S955B, S956B, 
S957B, S958B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorcycles with a cross piece located behind the windshield with a diameter between 11.5mm and 14mm, or on 
the upper fairing brackets FB_ _ _

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA CBF 500 (04 > 12)

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLX174 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT s Specific kit to install the PLX174 without the specific rear rack 260FZ

T218 Specific holder for soft side bags

HONDA CBR 500 R (13 > 15)
SR1119 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

HONDA CMX 500 REBEL (17 > 19)
SR1160 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TMT1160 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL1160A fitting kit 

AL1160A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN1160 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TS1160B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black

HONDA CMX 500 REBEL (20 > 22)
SR1160 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TMT1160 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1182A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1182A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1182A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL1182A fitting kit 

AL1182A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN1160 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TS1160B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black
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HONDA CBF 600S/ CBF 600N (04 > 12)

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLX174 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT s Specific kit to install the PLX174 without the specific rear rack 260FZ

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T218 Specific holder for soft side bags

D303ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
only for CBF 600 S / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CBR 600 F (99 > 09)
252F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

it cannot be mounted with T208 / To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

HONDA CBR 600 F (11 > 13)

1102FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA CBR 600 RR (05 > 06)
BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA CBR 600 RR (07 > 09)
BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA HORNET 600 / S (98 > 02)

162FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

T214 Specific holder for soft side bags

HONDA HORNET 600 (03 > 06)

258FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

T214 Specific holder for soft side bags

A305 Specific screen, smoked 31,2 x 40,8 cm (H x W) 
compatible from '05 to '06 / complete with specific fitting kit / it can be installed without removing the original light fairing

HONDA HORNET 600 / HORNET 600 ABS (07 > 10)

263FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it necessary to remove the original grabrails

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T219 Specific holder for soft side bags

A309 Specific screen, smoked 33,5 x 40,5 cm (H x W)
only for CB 600 F Hornet / complete with specific fitting kit

A310 Specific screen, smoked 33,5 x 40,5 cm (H x W)
only for Hornet ABS / complete with specific fitting kit

TN453 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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HONDA HORNET 600 / HORNET 600 ABS (11 > 13)

1102FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN453 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA SILVER WING 600 / ABS (01 > 09)
SR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

SR19M s
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind 
the saddle in arranged sections

214DT Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KIT fitting kit / 10 cm higher than the original

D214KIT Specific fitting kit for 214DT

AF214 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 59cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA XL 600 RM/LM
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (88)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (89 > 93)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

D180S Specific screen, smoked 43,7 x 43,9 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (94 > 96)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL131 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D205S Specific screen, smoked 54,2 x 38,9 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than D191S

D191S Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (97 > 99)
PL131 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D205S Specific screen, smoked 54,2 x 38,9 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than D191S

D191S Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN363 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CB650 F / CBR650F (14 > 16)

1137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF20 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
only for CB650 FThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346L
M/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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HONDA CB 650F (17 > 18)

1137FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF30 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A1159 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

HP1159 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 650 R (19 > 20)

1173FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

BF30 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
in order to insert or remove the motorcycle key from the ignition, the TANKLOCK or TanklockED bag must be unhooked from the flange

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173A fitting kit

A1173A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

PR1173 s Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

PR1185 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

SLD1173KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

HP1159 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA CB 650 R (21 > 22)

1185FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

TE1185 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1185FZ using the 1185KIT

1185KIT Specific kit to install the TE1185 without the specific rear rack 1185FZ

TR1185 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF30
Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
in order to insert or remove the motorcycle key from the ignition, the TANKLOCK or TanklockED bag must be unhooked from the 
flange

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173A fitting kit

A1173A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

PR1185 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

SLD1173KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

HP1159 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

HONDA DOMINATOR 650 (< 92)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

HONDA DOMINATOR 650 (92 > 94)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

HONDA NT 650 V DEAUVILLE (98 > 05)
D201S Specific screen, smoked 45 x 40,3 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA XL 650V TRANSALP (00 > 07)
E213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included
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PL167 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

T213 Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted with the specific rack E213

D209S Specific screen, smoked 56 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN366 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / mount with central stand mounted

HONDA CTX 700 DCT (14 > 16)
D1133ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 62 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA DN-01 700 (08 > 14)
D316S Specific screen, smoked 66 x 45 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA NC700S (12 > 13) / NC750S / NC750S DCT (14 > 15)

1111FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

PL1111 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

PLX1111 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

1111KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1111 / PL1111 / PL1111CAM / TE1111 without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

TE1111 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

D1112S Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6,5 cm higher than the original

TN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA NC700X (12 > 13) / NC750X / NC750X DCT (14 > 15)

1111FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

PL1111 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

PLX1111 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

1111KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1111 / PL1111 / PL1111CAM / TE1111 without the specific rear rack 1111FZ

TE1111 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT

D1111ST Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original

TN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour

HP1111B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA INTEGRA 700 (12 > 13)

1109FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

D1109ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original

D1109B Specific low sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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MG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

HONDA NT 700 DEAUVILLE (06 > 12)
BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D307ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 46,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA XL 700V TRANSALP (08 > 13)
E225 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL203 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T221 Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack

D313S Specific screen, smoked 44,5 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original

TN455 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (90 > 92)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

TN362 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (93 > 95)
E210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TN362 Specific tubular engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (96 > 02)
E210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D195S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 35 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN362 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA BLACK WIDOW 750 (00 > 02)
A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

HONDA CB 750 SEVEN FIFTY (92 > 00)
232F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

HONDA FORZA 750 (21 > 22)

SR1186

Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer 
company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR1188
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case
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1186FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PLX1186
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can only be mounted on the SR1188, or on 
the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

D1186ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 64cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9,5 cm higher than the original

D1186S Specific screen, smoked 54,5 x 57cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 2 cm higher than the original

AF1186 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 60 cm (12 cm of extension) width 64 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7,5 cm higher than the original

PR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM1156KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES1186 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB1186
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

HONDA INTEGRA 750 (14 > 15)
D1109ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original

D1109B Specific low sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

HONDA INTEGRA 750 (16 > 20)
SR1150 s

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

D1109ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original

D1109B Specific low sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA X-ADV 750 (17 > 20)

1156FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

SR1156
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote 
control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

PL1156 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 1156FZ / not compatible with GRT709

PL1158
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can also be mounted on the original pannier holder, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / it cannot be 
mounted with the specific rear rack 1156FZ / not compatible with GRT709

TL1156KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL1156, PL1158
to be combined with S250 and PL1156 or PL1158 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

D1156ST
Specific screen, transparent 65 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to ensure total rotation of the handlebar, the windshield cannot be set to either the 
lowest or the highest settings. It can only be set to the three intermediate settings / 13 cm higher than the original

TN1156 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM1156KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

HP1144 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors

ES1156 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
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HONDA X-ADV 750 (21 > 22)

SR1186

Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer 
company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR1188
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO1188MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted only with 
the specific rear rack SR1188 or with the original rear rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

PLO1188CAM
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted only with 
the specific rear rack SR1188 or with the original rear rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO1188MK, PLO1188CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO1188MK, PLO1188CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TR1188 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

D1188ST Specific screen, transparent 64 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original

TN1156 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM1156KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

LS1188O Specific fitting kit to mount original Honda spotlights on TN1156 engine guard

ES1186 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

ES1178 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

HONDA NC750S (16 > 20)
1146FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PL1146 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

PLX1146 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

PL1146CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

1146KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1146 / PL1146 / PL1146CAM / TST1146 without the specific rear rack 1146FZ

D1112S Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6,5 cm higher than the original

TN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour

RM1146KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

HP1111B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA NC750X (16 > 20)
1146FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PL1146 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL1146
to be combined with S250 and PL1146 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

PLX1146 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

PL1146CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146FZ using the 1146KIT

1146KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1146 / PL1146 / PL1146CAM / TST1146 without the specific rear rack 1146FZ
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D1146ST Specific screen, transparent 48,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
not compatible with the original Honda hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10,5 cm higher than the original

TN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour

RM1146KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

LS1146 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP1111B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES1111 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

EA116 s A bag created specifically for the Honda NC750X (16 > 20) to be mounted to the cover of the integrated storage 
compartment. 

EA141 s A bag created specifically for the Honda NC750X (16 > 20) to be mounted to the cover of the integrated storage compartment

FB1146
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield D1146ST / For S902A, S920M, S95KIT, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, 
S955B, S956B

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA NC750X (21 > 22)

1192FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

SR1192

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer 
company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PLO1192MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / to be it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack 1192FZ using the 1192KIT

PLO1192CAM
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without 
the specific rear rack 1192FZ using the 1192KIT

TL1192KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO1192MK or PLO1192CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO1192MK, PLO1192CAM / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

PLX1192
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without the specific rear 
rack 1192FZ using the 1192KIT

07RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO1192MK, PLO1192CAM or PLX1192

1192KIT Specific kit to install the PLO1192MK, PLO1192CAM or PLX1192 without the specific rear rack 1192FZ

D1192ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1192S Specific screen, smoked 48 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1192 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH1192 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

PR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM1146KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

HP1192B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES1192 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB1192
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

HONDA VT 750S (10 > 15)
A23 Specific screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS122A2 fitting kit

HONDA VT SHADOW 750 (04 > 14)
A23 Universal screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS121A2 is already fitted / low, transparent version
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HONDA VT SHADOW SPIRIT 750 (07 > 10)
A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

HONDA CROSSRUNNER 800 (15 > 20)

SR1139 s
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D1139ST Specific screen, transparent 55 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 15 to 16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

D1157ST Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 38 cm higher than the original

TN1139 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP1139 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES1139 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA VFR 800 (98 > 01)

257FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself

PL257 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can only be mounted with the specific rear rack 257FZ

D200S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA VFR 800 F (14 > 20)
1132FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

1132KIT s Specific kit to install the PLXR1132 without the specific rear rack 1132FZ

BF20 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA VFR 800 VTEC (02 > 11)

166FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLX166 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D217S Specific screen, smoked 52 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA CB 900 HORNET (02 > 07)

256FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

240A Universal screen, smoked 33 x 36,5 cm
only available if article A257A is already fitted

HONDA CB 1000 R (08 > 17)

266FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

247A Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
compatible from '11 / only available if article A1101A is already fitted

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only for CB 1000 R (11 > 14) / only available if article A1101A is already fitted

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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HONDA CB 1000 R (18 > 20)

1165FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it is necessary to move the indicators 
from their original position

TR1165 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF38 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173A fitting kit

A1173A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

SLD01AL Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01RE Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with red CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01GR Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with green CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01BK Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with black CNC made anodised aluminium insert

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CB 1000 R (21 > 22)

1165FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it is necessary to move the indicators 
from their original position

TR1165 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF38 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SLD01AL Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01RE Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with red CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01GR Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with green CNC made anodised aluminium insert

SLD01BK Frame slider made in polymer reinforced in Fiberglass with black CNC made anodised aluminium insert

HONDA CBF 1000 / ABS (06 > 09)

260FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLX174 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 260FZ using the PLX174KIT

PLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX174KIT s Specific kit to install the PLX174 without the specific rear rack 260FZ

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T218 Specific holder for soft side bags

D303ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

TN452 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CBF 1000 / CBF 1000 ST (10 > 14)
SR777

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself / compatible with the 
original side-case holder

SR777M s
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself / compatible with the 
original side-case holder

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D320ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 42,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original / adjustable as the original

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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HONDA CBR 1000 RR (08 > 09)
BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA CBR 1000 RR (12 > 13)
BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA CBR 1000 RR (17 > 19)
BF30 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN (16 > 17)

SR1144
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PL1144CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL1144CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

PLR1144 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF1144 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1144 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with TN1144, TN1144OX, TN1162, TN1162OX, TN1151 or TN1151OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we 
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

TN1144OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN1162 Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN1162OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP1162 s Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

HP1144 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors

ES1144 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

S902A s

Universal anodised aluminium support to install GPS and smartphone holders S953B, S954B,S955B, S956B, 
S957B, S958B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorcycles with a cross piece located behind the windshield with a diameter between 11.5mm and 14mm, or on 
the upper fairing brackets FB_ _ _

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin ABS (16 > 17), 
Africa Twin ABS Travel Edition (16 > 17), Africa Twin DCT ABS (16 > 17), Africa Twin DCT ABS Travel Edition (16 > 17)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN (18 > 19)

SR1162
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLR1161 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162 using the 1161KIT

PL1161CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1162 using the 1161KIT / 18 mm diameter

1161KIT Specific kit to install the PLR1161 / PL1161CAM without the specific rear rack SR1161

TL1161KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR1161, PL1161CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR1161 or PL1161CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle
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BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF1144 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1144 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with TN1144, TN1144OX, TN1162, TN1162OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified 
mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

TN1144OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN1162 Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN1162OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP1162 s Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

HP1144 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors

ES1161 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

S902A s

Universal anodised aluminium support to install GPS and smartphone holders S953B, S954B,S955B, S956B, 
S957B, S958B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorcycles with a cross piece located behind the windshield with a diameter between 11.5mm and 14mm, or on 
the upper fairing brackets FB_ _ _

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin DCT (18 > 19), 
Africa Twin Travel Edition (17 > 18)

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS (18 > 19)

SR1161
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLR1161 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1161 using the 1161KIT

PL1161CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR1161 using the 1161KIT / 18 mm diameter

1161KIT Specific kit to install the PLR1161 / PL1161CAM without the specific rear rack SR1161

TL1161KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR1161, PL1161CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLR1161 or PL1161CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
7 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF1144 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1161OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN1167OX s Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only compatible with the version DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

LS1161OX s Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights, using the threads of the original crash bars located on the sides of the fairing

HP1144 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original hand protectors

ES1161 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

S902A s

Universal anodised aluminium support to install GPS and smartphone holders S953B, S954B,S955B, S956B, 
S957B, S958B and GPS holders SGZ39SM and STTR40SM
 To be mounted on motorcycles with a cross piece located behind the windshield with a diameter between 11.5mm and 14mm, or on 
the upper fairing brackets FB_ _ _
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03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin Adventure Sport 
DCT (18 > 19), Africa Twin Adventure Sport DCT Travel Edition (19)

HONDA XL 1000V VARADERO (99 > 02)
E212 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL164 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D203S Specific screen, smoked 62,4 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D203ST Specific screen, transparent 62,4 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN365 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA XL 1000V VARADERO / ABS (03 > 06)
E212 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

PL170 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D300S Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

D300ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

TN367 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA XL 1000V VARADERO / ABS (07 > 12)
PL177 s Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

D300S Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

D300ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

TN454 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible until year 2010

HONDA CB 1100 (13-14)
01SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA CBR 1100 XX (97 > 09)
248F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

HONDA ST 1100 PAN EUROPEAN
E190 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

D184S Specific screen, smoked 46,5 x 40,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HONDA CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN (20 > 22)

1179FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

SR1178
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
It can only be mounted on the original rack / to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with 
the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not 
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO1178MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
It can only be mounted on the original rack / 18 mm diameter

PLO1178CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
It can only be mounted on the original rack / 18 mm diameter

PLO1179MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / to be it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack 1179FZ using the 1179KIT / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

PLO1179CAM
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without 
the specific rear rack 1179FZ using the 1179KIT / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO1179, PLO1179MK, PLO1179CAM
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1179KIT Specific kit to install the PLO1179MK - PLO1179CAM - PLO1179N without the specific rear rack 1179FZ

TL1179KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO1179MK and PLO1179CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO1179MK, PLO1179CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1179S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original

D1179ST Specific screen, transparent 57,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25 cm higher than the original

D1179BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 31 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1178
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with DCT and manual transmission 
motorcycles

TNH1179
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it must be 
mounted with TN1178 / compatible with DCT and manual transmission motorcycles

RP1179 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

RM1178KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

EH1178 Extension in black ABS for original hand protectors

ES1178 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB1179
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

HONDA CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS (20 > 22)

SR1178
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO1178MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLO1178CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TL1178KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO1178MK, PLO1178CAM and PLO1178N
to be combined with S250 and PLO1178MK, PLO1178CAM and PLO1178N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D1178ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 41,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 5 cm higher than the original

D1178B Specific low sports screen smoked 37 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN1178
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with DCT and manual transmission 
motorcycles

TNH1178
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it must be 
mounted with TN1178 / compatible with DCT and manual transmission motorcycles

RM1178KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

EH1178 Extension in black ABS for original hand protectors

ES1178 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

FB1178
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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HONDA CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS (22) 

SR1178
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO1178MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLO1178CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TL1178KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO1178MK, PLO1178CAM and PLO1178N
to be combined with S250 and PLO1178MK, PLO1178CAM and PLO1178N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF25 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

TN1178 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CMX 1100 REBEL (21 > 22)
SR1194 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TS1194B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black

TN1194 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA NT1100 (22)
SRA1196 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR1196
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

BF30 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D1196ST Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 8 cm higher than the original

TN1196 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR1196 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HONDA CROSSTOURER 1200 / CROSSTOURER 1200 DCT (12 > 19)
SR1110 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included

SRA1110
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / to be 
mounted on the original carrier

PLR1110 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 12  to 13

BF20 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
from 2014 onwards

D1110ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 12  to 15 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

AF1110 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 53 cm (12 cm of extension) width 41 cm
compatible from 12  to 15 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

EH1110
Honda Crosstourer 1200 / Crosstourer 1200 DCT (12 > 16) Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand 
protectors
compatible from 12  to 16

TN1110 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES1110 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA VFR 1200 F (10 > 16)

267FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / A larger grab rail for the passenger is included therefore it is necessary to remove the 
original grab rails / is compatible with the original side-case holder

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D321S Specific screen, smoked 40 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original 
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HONDA CB 1300 / CB 1300 S (03 > 09)

259FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

TN451 s Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CB 1300 S (10 > 15)

268FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF03 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN451 s Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HONDA CTX 1300 (14 > 16)
01SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

HONDA PAN EUROPEAN  ST 1300 (02 > 14)
E215 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be fitted to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included

HONDA GL 1800 GOLD WING (18 > 22)
SRA1172 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

D1172ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

HUSQVARNA
HUSQVARNA SVARTPILEN 125-401 (21 > 22)

BF57 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HUSQVARNA SVARTPILEN 701 (20)
BF53 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

HUSQVARNA NORDEN 901 (22) 

SR9430
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO9430MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO9430CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO9430MK, PLO9430CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO9430MK, PLO9430CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF68 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D9430ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen /28,5 cm higher than the original

TN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM7710KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES7712 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
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KAWASAKI
KAWASAKI Z125 (19 > 22)

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 21

BF42 s Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 19 to 20

KAWASAKI NINJA 300 (13 > 18)

4108FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF14 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI J125 / J300 (14 > 21)
SR4111 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / not compatible with V46 top-case

SR4111MM Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included

4111DT Specific screen, transparent 79,5 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D4111KIT fitting kit

D4111KIT Specific fitting kit for 4111DT

KAWASAKI Z300 (15 > 16)
05SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS-X 300 (17 > 22)
E251  Universal MONOKEY® plate including fitting kit to fit a top-case onto scooters or bikes with a rear rack already fitted

to be fitted to the original rack

PL4121 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D4121ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original

TN4121 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP4121 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4121 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI NINJA 400 (18 > 22)
4129FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

KAWASAKI Z 400 (19 > 22)
4129FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI KLE 500 (91 > 00)
05SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI ER 5 500 (01 > 07)
440F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

KAWASAKI ER 6N / ER 6F 650 (05 > 08)
445FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / maximum load allowed 6 kg
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KAWASAKI - KEEWAY - KL
KTM - KYMCO - LAMBRETTA

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T262 Specific holder for soft side bags

245N Universal screen,  black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
only for ER-6N / only available if article A445A is already fitted

KAWASAKI ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (09 > 11)

449FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is necessary to remove original grabrails

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only for ER-6N / only available if article A448A is already fitted

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (12 > 16)

4104FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
only for version ER-6fThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/
346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI ZZR 600 (93 > 01)
423F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

KAWASAKI KLR 650 ENDURO (07 > 21)
408D Specific screen, smoked 54 x 35 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D408KIT fitting kit / 23 cm higher than the original

D408KIT s Specific fitting kit for 408D

TN421 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (06 > 09)

447FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PL447 s
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 447FZ using the PLX447KIT / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

D405ST Specific screen, transparent 46 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

MG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (10 > 14)

451FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D410ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original

TN422 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES4103 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (15 > 21)

SR4114
Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B,  M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PL4114 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT

PLX4114 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

4114KIT s Specific kit to install the PLX4114 / PL4114 / TE4114 without the specific rear rack SR4114

BF26 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

D4114ST Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W) 
compatible from '15 to '16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D4122ST Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W) 
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF4105 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
compatible from '15 to '16 / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN4114 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR4114 s Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM4114KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

LS4114 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES4103 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

FB4114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield D4114ST / For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, 
S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (22) 

SR4114
Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B,  M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PL4114 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT

PLX4114
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original 
position

4114KIT s Specific kit to install the PLX4114 / PL4114 / TE4114 without the specific rear rack SR4114

BF71 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D4132S Specific screen, smoked 48 x 41cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D4132ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN4132 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM4114KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES4103 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

KAWASAKI VULCAN S 650 (15 > 22)
PL4115 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TS4115B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black
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KAWASAKI Z 650 (17 > 19)

4117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PLX4117 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

TE4117 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF28 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A4117 s Specific screen, smoked 28 x 33 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

SLD4117KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

KAWASAKI Z 650 (20 > 22)

4117FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PLX4117 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

TE4117 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

TR4128 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF28 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

4128S Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4128A fitting kit

A4128A Specific fitting kit for 4128S

SLD4117KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

KAWASAKI Z650RS (22) 
BF71 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

4131FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

KAWASAKI ZR 7 / ZR 7 S 750 (99 > 04)
436F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

KAWASAKI Z 750 (03 > 06)
BF52 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI Z 750 (07 > 14)

448FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original 
position

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also for version  Z750R (11 > 14) / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/5
90LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI Z 750 S (05 > 07)

444FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI Z 800 (13 > 17)
BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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KAWASAKI W 800 (11 > 17)
02SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VN 900 CUSTOM / CLASSIC - VULCAN 900 CUSTOM / CLASSIC (06 > 22)
A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

only for Custom version / to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
only for Custom version / to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

KAWASAKI Z 900 (17 > 19)

4118FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

TST4118 Specific holder for pair of side bags ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4118FZ using the 4118KIT

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A4118 s Specific screen, smoked 37 x 32 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

PR4118 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

KAWASAKI Z 900 (20 > 22)

4118FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

TST4118 Specific holder for pair of side bags ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4118FZ using the 4118KIT

TR4118 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1176A Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4128A fitting kit

A4128A Specific fitting kit for 1176A

PR4118 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

KAWASAKI Z 900 RS (18 > 22)
SR4124 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A4124A fitting kit

A210 Universal screen, smoked 36,5 x 35 cm
to be combined with the specific A4124A fitting kit

A4124A Specific fitting kit for A201, A210

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also for version Z 900 RS CAFE / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/59
0LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI KLV 1000 (04 > 10)
E528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

E528M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL528 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

PLX528 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

D260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

AF260 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN528 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (12 > 14)
SR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SR4105M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SRA4105 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

AF4105 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (15 > 16)
SR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SR4105M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SRA4105 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D4113ST s Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF4105 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN4113 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (17 > 18)
SR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SR4105M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SRA4105 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR4120
to be combined with S250 and PLR4120 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D4120ST Specific screen, transparent 53 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

TN4113 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP4103B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES4126 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB4120
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 / VERSYS 1000 SE (19 > 22)
SRA4105 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

SR4105M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PLR4126 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR4126
to be combined with S250 and PLR4126 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle
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D4126ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than the original / not compatible with Kawasaki Versys 1000 SE

TN4126 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES4126 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (07 > 09)

448FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original 
position

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (10 > 13)
BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (14 > 20)
BF32 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI Z 1000 SX (11 > 16)

4100FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder 

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
compatible from 2011 to 2013

KAWASAKI Z 1000 SX (17 > 19)

4100FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder 

BF04 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI NINJA 1000 SX (20 > 22)

4130FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible with the original side-cases

PLX4130
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 03RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without the specific rear 
rack 4130FZ using the 4130KIT

03RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLX4130

4130KIT Specific kit to install the PLX4130 without the specific rear rack 4130FZ

BF29 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KAWASAKI NINJA H2 SX (18 > 22)

4123FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible with the original side-cases / not compatible with the version H2 SX SE 
PLUS

BF35 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
not compatible with the version 2022

SLD4123KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

KAWASAKI ZRX 1100 / ZRX 1100 S (97 > 01)
D174S Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / for faired version

KAWASAKI ZZR 1200 (02 > 05)

441FZ s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 R (02)
D174S Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / for faired version

KAWASAKI GTR 1400 (07 > 15)
SR410 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included
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D407ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 53 cm (H x W)
8,5 cm higher than the original (07 > 09) / 2,5 cm higher than the original (10) / to be mounted instead of the original screen

KAWASAKI ZZR 1400 / ZX 14 (06 > 11)
PLX446 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

KAWASAKI ZZR 1400 (12 > 21)

4106FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

KEEWAY
KEEWAY GOCCIA 50 (09 > 11)

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
only available if article A851A is already fitted

KEEWAY RY6 50 (10 > 11)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A853A is already fitted

KEEWAY RY8 50 EVO SPORT (10 > 11)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A852A is already fitted

KEEWAY RKF 125 (18 > 22)
9103FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF34 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9103A fitting kit

A9103A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

KEEWAY SUPERLIGHT 125 (20 > 22)
SR9104 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

KEEWAY K-LIGHT 125 (20 > 22)
SR9105 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9105A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9105A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9105A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL9105A fitting kit 

TS9105B s Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black

KEEWAY LOGIK 125-150 (13 > 15)
308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A9100A fitting kit

A9100A s Specific fitting kit for 308A

KL
KL BRERA 125-300 (22) 

SR9500 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case
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KTM
KTM DUKE 125-200-390 (11 > 16)

SR7701 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF12 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

247A Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article A7701A is already fitted

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article A7701A is already fitted

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM DUKE 125-390 (17 > 22)
7707FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TE7707 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF33 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 390 ADVENTURE (20 > 22)
SR7711

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, E251 (sold separately) MONOKEY® plate, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M, or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PL7711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL7711KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL7711
to be combined with S250 and PL7711 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF51 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

7710DT Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7711KIT fitting kit

7710D Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7711KIT fitting kit

D7711KIT Specific fitting kit for 7710DT, 7710D

AF7711 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7711 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP7711 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

RM7711KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

LS7711 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

ES7711 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

KTM DUKE 690 (12 > 19)
245A Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)

only available if article A7702A is already fitted

245N Universal screen, black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
only available if article A7702A is already fitted

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM DUKE 790 (18 > 20)
SR7708

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow 
the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR7715 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY®, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A o M9B or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

BF78 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BF37 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A7708 Specific screen, smoked 25 x 31 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

TN7708 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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SLD7708KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 790 ADVENTURE (19 > 20)

SR9430
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO9430MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO9430CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLOR7710MK s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLOR7710CAM s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT, for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

10RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLOR7710MK, PLOR7710CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLOR7710MK, PLOR7710CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF51 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

7710DT Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

7710D Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

D7711KIT Specific fitting kit for 7710DT, 7710D

AF7711 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM7710KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES7710 s Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

ES7712 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

KTM 790 ADVENTURE R (19 > 20)

SR9430
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO9430MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO9430CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLOR7710MK s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLOR7710CAM s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT, for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

10RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

BF51 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

7710DT Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

7710D Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

D7711KIT Specific fitting kit for 7710DT, 7710D

AF7711 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM7710KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02
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ES7710 s Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

ES7712 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

KTM 890 ADVENTURE (21 > 22)

SR9430
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO9430MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO9430CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 10RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLOR7710MK s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLOR7710CAM s Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT, for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

10RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

BF51 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

7710DT Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

7710D Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KIT or D7711KIT fitting kit

D7711KIT Specific fitting kit for 7710DT, 7710D

AF7711 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM7710KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES7712 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

KTM 890 DUKE (21 > 23) 
SR7715 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY®, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A o M9B or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

TR7708 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF37 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

BF78 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A7708 Specific screen, smoked 25 x 31 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

TN7708 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SLD7708KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

KTM ADVENTURE 950 / 990 (03 > 14)
PL650 s Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 990 SMT (09 > 16)
D750S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original 

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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KTM SUPER DUKE 990
01SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 1050 ADVENTURE (15 > 16) / 1090 ADVENTURE (17 > 19)
SR7705

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

SRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7703ST Specific screen, trasnparent, 37 x4 1 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

TN7703 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP7703 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 1190 ADVENTURE / ADVENTURE R (13 > 16)
SR7705

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

SRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
only for XS319, EA144, EA118, EA123 TANKLOCK bag

D7703ST Specific screen, trasnparent, 37 x4 1 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

TN7703 Specific engine guard
only for 1190 Adventure / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP7703 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible from 2014

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE (13 > 19)
BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R (17 > 20)
BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
only for year '18 / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346
LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE (15 > 16) / 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE T (17)
SR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

SRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PL7705CAMKIT Specific kit to install the PL7705CAM on KTM 1290 Super Adventure T (17)
only for 1290 Super Adventure T (17)

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL7705CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
only for XS319, EA144, EA118, EA123 TANKLOCK bag
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ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R (17 > 20)
SRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR7705
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
to be combined with PL7705CAMKIT / 18 mm diameter

PL7705CAMKIT Specific kit to install the PL7705CAM on KTM 1290 Super Adventure S (17 > 20) / 1290 Super Adventure R (17 > 20)

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL7705CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
only for XS319, EA144, EA118, EA123 TANKLOCK bag

D7706ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D7706S Specific screen, smoked 38 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

RP7703 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R (21 > 22)
SRA7713 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO7713MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO7713CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

09RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO7713MK and PLO7713CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO7713MK and PLO7713CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF59 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

RM7713KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES7713 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

XL04 Tank bag, Tanklock, expandable from 15 to 20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
- BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22) – KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 22).

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S (17 > 20)
SRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
to be combined with PL7705CAMKIT / 18 mm diameter

PL7705CAMKIT Specific kit to install the PL7705CAM on KTM 1290 Super Adventure S (17 > 20) / 1290 Super Adventure R (17 > 20)

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL7705CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
only for XS319, EA144, EA118, EA123 TANKLOCK bag
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D7706ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D7706S Specific screen, smoked 38 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

RP7703 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S (21 > 22)
SRA7713 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO7713MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO7713CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

09RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

BF59 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D7713ST Specific screen, transparent 44,5 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN7713 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO7713MK and PLO7713CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO7713MK and PLO7713CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

ES7714 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

XL04 Tank bag, Tanklock, expandable from 15 to 20 litres, specific to the BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 22) 
- BMW R 1200 GS Adventure (14 > 18) - BMW R 1250 GS Adventure (19 > 22) – KTM 1290 Adventure S e R (20 > 22).

KYMCO
KYMCO AGILITY 50-125-150-200 R16 (08 > 13)

E137 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

440A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A440A fitting kit

441A Specific screen, transparent 72 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A440A fitting kit / 6 cm higher than 440A

A440A Specific fitting kit for 440A and 441A

KYMCO AGILITY 50-125-150-200 R16+ (14 > 22)
SR6106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

440A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6119A fitting kit

441A Specific screen, transparent 72 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6119A fitting kit / 6 cm higher than 440A

A6119A Specific fitting kit for 440A and 441A

KYMCO AGILITY S 125 (22) 
440A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 64 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6119A fitting kit

441A Specific screen, transparent 72 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6119A fitting kit / 6 cm higher than 440A

A6119A Specific fitting kit for 440A and 441A
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KYMCO DINK 50-125-200I (06 > 16)
292DT Specific screen, transparent 67 x 58 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D292KIT fitting kit / 37 cm higher the original

D292KIT s Specific fitting kit for 292DT

KYMCO LIKE 50-125-150 (17 > 22)
SR6109 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

6109A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6109A fitting kit

A6109A Specific fitting kit for 6109A

KYMCO LIKE 50-125-200I (09 > 16)
6102A Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6102A fitting kit

A6102A Specific fitting kit for 6102A

KYMCO LIKE SPORT 125 (22) 
SR6109 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

8100A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6120A fitting kit

A6120A Specific fitting kit for 8100A

KYMCO PEOPLE ONE 125-150 (13 > 22)
D6116ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original fitting kit, 46 x 68 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

KYMCO PEOPLE S 50-125-200 (05 > 15)
137A Specific screen, transparent 64 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A137A fitting kit

A137A Specific fitting kit for 137A

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

KYMCO PEOPLE S 125-150-200 (20 > 22)
D6113ST Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3,5 cm higher than the original

KYMCO PEOPLE GTI 125-200-300 (10 > 20)
443A Specific screeen, transparent 53 x 72 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A443A fitting kit

A443A Specific fitting kit for 443A

KYMCO DOWNTOWN 125I-200I-300I (09 > 17)
SR92 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR92M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D294ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original

TB82 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

KYMCO DOWNTOWN ABS 125I / 350I (15 > 22)
SR6107

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plates, or with the M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder 
EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D6107ST Specific screen, transparent 92,5 x 63,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 31,5 cm higher than the original

TB6107A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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KAWASAKI - KEEWAY - KL
KTM - KYMCO - LAMBRETTA

KYMCO K-XCT 125I-300I (13 > 17)
D6103ST s Specific screen, transparent 83 x 57 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

KYMCO XTOWN 125-300 (16 > 22)
SR6108

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D294ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original

TB6108A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

KYMCO X-TOWN 125-300 CITY (20 > 22)
SR6115 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

6115DT Specific screen, transparent 97 x 66 cm (H x W)
only available if article D6115KIT is already fitted / 29 cm higher than the original

KYMCO XCITING 250-300-500 (05 > 09)
D293ST Specific screen, transparent 87 x 64 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

KYMCO XCITING R 300I-500I (09 > 14)
SR91M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D295ST Specific screen, transparent 85.5 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25 cm higher than the original

KYMCO G-DINK 300 (18 > 21)
SR6111 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

KYMCO PEOPLE S 300 (19 > 22)
7057A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66  cm (H x W)

only available if article A6113A is already fitted

KYMCO AGILITY 300 R16 (19 > 22)
SR6114 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

6114DT Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original fitting kit 58 x 57 cm (H x W)
only available if article D6114KIT is already fitted / 15,5 cm higher than the original

D6114KIT Specific fitting kit for 6114DT

KYMCO DTX 360 (21 > 22)
SR6117

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D6117ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 53 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 37,5 cm higher than the original

D6117S Specific screen, smoked 48,5 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original

KYMCO XCITING 400I (13 > 17)
SR6104M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D6104ST Specific screen, transparent, 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 28 cm higher than the original

KYMCO XCITING S400I (18 > 22)
SR6112

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder 
EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D6104ST Specific screen, transparent, 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D6112KIT fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 28 cm higher than the original

D6112KIT Specific fitting kit for D6104ST

TB6112A s Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

KYMCO AK 550 (17 > 22)

SR6110
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case
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D6110ST Specific screen, transparent 70 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D6110S Specific low sports screen smoked 42 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KYMCO CV3 550 (22 > 23) 
SR6118

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D6118ST Specific screen, transparent
to be mounted instead of the original screen

LAMBRETTA
LAMBRETTA V-SPECIAL 50-125-200 (22) 

SR9530 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

MASH
MASH SEVENTY FIVE 125 (14 > 21)

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

MBK
MBK OVETTO 50 (08 > 14)

SR366 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285A fitting kit

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A285A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

MBK FLIPPER 114 (13 > 17)
2114A Specific screen, transparent 40 x 72 cm (H x W)

only available if article A2114A is already fitted

MBK TRYPTIK 125 (14 > 17)
SR2120 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the plate M6M

2120DT Specific screen, transparent, 74 x 63 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific D2120KIT fitting kit

D2120KIT Specific fitting kit for 2120DT

MBK CITYLINER 125 (07 > 12)
D439ST Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 71 x  77 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

MBK FLAME X 125 (07 > 12)
SR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

102A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283A fitting kit

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283A fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 102A

A283A Specific fitting kit for 102A and 128A

MBK SKYCRUISER 125 (05 > 09)
SR355M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / to be combined with the plate already included in the 
MONOLOCK® top-case

D438ST Specific screen, transparent 63,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than original

TB49 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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MBK SKYCRUISER 125 (10 > 12)
SR370 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR370M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle

446DT Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D446KIT fitting kit / 30 cm higher than the original

D446KIT Specific fitting kit for 446DT

D446B Specific low sports screen glossy black 37 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB55 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

MBK WAAP 125 (10 > 12)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A289A is already fitted

MBK SKYLINER 125-150 CAT. (01 > 13)
SR46M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

MBK SKYLINNER S 125 (14)
SR2121 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate

2121DT Specific screen, transparent 70,5 x 50 cm  (H x W)
only available if article D2121KIT is already fitted

MBK OCEO 125-150 (12 > 14)
D2102ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original

MBK EVOLYS 125-250 (14 > 17)
SR2117 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2111DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KIT fitting kit

D2111KIT Specific fitting kit for 2111DT

TB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

MBK SKYLINER 125-250 (14)
SR2117 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2111DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KIT fitting kit

D2111KIT Specific fitting kit for 2111DT

TB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

MBK KILIBRE 300 (03 > 07)
D432ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 75 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

MBK NITRO (13 > 17)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A2113A is already fitted

SR2113 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

MBK X-OVER (10)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A288A is already fitted 
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MOTO GUZZI
MOTO GUZZI V85 TT (19 > 22)

SRA8203 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR8203
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PLOR8203MK Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLOR8203CAM Specific rapid release pannier holder PL ONE-FIT, for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TL8203KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLOR8203MK and PLOR8203CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLOR8203MK, PLOR8203CAM / needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the motorcycle

BF46 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D8203ST Specific screen, transparent 68,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 34,5 cm higher than the original

AF8203 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension), width 50 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN8203 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

LS8203 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights

EH8203 Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES8203 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible only with 2019

ES8205 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible from '20

FB8203
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

MOTO GUZZI STELVIO 1200 (08 > 16)

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

MOTO GUZZI V7 III STONE / SPECIAL (17 > 20)

SR8201
Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

PL8201
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
for version V7 Special it is necessary to remove the original grab handle / can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22, 
DLM30A or DLM30B

TMT8201 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)
for version V7 Special it is necessary to remove the original grab handle

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8201A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8201A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8201A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8201A fitting kit 

A800N s Universal smoked screen with finished fiberglass fairing
only available if article A8201A is already fitted

TN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

MOTO GUZZI V7 III STONE NIGHT PACK (19 > 20)
SR8201

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

TMT8201 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8204A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8204A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8204A fitting kit 
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140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8204A fitting kit 

AL8204A s Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MOTO GUZZI V7 STONE 850 (21 > 22)
SR8206

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

PLO8206MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / not compatible with TRK35 Trekker top-case / not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

PLO8206CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TMT8206 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

TR8206 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8206A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8206A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8206A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8206A fitting kit 

AL8206A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TS8206B Backrest glossy black to be mounted with the SR8206 rear rack
to be combined with the SR8206 rear rack

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

MOTO GUZZI V9 ROAMER / V9 BOBBER (16 > 22)
SR8202 s

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
Compatibility with the V9 Bobber model is to be confirmed / only for version 2016 / to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate 
(sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8202A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8202A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8202A fitting kit

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8202A fitting kit 

TN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

MOTO GUZZI V100 MANDELLO 1000 (22) 
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D8207ST Specific screen, transparent 61,5 x 43 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23,5 cm higher than the original

HP8207B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

MOTO MORINI
MOTO MORINI X-CAPE 649 (21 > 22) 

SR9350
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder 
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO9350MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 05RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / not compatible with 
GRT709 and GRT720

PLO9350N
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT non-configured
18 mm diameter / to be combined with OFMK kit for MONOKEY® cases or OFCAM kit for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
/ to be combined with 05RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

05RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
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BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D9350ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original

TN9350 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR9350 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM9350KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

LS9350 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP9350B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES9350 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

MOTO MORINI SEIEMMEZZO SCR 650 (22) 
9351FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

MOTO MORINI SEIEMMEZZO STR 650 (22) 
9351FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9351A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9351A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9351A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL9351A is already fitted

AL9351A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

MV AGUSTA
MV AGUSTA BRUTALE 675-800 (13 > 15)

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

MV AGUSTA BRUTALE 750 - 910 - 1078 (> 09)
BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

MV AGUSTA BRUTALE 800 (17 > 21)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

MV AGUSTA TURISMO VELOCE 800 (15)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

MV AGUSTA F3 675-800
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

MV AGUSTA F4 750-1000
BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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PEUGEOT
PEUGEOT TWEET 50-125-150 (10 > 22)

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
only available if article A299A is already fitted

8100A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8100A fitting kit

A8100A Specific fitting kit for 8100A

PEUGEOT BELVILLE 125-200 (17 > 20)
107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A8101A fitting kit

A8101A s Specific fitting kit for 107A

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

PEUGEOT LXR 125-200 (09 > 16)
105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A298A is already fitted

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A298A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

PEUGEOT SV 250 (02)
D199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

D202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher and larger than D199ST

PIAGGIO
PIAGGIO PIAGGIO 1 (21 > 22)

SR5618 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5618A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A5618A Specific fitting kit for D1181ST

PIAGGIO FLY 50-100-125-150 (04 > 17)
SR104 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A110A fitting kit

A110A s Specific fitting kit for 107A

PIAGGIO TYPHOON 50-125 (11 > 19)
SR5602 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5602A fitting kit

PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150-200 (02 > 08)
SR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107A fitting kit

A107A Specific fitting kit for 107A

PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150 (09 > 15)
SR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107A fitting kit

A107A Specific fitting kit for 107A
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PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150 I-GET / LIBERTY 50-125-150 (16 > 22)
SR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107A fitting kit

A107A Specific fitting kit for 107A

PIAGGIO VESPA LX 50-125-150 (05 > 14)
SR105 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

104A Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A104A fitting kit

A104A Specific fitting kit for 104A

PIAGGIO VESPA PRIMAVERA 50-125-150 (14 > 22)
SR5608 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

5608A Specific screen, transparent 50 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5608A fitting kit

A5608A Specific fitting kit for 5608A

PIAGGIO VESPA SPRINT 50-125-150 (14 > 22)
SR5608 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

A5608A Specific fitting kit for 5610A
only available if article 5610A is already fitted

PIAGGIO VESPA S 50-125-150 (07 > 14)
SR105 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PIAGGIO ZIP 50 2T - 4T (13 > 22)
6102A Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)

only available if article A5607A is already fitted

PIAGGIO ZIP 50-125 (00 > 12)
SR56 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

6102A Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)
only available if article A5607A is already fitted

PIAGGIO MEDLEY 125-150 (16 > 19)
SR5612 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

5612A Specific screen, transparent 46,5 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5606A fitting kit

5612S Specific screen, smoked 22,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5606A fitting kit

A5606A Specific fitting kit for 5612A, 5612S

PIAGGIO MEDLEY 125-150 I-GET / MEDLEY S 125-150 I-GET (20 > 22)
SR5612 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

7057A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66  cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5615A fitting kit

A5615A Specific fitting kit for 7057A

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125-200 (01 > 04)
E341 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / only for '04 version

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125-250-400 (04 > 07)
E341 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / only for '04 version

E344 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / compatible from model '05
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PIAGGIO BEVERLY TOURER 125-250-300-400 (08 > 10)
E344 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

compatible from '05 / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

103A Specific screen, transparent 43,5 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A103A fitting kit

A103A Specific fitting kit for 103A

106A Specific screen, transparent 32 x 61,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A106A fitting kit

A106A Specific fitting kit for 106A

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125IE-300IE-350 (10 > 20)
E349 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

357A Specific screen, transparent 32 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A357A fitting kit

5606BL s
Specific "ICE" screen, 29 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A357A fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue 
in colour

5606S Specific smoked screen, 29 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A357A fitting kit

A357A Specific fitting kit for 357A, 5606BL, 5606S

5606A Specific screen, transparent 47 x 72 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5606A fitting kit

A5606A Specific fitting kit for 5606A

PIAGGIO MP3 125-250-300-400 (06 > 11)
SR134

"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear trunk 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR134M
"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear 
trunk

D501ST
Specific screen, transparent 82 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 40 cm higher than the original (06-08 Model) / 24 cm higher than the original ('09-'11 
Model)

PIAGGIO MP3 YOURBAN 125-300 (11 > 18)
SR5600 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR5600M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

5600DT s
Specific screen, transparent 67 x  74 cm (H x W)
only compatible with version equipped with indicators incorporated in the handlebar / only available if article D5600KIT is already 
fitted  / 35,5 cm higher than the original

D5600ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 44,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than the original

TB5600 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

PIAGGIO VESPA PX 125-150 (11 > 17)
SR5603 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PIAGGIO VESPA 125-200 GRANTURISMO (03 > 08)
104A Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A104A fitting kit

A104A Specific fitting kit for 104A

PIAGGIO VESPA GTS 125-150-300 SUPER (08 > 22)
SR131 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

104A Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A104A fitting kit

A104A Specific fitting kit for 104A

PIAGGIO X8 125-150-200-250-400 (04 > 10)
SR102 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D500ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original
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PIAGGIO X9 125-180-250 (00 > 02)
SR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PIAGGIO VESPA GTS 125-150-250-300 (06 > 22)
104A Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A104A fitting kit

A104A Specific fitting kit for 104A

PIAGGIO X-EVO 125-250-400 (07 > 11)
SR102 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D500ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

PIAGGIO X10 125-350-500 (12 > 16)
D5604ST Specific screen, transparent 85,5 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

PIAGGIO X9 200-250-500 EVOLUTION (03 > 08)
SR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D229ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original

PIAGGIO BEVERLY CRUISER 250-500 (07 > 11)
352A s Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 50,5 x 78,5 cm (H x W) 

only available if article A352A is already fitted

PIAGGIO MP3 TOURING 300 - 400 (11) / MP3 BUSINESS 500 (12>13) / MP3 SPORT 500 (12>13) / MP3 300 BUSINESS (12>14) / MP3 300 SPORT (12>14)
SR134

"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear trunk 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR134M
"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear 
trunk

D5601ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

PIAGGIO MP3 300 HPE (19 > 22)
SR5600 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR5600M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D5614ST Specific screen, transparent, 84 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB5600 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 300-400 HPE (21 > 22)
SR5616 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate

5616A Specific screen, transparent 58 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5616A fitting kit

A5616A Specific fitting kit for 5616A

PIAGGIO MP3 300IE SPORT/BUSINESS (DA AGOSTO 2014 > 17) / MP3 500IE SPORT/BUSINESS (14 > 17)
SR5609 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

D5601ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

PIAGGIO MP3 350-400–500 SPORT / BUSINESS (18 > 21)

SR5613
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

D5613ST Specific screen, transparent, 71,5 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original
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PIAGGIO BEVERLY 500 (03 > 07)
E341 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / compatible with '03 and '04 

E344 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / compatible from '05

103A Specific screen, transparent 43,5 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A103A fitting kit

A103A Specific fitting kit for 103A

106A Specific screen, transparent 32 x 61,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A106A fitting kit

A106A Specific fitting kit for 106A

PIAGGIO X9 500 (01 > 02)
SR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PIAGGIO MP3 HPE 400-400 SPORT - 530 EXCLUSIVE (22) 
SR5619

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M

D5619ST Specific screen, transparent 87 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

TB5619A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

FB5619
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

ROYAL ENFIELD
ROYAL ENFIELD HIMALAYAN (18 > 20)

SR9050
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PL9050
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
If the PL9050 is to be paired with RETRO FIT cases, the two plastic covers should not be mounted (included in the RETRO FIT case 
package) to cover the rear area of the upper coupling / not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL9050
to be combined with S250 and PL9050 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF39 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN9050 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ROYAL ENFIELD HIMALAYAN (21 > 22)

SR9054
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PL9054 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TL7711KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL9054
to be combined with S250 and PL9054 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF39 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN9050 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES9054 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

ROYAL ENFIELD HNTR 350 (22) 
SR9056 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TMT9056 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

A201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A9056A fitting kit

A210 Universal screen, smoked 36,5 x 35 cm
to be combined with the specific A9056A fitting kit

A9056A Specific fitting kit for A201, A210

TN9056 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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ROYAL ENFIELD METEOR 350 (21 > 22)
SR9053 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL9053 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TMT9053 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

9053A Specific screen, transparent 45 x 51 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specifici A9053A fitting kit

A9053A Specific fitting kit for 9053A

TN9053 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ROYAL ENFIELD SCRAM 411 (22) 
SR9055

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium 
bag holder EX2M

PL9055 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR9055 using the 9055KIT

9055KIT Specific kit to install the PL9055 without the specific rear rack SR9055

TL7711KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL9055
to be combined with S250 and PL9055 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

TR9055 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF39 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9055A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9055A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9055A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9055A fitting kit 

AL9055A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN9050 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ROYAL ENFIELD CLASSIC 500 (19 > 20)
SR9052

Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
Install only when there is a passenger saddle / to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate 
already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TN9052 s Specific engine guard, glossy black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ROYAL ENFIELD INTERCEPTOR 650 (19 > 22)
SR9051 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL9051 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22

TR9051 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051A fitting kit 

AL9051A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

TN9051 Specific engine guard, glossy black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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SUZUKI
SUZUKI SIXTEEN 125-150 (08 > 16)

169A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 56,5 x 71,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article A169A is already fitted

SUZUKI ADDRESS 110 (15 > 21)
107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A3109A fitting kit

A3109A Specific fitting kit for 107A

A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE CAN BE FITTED USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

SUZUKI UH 125-150 BURGMAN (02 > 06)
D256ST s Specific screen, transparent 83 x 53 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI BURGMAN 125-200 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3 (06 > 13)
SR3106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

3106DT Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D267KIT fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original

D267KIT Specific fitting kit for 3106DT

D3106ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB3106 Specific backrest
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SUZUKI BURGMAN 125-200 ABS (14 > 21)
SR3106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

3106DT Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D267KIT fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original

D267KIT Specific fitting kit for 3106DT

D3106ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB3106 Specific backrest
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SUZUKI AN 250-400 BURGMAN (98 > 02)
SR111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SR111M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

156DT Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D156KIT fitting kit

D156KIT Specific fitting kit for 156DT

SUZUKI AN 250-400 BUSINESS (01 > 03)
156DT Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D156KIT fitting kit

D156KIT Specific fitting kit for 156DT

SUZUKI AN 250-400 BURGMAN (03 > 06)
SR115 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D258ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI TU 250X (97 > 04)
A601 Universal screen with 2 point handlebar, bronze 36,9 x 42,5 cm (H x W)

complete with specific fitting kit

SUZUKI INAZUMA 250 (12 > 16)
SR3103 s

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle
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SUZUKI V-STROM 250 (17 > 21)
SR3116 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL3116 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN3116 s Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI AN 400 BURGMAN TYPE-S (05)
D258ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI BURGMAN 400 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (06 > 16)

SR3115
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate / if combined 
with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

266DT Specific screen, transparent 84 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D266KIT fitting kit / 16 cm higher than the original

D266KIT Specific fitting kit for 266DT

AF266 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 81 cm (12 cm of extension) width 67 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

SUZUKI BURGMAN 400 (17 > 22)

SR3115
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate / if 
combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

D3115ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original / not compatible with HP3115B hand protectors

AF3115 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 77 cm (12 cm of extension) width 67 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original / not compatible with HP3115B hand protectors

TB3115 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

HP3115B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors
Not compatible with D3115ST / AF3115

SUZUKI GS 500 E (01 > 07) / GS 500 F (04)
526F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT / S (96 > 99)
511F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

TN392 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT / S (00 > 04)
522F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

TN392 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI GSR 600 (06 > 11)
SR116 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included/ it is necessary to remove the grabrails / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR116M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to remove the grabrails

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T255 Specific holder for soft side bags
to be mounted only with SR116 / SR116M

245A Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
only for '06-'07 / to be combined with the specific A167A fitting kit

245N Universal screen, black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
only for '06-'07 / to be combined with the specific A167A fitting kit

247A Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only for '08-'11 / to be combined with the specific A170A fitting kit

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only for '08-'11 / to be combined with the specific A170A fitting kit

A170A Specific fitting kit for 247A and 247N
only for '08-'11

TN535 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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SUZUKI GSX R 600 / 750 (06 > 10)
BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SUZUKI AN 650 BURGMAN EXECUTIVE (02 > 12)
SR3104 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

SR3104MM
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in 
arranged sections

D257ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 72 cm (H x W)
compatible with '02-'04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D263ST Specific screen, transparent 78,5 x 72 cm (H x W)
compatible from '05 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / for models having electrically adjustable screen

SUZUKI BURGMAN 650 / 650 EXECUTIVE (13 > 20)
SR3104 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

SR3104MM
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in 
arranged sections

SR3104KIT Specific kit to install the specific rear rack SR3104 / SR3104MM on Burgman 650 Executive
it is necessary to remove the original backrest

PL3104 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR3104 / can only be used to mount cases MONOKEY® E22, DLM30A or DLM30B

D3104ST Specific screen, trasparent, 76 x7 5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM (04 > 11)
E528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

E528M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL532 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

PLX532 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
only compatible with V35 MONOKEY® SIDE

BF10 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

AF260 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN532 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MG532 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

ES3101 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (11 > 16)
SR3101 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SR3101M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SRA3101 s Specific rear rack, black, in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL3101 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti RETRO FIT

PLX3101 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

AF3101 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 56 cm (12 cm of extension) width 43 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D3101KIT Specific fitting kit for 3101DT

TN3101
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / Compatible with the original oil carter, as well as the oil 
carter protector RP3101

RP3101 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

HP3105 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
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ES3101 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM (17 > 22)
SRA3112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR3112
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag 
holder EX2M

PL3112 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

PLR3112 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
not compatible with GRT709 and GRT720

PLX3112 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PL3112CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

TL3112KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL3112, PL3112CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL3112 or PL3112CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D3112ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

D3112B Specific screen, smoked 30 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF3112 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 43 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN3101
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / Compatible with the original oil carter, as well as the oil 
carter protector RP3101

RP3101 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

PR3112 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG532 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP3112B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES3101 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3112
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GLADIUS 650 (09 > 16)
SR121

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg

SR121M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to remove the grabrails as they are reproduced by the rack itself

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / BANDIT S / BANDIT ABS (05 > 06)

539FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

D262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
for semi faired version / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
compatible with versions N / S / NA / SA (05> 08)The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/39
0LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF 650 BANDIT S K7-K8 (07 > 11)

539FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position
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PLX539 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

D262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

IMPORTANT: SINCE 2009 IN SOME COUNTRIES THE MODEL BANDIT K9 IS AVAILABLE WHILE IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES IS STILL SOLD AS THE PREVIOUS MODEL K7-K8

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF 650 BANDIT S K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4 (09 > 15)
BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

IMPORTANT: SINCE 2009 IN SOME COUNTRIES THE MODEL BANDIT K9 IS AVAILABLE WHILE IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES IS STILL SOLD AS THE PREVIOUS MODEL K7-K8

SUZUKI GSX 650F (08 > 14) / GSX 1250F (10 > 16)

539FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

PLX539 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D270S Specific screen, smoked 45 x 38,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI SV 650 / SV 650 S (03 > 08)

529FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SUZUKI SV 650 (16 > 22)

3111FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PLX3111 s Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 3111FZ / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A3111 Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x L)
complete with specific fitting kit

PR3111 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSX 750 (98 > 02)
517F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

TN392 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI GSX S750 (17 > 21)

3113FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A3113 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSR 750 (11 > 16)

3100FZ s
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / if 
combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case
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BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (02 > 11)
E528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

E528M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

PL528 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

PLX528 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF10 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D255ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 37,5 cm (H x W)
compatible from '02 to '03 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / only with spoiler / 16 cm higher than the original

D260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
compatible from year '04 / compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

AF260 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
compatible from year '04 / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN528 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (14 > 16)
SR3105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR3105M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included 

PLR3105 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL3105CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF50 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D3105ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

AF3105 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 41 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

HP3105 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

RP3105 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

TN3105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR3105 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG3105 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

ES3105 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (17 > 19)
SRA3112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR3112 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PLR3105 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

TL3112KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR3105
to be combined with S250 and PLR3105 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PL3105CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PLXR3114 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF50 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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D3105ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

AF3105 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 41 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

RP3105 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

TN3105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR3105 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM3114KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

MG3114 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP3105 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES3105 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

02SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI KATANA 1000 (19 > 22)

03SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSX S1000F / GSX S1000 (15 > 20)

3110FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

TST3110 Specific holder for pair of side bags ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3110FZ using the 3110KIT

3110KIT Specific kit to install the TST3110 without the specific rear rack 3110FZ

BF50 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D3110ST s Specific screen, transparent 59 x 35 cm (H x W)
only for version GSX S1000F / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

SUZUKI GSX S1000 (21 > 22)

3119FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

TE3119 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3119FZ using the 3110KIT

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

3110KIT Specific kit to install the TE3119 without the specific rear rack 3119FZ

3119S Specific screen, smoked 25 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A3119A fitting kit

A3119A Specific fitting kit for 3119S

SUZUKI GSX S1000GT (22) 

3121FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / can also be mounted with original side cases.

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SUZUKI SV 1000 / SV 1000 S (03 > 08)

529FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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SUZUKI V-STROM 1050 (20 > 21) / V-STROM 1050 XT (20 > 22)
SRA3117 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR3117
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO3118MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 06RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / not compatible with TRK35 
Trekker top-case / not compatible with Canyon GRT709 and GRT720

PLO3118CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 06RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLX3117 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / to be combined with 02RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

02RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO3117N, PLO3117MK, PLO3117CAM, PLX3117

06RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO3118MK, PLO3118CAM

BF50 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D3117ST Specific screen, transparent 57,5 x 50,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

AF3117 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 50 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF3117 Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors

TN3117 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP3117 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT

RP3118 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050

PR3117 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
not compatible with the TN3117

RM3114KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

MG3114 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

LS3117 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present
it cannot be mounted where specific engine guard is not present

HP3105 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES3105 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

SUZUKI GSX 1200 (98 > 02)
517F s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT (96 > 99)
511F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (00 > 05)
522F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (06)

539FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

D262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI GSF 1250 BANDIT / BANDIT S (07 > 11)

539FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

PLX539 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

D262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
for GSF 1250 Bandit S / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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SUZUKI GSX 1300R HAYABUSA (08 > 16)

541FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / as a larger grab rail for the passenger is included it is necessary to remove the original 
grab rails / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF01 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SUZUKI 1300 HAYABUSA (21 > 22)
3120FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

BF67 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SUZUKI GSX 1400 (02 > 09)

527FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

SYM
SYM FIDDLE II 50-125 (09 > 14) / SYM II 50-125 (15 > 22)

293A Specific screen, transparent 50 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A293A fitting kit

A293A Specific fitting kit for 293A

Z113C2 Universal plate included with the MONOLOCK® top-cases
it is possible to mount a Monolock top-case using the universal plate contained in the case 

SYM FIDDLE 125 EURO 5 (20)
7062A Specific screen, transparent 47 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A7062A fitting kit

A7062A Specific fitting kit for 7062A

SYM SYMPHONY S 50-125-150-151 (09 > 20)
107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 

only available if article A299A is already fitted

7053A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy, 52,5 x 76 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7053A fitting kit

A7053A Specific fitting kit for 7053A

SYM SYMPHONY SR 50-125-151 (10 > 16)
297A Specific screen, transparent 62 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A297A fitting kit

A297A Specific fitting kit for 297A

SYM SYMPHONY ST 50-125-200 (15 > 20)
SR7054 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

7054A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7054A fitting kit

A7054A Specific fitting kit for 7054A

SYM SYMPHONY ST 50-125-200 (21 > 22)
7067A Specific screen, transparent, 49,5 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A7067A fitting kit

A7067A Specific fitting kit for 7067A

SYM SYMPHONY 125 EURO 5 (20)
7057A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A7061A fitting kit

A7061A Specific fitting kit for 7057A
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SYM SYMPHONY 125 EURO 5 (21 > 22)
7057A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A7064A fitting kit

A7064A Specific fitting kit for 7057A

SYM JET 14 125-200 (17 > 20)
SR7055 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SYM JET X 125 (21 > 22)
SR7066 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SYM JOYRIDE EVO 125-200 / JOYRIDE S 125-200 (09 > 22)
SR233M s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D651ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm cm higher than the original

SYM HD EVO 125-200 (07 > 16)
105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A298A is already fitted

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A298A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

SYM HD2 125-200 (11 > 16)
128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A7050A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A7050A is already fitted

SYM CITYCOM 300 (08 > 19)
SR231M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

D650ST Specific screen, transparent 64 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

SYM JOYMAX 300I (12 > 19)
D7052ST Specific screen, transparent with handguards 82 x 59 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original

SYM JOYMAX Z 300 (19 > 20)

SR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, 
M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DT Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7058KIT fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7058KIT Specific fitting kit for 7056DT

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

SYM JOYMAX Z+ 300 (21 > 22)

SR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, 
M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DT Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7058KIT fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7058KIT Specific fitting kit for 7056DT

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

SYM CRUISYM 300 (17 > 22)

SR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, 
M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DT Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7056KIT fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7056KIT Specific fitting kit for 7056DT
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SYM HD 300 (19 > 22)
7057A Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A7057A fitting kit

A7057A Specific fitting kit for 7057A

SYM JOYRIDE 300 (22) 
SR7068

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DT Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7068A fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

A7068A Specific fitting kit for 7056DT

SYM MAXSYM 400-600 (11 > 20)
SR7051M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

MONOLOCK® plate included

7051DT s Specific screen, transparent  74 x 64 cm (H x W) 
only available if article D7051KIT is already fitted / 12 cm higher than the original

SYM MAXSYM 400 (21 > 22)

SR7065
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

D7065ST Specific screen, transparent 77,5 x 72 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

SYM MAXSYM TL 500 (20 > 22)

SR7060
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

D7060ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 71,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original

D7060S Specific low sports screen smoked 39,5 x 35cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

SWM
SWM SIX DAYS 500 (21 > 22)

SR8130 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

TRIUMPH
TRIUMPH TRIDENT 660 (21 > 22)

SR6419
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

TR6419 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

6419KIT Specific kit to install the TE6419 without the specific rear rack SR6419

TE6419 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR6419 using the 6419KIT

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6419A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6419A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6419A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6419A fitting kit 

AL6419A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

PR6419 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
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SLD6419KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

TRIUMPH TIGER SPORT 660 (22) 

6421FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / can also be mounted with original side cases.

PLX6421
Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without the specific rear 
rack 6421FZ using the 6421KIT

PLO6421MK
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / to be it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack 6421FZ using the 6421KIT

PLO6421CAM
Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without 
the specific rear rack 6421FZ using the 6421KIT

6421KIT Specific kit to install the PLO6421MK - PLO6421CAM – PLX6421 without the specific rear rack 6421FZ  

BF69 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D6421ST Specific screen, transparent 66 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN6421 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP6421B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

ES6421 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (07 > 12)

727FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

247N s Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article A221A is already fitted

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (13 > 16)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 765 (17 > 19)

6412FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

RM6412KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

SLD6412KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
for S / R / RS version / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595L
M/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 765 (20)

6412FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

RM6412KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

SLD6412KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865
100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AL6406A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6406A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6406A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6406A fitting kit 
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TRIUMPH TIGER 800 / 800 XC / 800 XR (11 > 17)
SR6401 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SRA6401
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it is 
necessary to puncture the housing in arranged sections

PLR6409 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR6409
to be combined with S250 and PLR6409 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

PL6401CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

6401DT Specific screen, transparent 53 x 46,5 cm (H x W)
not compatible on version with a height adjustable windshield / to be combined with the specific D6401KIT fitting kit / 17 cm higher than the original

D6401KIT Specific fitting kit for 6401DT
not compatible on version with a height adjustable windshield

AF6401 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 60,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 45,5 cm
not compatible on version with a height adjustable windshield / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN6409 Specific engine guard, black
2011 version only combined with the item TN6401AKIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN6401AKIT s Specific kit to install the engine guards TN6401A / TN6409 on Tiger 800 / Tiger 800 XC / Tiger XR (11)

MG6401 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

ES6401 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with centre stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH TIGER 800 XC / 800 XR (18 > 19)
SR6401 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SRA6401
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it is 
necessary to puncture the housing in arranged sections

TL8705KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR6413
to be combined with S250 and PLR6413 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TL1146KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL6413CAM
to be combined with S250 and PL6413CAM / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN6409 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

MG6401 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH STREET TWIN 900 (16 > 22)
SR6407

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case /
maximum load allowed 6 kg

TR6407 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

TMT6407 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407A is already fitted

TN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR6407 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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TRIUMPH STREET SCRAMBLER 900 (17 > 20)
05SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH TIGER 900 (20 > 22)

SR6415
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO6415MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO6415CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

01RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO6415N, PLO6415MK, PLO6415CAM

TL6415KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO6415MK, PLO6415CAM and PLO6415N
to be combined with S250 and PLO6415MK, PLO6415CAM and PLO6415N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D6418ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 48 cm (H x W)
only compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

D6415ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 52 cm (H x W)
not compatible with the version Tiger 900 Rally / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

D6415S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 2,5 cm higher than the original

TN6415 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with the version Tiger 900 Rally / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TN6418 Specific engine guard, black
only compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM6415KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

ES6415 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
not compatible with the version  Tiger 9 GT Pro

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T100 (17 > 22)
SR6410

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

PL6410 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
can only be mounted with the SR6410

TR6407 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

TMT6407 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

TN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T120 (16 > 22)
SR6410

Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case 
/ maximum load allowed 6 kg

PL6410 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

TR6407 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410A is already fitted

TN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
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TRIUMPH TIGER 1050 (07 > 12)
SR225 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D225ST Specific screen, transparent 50,5 x 49,3 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

TN225 s Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TRIUMPH ST 1050 SPRINT (05 > 11)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (08 > 10)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (11 > 15)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (16 > 17)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (18 > 21)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH SPRINT GT 1050 (10 > 16)
BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TRIUMPH TIGER SPORT 1050 (13 > 20)
SR6404 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

PLR6404 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR6404

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D225ST Specific screen, transparent 50,5 x 49,3 cm (H x W)
only for version 13 > 15 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER 1200 (19 > 22)
SR6416 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately) / maximum load allowed 6 kg

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6416A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6416A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6416A fitting kit 

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6416A fitting kit 

AL6416A Specific fitting kit for 100AL, 100ALB, 140A, 140S

ES6416 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

TRIUMPH SPEED TWIN 1200 (19 > 20)
SR6417 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately)
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A201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A6417A fitting kit

A210 Universal screen, smoked 36,5 x 35 cm
to be combined with the specific A6417A fitting kit

A6417A Specific fitting kit for A201, A210

TN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TRIUMPH TIGER EXPLORER 1200 (12 > 15)
SR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES6408 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also compatible with versions XC and XC SEThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM
/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

TRIUMPH TIGER EXPLORER 1200 (16 > 17)
SR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLR6408 s Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with RETRO FIT cases or GRT709 Unifit

PL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL6408CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES6408 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

TRIUMPH TIGER 1200 (18)
SR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

SRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLR6408 s Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with RETRO FIT cases or GRT709 Unifit

PL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

S250KIT * Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL6408CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific pannier holder

BF02 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES6408 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.

TRIUMPH TIGER 1200 GT EXPLORER (22) 
SRA6422 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO6423MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO6423CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

BF74 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK
Compatible only with XS320 - XL05 Tanklock bags

D6422ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

FB6422
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)
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TRIUMPH TIGER 1200 GT (22) 
SRA6422 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO6422MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO6422CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D6422ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

TN6422 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

ES6422 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB6422
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

12RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PLO6422MK, PLO6422CAM

TRIUMPH TIGER 1200 RALLY EXPLORER (22 > 23) 
SRA6422 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO6423MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO6423CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 12RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

12RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

BF74 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK
Compatible only with XS320 - XL05 Tanklock bags

D6422ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

ES6423 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB6422
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

XL05 Tank bag TANKLOCK Expandable from 15 to 18 litres, specific to the Honda Africa Twin / Kawasaki Versys 650 (15 
> 21) / Triumph Tiger 1200 GT Explorer (22)

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1200 RS (21 > 22)
TR6420 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

SLD6420KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

VOGE
VOGE BRIVIDO 300 R (21 > 22)

BF55 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES9254 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

VOGE TROFEO 300 AC (20 > 22)
SR9250 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate

BF56 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES9254 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

VOGE TROFEO 300AC SCRAMBLER (22) 
SR9254 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case
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BF70 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

ES9254 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

VOGE SR4 350 (22) 
SR9256

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

VOGE TROFEO 500AC (22) 
9255FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

TR9255 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

VOGE BRIVIDO 500 R (21 > 22)
BF56 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

VOGE VALICO 500DS (20 > 22)

SR9251 s

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

SR9253
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / it can only be mounted on the 
original rack in aluminium

PL9251 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF58 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D9251ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
16,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

PR9251 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP9251B Specific, technopolymer, black hand protectors

VOGE VALICO 650DS (21 > 22)
SR9252

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included 
in the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / it can only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

BF56 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D9251ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
21,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

WOTTAN
WOTTAN STORM T 125 (22)

SR9582 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
also for version DSR / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

WOTTAN STORM R 125 (22)
SR9581 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

also for version DSR / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

WOTTAN STORM S 300 (22)
SR9580

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
also for version DSR / to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M 
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / maximum load allowed 6 kg
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YAMAHA
YAMAHA AEROX R 50 (13 > 20)

SR2113 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2113A is already fitted

YAMAHA NEO'S 50 (08 > 21)
SR366 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

105A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285A fitting kit

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A285A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105A

YAMAHA D'ELIGHT 114 (13 > 16)
2114A Specific screen, transparent 40 x 72 cm (H x W)

only available if article A2114A is already fitted

YAMAHA D’ELIGHT 125 (17 > 20)
SR2134 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

308A Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2134A fitting kit

A2134A Specific fitting kit for 308A

YAMAHA D’ELIGHT 125 (21 > 22)
SR2134 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2154A Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2154A fitting kit

A2154A Specific fitting kit for 2154A

YAMAHA BW'S 125 (10 > 16)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A288A is already fitted 

YAMAHA CIGNUS X 125 (04 > 06)
SR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

YAMAHA CIGNUS X 125 (07 > 15)
SR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

102A Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283A fitting kit

128A Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283A fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 102A

A283A Specific fitting kit for 102A and 128A

YAMAHA MAJESTY 125-150-180 (01 > 11)
SR46M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

YAMAHA MAJESTY S 125 (14 > 17)
SR2121 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate

2121DT Specific screen, transparent 70,5 x 50 cm  (H x W)
only available if article D2121KIT is already fitted

YAMAHA MT 125 (20 > 22) 
SR2166 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

2166A Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2166A fitting kit

A2166A Specific fitting kit for 2166A
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YAMAHA TRICITY 125-155 (14 > 22)
SR2120 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the plate M6M

2120DT Specific screen, transparent, 74 x 63 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific D2120KIT fitting kit

D2120KIT Specific fitting kit for 2120DT

TB2120A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA VITY 125 (10 > 15)
288A Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A289A is already fitted

YAMAHA N-MAX 125-155 (15 > 20)
SR2123 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2123DT Specific screen, transparent 81,5 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to be combined with the specific D2123KIT fitting kit

D2123KIT Specific fitting kit for 2123DT

TB2123A s Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA N-MAX 125-155 (21 > 22)
SR2153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2153DT Specific screen, transparent 58,5 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2153KIT fitting kit / 15,5 cm higher than the original

D2153KIT Specific fitting kit for 2153DT

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

YAMAHA X-CITY 125-250 (07 > 17)
D439ST Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 71 x  77 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA XENTER 125-150 (12 > 21)
D2102ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (05 > 09)
SR355M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / to be combined with the plate already included in the 
MONOLOCK® top-case

D438ST Specific screen, transparent 63,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than original

TB49 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (10 > 13)
SR370 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR370M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle

446DT Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D446KIT fitting kit / 30 cm higher than the original

D446KIT Specific fitting kit for 446DT

D446B Specific low sports screen glossy black 37 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB55 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (14 > 17)
SR2117 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2111DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KIT fitting kit

D2111KIT Specific fitting kit for 2111DT

TB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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YAMAHA X-MAX 125 (18 > 22)

SR2149
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

SR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an 
optional from the manufacturer company

D2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original

D2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original

TB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA WR250R (08 > 13)
05SKIT

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA TRICITY 300 (20 > 22)

SR2149
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

D2149ST Specific screen, transparent, 72 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original

TB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

HP2149 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

YAMAHA XC 300 VERSITY (03 > 07)
D432ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 75 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA X-MAX 300 (17 > 22)

SR2149
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

SR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an 
optional from the manufacturer company

D2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original

D2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original

TB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA MT-03 321 (16 > 19)
SR2127 s Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A2127 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 38 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA MT-03 321 (20 > 22)
2151FZ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates

BF54 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

4128S Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2151A fitting kit

A2151A Specific fitting kit for 4128S
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YAMAHA MAJESTY 400 (04 > 08)
E331 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

E331M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included

D137ST Specific screen, transparent 74 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 4 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA MAJESTY 400 (09 > 14)
E331 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included

E331M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included

YAMAHA X-MAX 400 (13 > 16)
SR2111 s Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg

2111DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KIT fitting kit

D2111KIT Specific fitting kit for 2111DT

TB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA X-MAX 400 (18 > 21)

SR2138
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

SR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already included in 
the MONOLOCK® top-case, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an 
optional from the manufacturer company

D2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original

D2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA T-MAX 500 (01 > 07)
SR45 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

D128ST Specific screen, transparent 80,1 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D128B Specific low sports screen glossy black 52 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB51 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA T-MAX 500 (08 > 11)
SR2013 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SR2013M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

D442B Specific low sports screen glossy black 59 x 45 cm (H x W)
including two rubber blanking stoppers for those who wish to move the screen from its original position

D442ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 57 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original 

TB2013A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA T-MAX 530 (12 > 16)
SR2013 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

SR2013M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

D2013ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2013B s Specific low sports screen glossy black 46 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TB2013A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed
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YAMAHA T-MAX 530 (17 > 19)

SR2133
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

D2133ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

YAMAHA T-MAX 560 (20 > 21)

SR2147
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

D2133ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

D2147B Specific low sports screen smoked 32 x 52 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

YAMAHA T-MAX 560 (22) 
SR2161

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the 
aluminium bag holder EX2M

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B

D2161ST Specific screen, transparent 62,5 x 59,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA FZS 600 FAZER (98 > 03)
340F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

YAMAHA FZ6/FZ6 600 FAZER (04 > 06)

351FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

351KIT Specific kit to install the PL351 / T351 without the specific rear rack 351FZ

PLX351
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 351FZ / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position / only 
compatible with V35 MONOKEY® SIDE

T351 Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 351FZ using the 351KIT

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D136ST Specific screen, transparent 61 x 53,5 cm (H x W)
for FZ6 Fazer version / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

140D Specific screen, smoked 35 x 36cm (H x W)
only for FZ6 / to be combined with the specific D140KIT fitting kit

D140KIT Specific fitting kit for 140D
only for FZ6 / 

TN358 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / mount with original central stand mounted

YAMAHA FZ6 S2 / FZ6 600 FAZER S2 (07 > 11)

351FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

351KIT Specific kit to install the PL360 / PLX360 / TE351 without the specific rear rack 351FZ

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

TN358 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / mount with original central stand mounted

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION (91 > 95)
325F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION (96 > 03)
325F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
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D116S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION N (96 > 99)
325F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

YAMAHA XJ6  (09>12) / XJ6 DIVERSION / XJ6 DIVERSION F 600 (09 > 13)

364FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA XJ6 600 (13 > 15)

364FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA MT-03 660 (06 > 14)

356FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / with integrated passenger grabrails

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

T129 Specific holder for soft side bags

245A Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A281A fitting kit

245N Universal screen black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)

A281A Specific fitting kit for 245A, 245N, 246_ _ _ 

YAMAHA YZF 600 R6 (06 > 07)
BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

YAMAHA XVS 650 DRAG STAR (97 > 02)
A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

YAMAHA XT 660 R / XT 660 X (04 > 06)
D433S Specific screen, smoked 37 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

only for XT 660 R version / to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA XT 660 R / XT 660 X (07 > 16)
D433S Specific screen, smoked 37 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

only for XT 660 R version / to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA XT 660Z TÉNÉRÉ (08 > 16)
D443ST Specific screen, transparent 40 x 42 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original

TN2105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

YAMAHA MT-07 (14 > 17)

2118FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / it is necessary to puncture the housing under the tail

BF21 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A2118 Specific screen, black 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS
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YAMAHA MT-07 (18 > 20)

2140FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

TE2140 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 2140FZ using the 2140KIT

2140KIT Specific kit to install the TE2140 without the specific rear rack 2140FZ

TR2157 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF36 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only compatible with bags of up to 5 ltr in capacity

A2140 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

TN2130 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

SLD2140KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA MT-07 (21 > 22)

2140FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

TE2140 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 2140FZ using the 2140KIT

2140KIT Specific kit to install the TE2140 without the specific rear rack 2140FZ

TR2157 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF60 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2157A fitting kit

A2157A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

PR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

SLD2140KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

TN2148 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

YAMAHA MT-07 TRACER (16 > 19)

2130FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the kit 2130KIT when the original rigid side-cases are mounted / to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, 
M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if 
combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

2130KIT Specific kit to install the specific rear rack 2130FZ with the original hard side-cases
to be combined with 2130FZ

PLXR2130 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2130S Specific screen, smoked 51 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

D2130ST Specific screen, transparent 56 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

TN2130 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH2130
Specific engine guard, black
/ it must be mounted with TN213025 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper 
part of the radiators

PR2130 s Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

LS2130 s Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present
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EH2130 Extension in ABS for original hand protectors

ES2130 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB2130
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield D2130ST, D2130S, D2130BO / For S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT, 
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B

06SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with version Tracer 700 GT (19)

YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 (19 > 20)

SR2145
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO2145MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLO2145CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

D2145S Specific screen, smoked 39,5 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2145ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF2145 Pair of protective smoked handle-bar wind deflectors
to be mounted instead of the original deflectors

TN2145 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP2145 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm

ES2145 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 (21 > 22)

SR2145
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO2145MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter

PLO2145CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TL6415KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO2145MK, PLO2145CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO2145MK, PLO2145CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

BF61 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2145S Specific screen, smoked 39,5 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2145ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

DF2145 Pair of protective smoked handle-bar wind deflectors
to be mounted instead of the original deflectors

TN2158 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

LS2158 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

ES2145 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

01VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 WORLD RAID (22) 

SR2145
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLO2145MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter
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PLO2145CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter

TL6415KIT
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLO6415MK, PLO6415CAM and PLO6415N
to be combined with S250 and PLO6415MK, PLO6415CAM and PLO6415N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

BF75 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
Compatible only with EA143 - EA144 - XS308 - MT505 - ST605B - ST611 - ST612

D2165ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 43 cm (H x W)

D2165S Specific screen, smoked 40 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10,5 cm higher than the original

TN2165 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

LS2158 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

ES2145 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

YAMAHA TRACER 700 (20 > 22)

2130FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the kit 2130KIT when the original rigid side-cases are mounted / to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, 
M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if 
combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

2130KIT Specific kit to install the specific rear rack 2130FZ with the original hard side-cases
to be combined with 2130FZ

PL2148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
to be combined with 05RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PL2148KIT Specific kit to install the PL2148 on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

05RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with PL2148

TL2148KIT s Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL2148
to be combined with S250 and PL2148 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

TR2148 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

PLXR2130 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2148ST Specific screen, transparent 55 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17,5 cm higher than the original

TN2148 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TNH2130
Specific engine guard, black
/ it must be mounted with TN214825 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper 
part of the radiators

PR2130 s Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

ES2130 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

YAMAHA XSR700 (16 > 21)
SR2126 Specific rear rack, black, for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases

TMT2126 Specific holder for pair of side bags MT501 (Metro-T range)

BF24 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
Not compatible with bags that have a curved base  (XS308, EA118, ST603B, UT810)

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL2126A is already fitted

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL2126A is already fitted

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL2126A is already fitted

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL2126A is already fitted

PR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

YAMAHA XTZ 750 SUPER TÉNÉRÉ (89 > 99)
D98S Specific screen, smoked 35,4 x 28,6 cm (H x W) 

compatible from '91 to '94 / to be mounted instead of the original screen
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YAMAHA XV 750 VIRAGO (89 > 98)
A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

YAMAHA FZ8 / FAZER 8 800 (10 > 15)

366FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D448S Specific screen, smoked 55,5 x 55,5 cm (H x W)
only for Fazer 8 version / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA TDM 850 (96 > 01)
336F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

D116S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA MT-09 (13 > 16)

2115FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A2115 s Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

PR2139 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA MT-09 (17 > 20)

2132FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

TST2132 s
Specific holder for pair of side bags ST604 (Sport-T range)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 2132FZ using the IN2132KIT / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

A2132 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit

TN2132 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

HP2115 s Specific hand protectors in ABS

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA MT-09 / MT-09 SP (21 > 22)

2156FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

TE2156 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

TR2156 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

1173S Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2156A fitting kit

A2156A Specific fitting kit for 1173S

PR2156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
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YAMAHA MT-09 TRACER (15 > 17)

SR2122
Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PLXR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

TE2122 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF23 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

2122DT Specific screen, transparent 69 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2122KIT fitting kit

D2122KIT Specific fitting kit for 2122DT

D2122S Specific screen, smoked 48 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN2122 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RM2122KIT s Specific kit to install the spray guard RM01, RM02

EH2122 s Yamaha MT-09 Tracer (15 > 16) Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

ES2122 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB2122
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield D2122S, 2122DT / For S902A, S920M, S95KIT, S920L, S952B, S953B, 
S954B, S955B, S956B

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TDM 900 (02 > 14)
347F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

PLX347 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position / only compatible with V35 MONOKEY® SIDE

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D132S Specific screen, smoked 41 x 32,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN347 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA XSR900 (16 > 21)

2115FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF05
Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
only compatible with TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags of up to 5 ltr in capacity / as the BF05 flange is not positioned centrally on the 
fuel tank, please be aware that the mounted position of the tanklock bag will not be central on the fuel tank

100AL s Grey anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128A fitting kit

100ALB Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128A fitting kit

140A Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128A fitting kit

140S Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128A fitting kit

TN2128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR2128 s Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

ES2122 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA NIKEN 900 (19 > 22)

SR2143
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case
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PLXR2143 s Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2144ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 59 cm (H x L)
to be combined with the specific D2143KIT fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2143KIT Specific fitting kit for D2144ST

ES2122 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA NIKEN GT 900 (19 > 22)

SR2144
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2144ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 59 cm (H x L)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original

ES2122 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TRACER 900 / TRACER 900 GT (18 > 20)

SR2139
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case

PLR2139 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR2139 using the 2139KIT

PLXR2139 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR2139 using the 2139KIT

PL2139CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR2139 using the 2139KIT

TR2139 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

2139KIT Specific kit to install the PLR2139, PLXR2139, PL2139CAM without the specific rear rack SR2139

S250KIT *
Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box
it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the PL2139CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific 
pannier holder

BF23 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2139S Specific screen, smoked 55 x 46,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6 cm higher than the original

2139DT Specific screen, transparent 69,5 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2139KIT fitting kit / 20,5 cm higher than the original

D2139KIT Specific fitting kit for 2139DT

TN2139 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP2139 Oil carter protector in black brushed and anodised aluminium

PR2139 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM2139KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

SLD2139KIT s Specific kit to install the frame slider SLD01_ _
to be combined with slider SLD01_ _

ES2122 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

LS2139 Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

EH2139  Extension in smoked plexiglass for original hand protectors

04SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

02VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

* IN THE EVENT THAT THE S250 TOOL BOX AND S250KIT ARE MOUNTED ON A SIDE-CASE HOLDER AND COMPATIBILITY HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY GIVI, THEN BEFORE 
HITTING THE ROAD, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHECK THAT NOTHING (INCLUDING THE TOOL BOX) INTERFERES WITH THE FULL RANGE OF MOVEMENTS OF THE SWINGARM.
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YAMAHA TRACER 9 / TRACER 9 GT (21-22)
SRA2159 Specific rear rack, black, in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 5kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

PLO2159MK Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLO2159CAM Specific pannier holder PL ONE-FIT for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

PLX2159 Specific pannier holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 07RKIT for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

07RKIT RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

TL8400KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on S250 Tool Box on PLO2159MK or PLO2159CAM
to be combined with S250 and PLO2159MK, PLO2159CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TR2159 Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF23 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2159ST Specific screen, transparent, 64 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2159S Specific screen, smoked, 49 x 39 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

TN2159B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

PR2156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM2159KIT Specific kit to install the spray guard RM02

ES2159 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB2159
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L, S95KIT and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B, S95KIT

YAMAHA FZS 1000 FAZER (01 > 02)

348FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

D129S Specific screen, smoked 43 x 33 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA FZS 1000 FAZER (03 > 05)

348FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

PL349 s Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 348FZ

D129S Specific screen, smoked 43 x 33 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA FZ1 FAZER 1000 (06 > 15)

359FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / it requires fitment of top-case up to 37 ltr / maximum load allowed 6 kg 
/ it is necessary to puncture the housing under the tail in arranged sections

PLX359
Specific pannier holder for V35
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 359FZ using the PLX359KIT / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D437S Specific screen, smoked 52 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA FZ1 1000 (06 > 15)

365FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK® in conjunction with M5M or M6M plate / It requires fitment of cases up to 35 
ltr / maximum load allowed 6 kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing under the tail in arranged sections

PLX359
Specific pannier holder for V35
it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 359FZ using the 
365KIT

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA YZF R1 1000 (09 > 12)
BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags
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YAMAHA MT-10 (16 > 21)

SR2129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

PLXR2129 Specific rapid release side-case holder for V35, V37 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF27 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2129S Specific screen, smoked 53,5 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2129B Specific low sports screen gloss black 36 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA BT 1100 BULLDOG (02 > 09)

350FZ
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or 
with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B, M9A, M9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the top-case

YAMAHA XV 1100 VIRAGO (89 > 99)
A23 Universal screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS99A2 is already fitted / low, transparent version

A35N Universal screen, transparent 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
only available if article AS99A2 is already fitted /  high and shaded bottom version

YAMAHA XVS 1100 DRAG STAR (99 > 02)
A23 Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version

A35N Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version

YAMAHA XJR 1200 (95 > 98)
341F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

YAMAHA V-MAX 1200
A123 Specific screen, smoked 31 x 29,5 cm (H x W)

YAMAHA XT 1200Z SUPER TÉNÉRÉ (10 > 20)
SR371

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder / to open the original side-cases you should remove the 
top-case from the plate

SRA2101
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
It can only be mounted on the original rack / It can only be mounted on the original rack / it can be fitted with the original side-case 
holders / to open the original side-cases you should remove the top-case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not 
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

PLR2119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL2119 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D447ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original / not compatible on version with a height adjustable windshield

D2119ST Specific screen, transparent 56,5 x 50 cm (H x W)
only compatible with version with a height adjustable windshield / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original

TN355 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TL2119KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box beneath the TN355 engine guard
to be combined with S250 and TN355 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

RP2119 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

YAMAHA XT1200ZE SUPER TÉNÉRÉ (14 > 20)

SRA2101
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
can only be mounted to the original rack / It can only be mounted on the original rack / it can be fitted with the original side-case 
holders / to open the original side-cases you should remove the top-case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not 
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

SR371
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
it is necessary to remove the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder / to open the 
original side-cases you should remove the top-case from the plate

PL2119 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

PLR2119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

PL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter
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Prezzi IVA inclusa s  Disponibile fino ad esaurimento delle scorte

TRIUMPH - VOGE - WOTTAN
YAMAHA - ZONTES

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2119ST Specific screen, transparent 56,5 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original

RP2119 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

TN355 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

TL2119KIT Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box beneath the TN355 engine guard
to be combined with S250 and TN355 / it can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

ES2119 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (01 > 05)
SR346 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / compatible with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

D134ST Specific screen, transparent 47 x 51 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 5 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (06 > 12)
E228 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load 6 Kg.

E228M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / maximum load 6 Kg.

SRA2109 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR357 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D436ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 5 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (13 > 20)
E228 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load 6 Kg.

E228M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / maximum load 6 Kg.

SRA2109 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case

SR357 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

D2109ST Specific screen, transparent 55,3 x 53 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA XJR 1300 (98 > 02)
341F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

YAMAHA XJR 1300 (07 > 14)
361F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

BF05 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and 
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)

ZONTES
ZONTES 125 G1 (21 > 22)

SR7600 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

ZONTES 125 GK (22 > 23) 
SR7600 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case
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SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT
FOR ELECTRIC BIKES & SCOOTER

Dear Customer,
Two-wheeled electric mobility is evolving rapidly, continuously
transforming and growing on a global scale. Following the evolution in
consumer demand, stemming from the spread of electric vehicles and new
trends, we are introducing new and important job opportunities for everyone.

At GIVI, we understand that we need to make dedicated tools available to you
to stay up to date with the new special accessories that we are developing for 
electric vehicles and the offer of universal accessories with adaptable function
size and design.

With our new approach to electric mobility and the new generation of riders, we 
are adding some new sales tools to the current ones: New, inspirational format 
dedicated to the new generation of motorcycle riders
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DESCRIPTION PRICE

SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT FOR
ELECTRIC BIKES AND SCOOTERS

ASKOLL
ASKOLL ES1-ES2-ES3 (19 > 22)

SR9030 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107A Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A9030A fitting kit

ASKOLL NGS1-NGS2–NGS3 (20 > 22)
SR9031 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

BMW
BMW CE 04 (22) 

SR5142
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A, M8B, M9A or M9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with 
the aluminium bag holder EX2M

D5142S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen

5142DT Specific screen, transparent 73 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5142KIT fitting kit

D5142KIT Specific fitting kit for 5142DT

TB5142A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

03VKIT Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC S903A, S904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

NIU
NIU NQI (19 > 22)

SR8962 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8960A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A8960A Specific fitting kit for D1155ST

NIU MQI+ (19 > 22)
SR8961 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8961A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A8961A Specific fitting kit for D1155ST

NIU MQI GT (21 > 22)
SR8963B Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8962A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A8962A Specific fitting kit for D1181ST

NIU UQI GT (21 > 22)
SR8964 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8964A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A8964A Specific fitting kit for D1155ST
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PIAGGIO
PIAGGIO PIAGGIO 1 (21 > 22)

SR5618 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5618A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A5618A Specific fitting kit for D1181ST

SILENCE
SILENCE S01 (22) 

SR9540 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

2123DT Specific screen, transparent 81,5 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to be combined with the specific A9540A fitting kit

A9540A Specific fitting kit for 2123DT

SUNRA
SUNRA ROBO-S (21) 

SR9400 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

D1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9400A  fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A9400A Specific fitting kit for D1181ST

SUNRA MIKU SUPER (22) 
SR9401 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SUPER SOCO
SUPER SOCO CPX (21 > 22)

SR8830 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SUPER SOCO CUX (21 > 22)
D1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A8831A fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area

A8831A Specific fitting kit for D1181ST

ZERO MOTORCYCLES
ZERO MOTORCYCLES ZERO DS (18 > 21)

05SKIT
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount
also for version DSR / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM
/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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SPARE PARTS
ALL SPARE PARTS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE 
WEBSITE IN THE PRODUCT SHEET, ON WEBORDER 
AND ON THE FTP AREA, IN PDF FORMAT.

WEBORDER,
LOGIN WITH USER 
CREDENTIALS:

SPECIFIC SPARE 
PARTS AVAILABLE
IN THE PRODUCT 
SHEET OF EACH ITEM

http://media.givi.it/File/
linkweborder/EXPORT/
Export_SpareParts23_

Euro.pdf

https://weborder.givi.it/group/
main/product-detail/-/product-
detail/CODICE PRODOTTO

PDF WEBORDER

WEBORDER

232

SPARE PARTS

http://media.givi.it/File/linkweborder/EXPORT/G-Export_SpareParts22_Euro.pdf
http://media.givi.it/File/linkweborder/EXPORT/G-Export_SpareParts22_Euro.pdf
http://media.givi.it/File/linkweborder/EXPORT/G-Export_SpareParts22_Euro.pdf
http://media.givi.it/File/linkweborder/EXPORT/G-Export_SpareParts22_Euro.pdf
https://weborder.givi.it/
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DISPLAYS

s = Item available until it runs out of stock

DISPLAY

185 cm

41 cm

Cod: Z6066X
DISPLAY
FOR GPS HOLDER
COMPLETE WITH 
HANDLEBAR
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 
185 x 41 cm x 31

31 cm

GIVI CARPET
Dimensions: (H x L) 135 x 200 cm / 40 x 60 cm

Cod: Z6019 / Z6019P

1 Z6015 s Display for 7/8 soft bags 
2 Z6019 GIVI Carpet SIZES: 135 x 200 cm 

Z6019P GIVI Carpet SIZES: 60 x 40 cm 
6 Z6048 Display for three Trekker cases / equipped with lateral holder and MONOKEY® plate

Z6048CAMKIT Kit for mounting a side-case MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE, Trekker Outback, on the display Z6048
Z6048CAR Support for mounting a graphics banner onto display Z6048. To be combined with display Z6048 and graphics banners Z6048CDLM or Z6048CTRK or Z6048COBK
Z6048CDLM Trekker Dolomiti graphics banner. To be combined with support Z6048CAR and display Z6048
Z6048CTRK Trekker graphics banner. To be combined with support Z6048CAR and display Z6048
Z6048COBK Trekker Outback graphics banner. To be combined with support Z6048CAR and display Z6048
Z6048DLME Display stand for 3 Trekker Dolomiti cases. Equipped with specific pannier holder, MONOKEY® plate and graphics banner with support
Z6048TRKE Display for 3 Trekker cases. Equipped with specific pannier holder, MONOKEY® plate and graphic banners with support
Z6048OBKE Display for 3 Trekker Outback cases. Equipped with specific pannier holder, MONOKEY® plate and graphics banner with support
Z6048CALA Alaska graphics banner

9 Z6052 Vertical display in metal for 6 TANKLOCK bags
10 Z6054 Wall display to be combined with supports; Z6043BA, Z6043BMR, Z6043SP, Z6043VA, Z6043V35, Z6043CAM, Z6043EA, Z6043S

Z6043BA Support for MONOLOCK® and MONOKEY® cases, for slat walls
Z6043BMR Support for soft bags, red, for slat walls
Z6043CAM Support for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE lateral cases, for slat walls
Z6043EA Bench or slat walls display, for TANKLOCK tank bags
Z6043EH1110 Support to display the extension hand protectors EH1110, left side, on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043EX1SRA Support to display the extendable bag holder EX1SRA on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043E142B Support to display the small metal E142B on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043HP4103 Support to display the hand protectors HP4103, left side, on slat walls or on Z6054 
Z6043MG4103 Support to display the mudguard MG4103 on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043PH5108 Support to display the engine head protector PH5108, right side, on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043PR5108 Support to display the radiator guard PR5108 (one side) on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043RP6403 Support to display the oil carter protector RP6403 on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043S Double hook to hang on a display wall packaged accessories with a European style hanging  
Z6043SP Support for screens and spoilers, for slat walls
Z6043S650 Support to display the child's seat  S650 on slat walls or on Z6054 
Z6043SRA5116 Support to display the rear rack in aluminium SRA5116 on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043TB2013 Support to display the backrest TB2013 on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043TN5108OX Support to display the engine guard TN5108 or TN5108OX, right side,  on slat walls or on Z6054
Z6043VA Support for MONOLOCK® lateral cases, for slat walls
Z6043V35 Support for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE lateral cases, for slat walls

11 Z6057 Graphic Forex double sided hanging display sign for use in stores with the Givi logo on both sides
12 Z6058G Display stand for Canyon range of soft bags. Equipped with Canyon graphics banner
13 Z6058U Display stand for Ultima-T range of soft bags. Equipped with Ultima-T graphics banner
14 Z6060B Display for 3 MONOKEY®/ 3 MONOLOCK® topcases. Dimensions: (H x W x D) 215 x 50 x 50 cm

Z6061 Countertop spinner for displaying 4 left side sliders in different colours, equipped with descriptive graphic panel and pocket for a printed sheet with the SLD…KIT 
compatibility list, which the customer may replace at every update. 

Z6062 Display stand for Corium range of soft bags

Z6066XM Column display complete with handlebar and the following device holders: S903A, S904B, S958B, S604, S902A, S901A, S900A. In the rear of the display there are 
supports to stock the products.

15 Z6068 Support to display the rapid release holder REMOVE-X on slat walls or on Z6054. Equipped with graphics banner

99 cm

60 cm

Cod: Z6068
ESPOSITORE
PER TELAIETTI 
REMOVE-X
Dimensioni: (H x L x P) 
99 x 60 cm x 15

15 cm
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Cod: Z6052

VERTICAL DISPLAY IN METAL FOR 
6 TANKLOCK BAGS
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 200 x 80 x 70 cm

200 cm

70 cm

80 cm
80 cm

220 cm
35 cm

65 cm

Cod: Z6058G

DISPLAY FOR GRAVEL-T BAGS
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 220 x 65 x 35 cm

Cod: Z6058U

DISPLAY FOR ULTIMA-T BAGS
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 220 x 65 x 35 cm

220 cm
35 cm

65 cm

90 cm

40 cm

55 cm

Cod: Z6048

DISPLAY FOR 3 TREKKER CASES
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 90 x 40 x 55 cm

DISPLAY FOR 3 MONOKEY®/
3 MONOLOCK® TOPCASES
Dimensions: (H x L x P) 215 x 50 x 50 cm

215 cm

50 cm

50 cm

Cod: Z6060B

221,5 cm

122 cm

Cod: Z6054

WALL DISPLAY IN METAL
Freestanding display that simulates a slat walls
Dimensions: (H x L) 221,5 x 122 cm

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

TREKKER DOLOMITI

46lt10 kg
460

34
0

410

DLM46A
TOP CASE

46 LTR
TOP CASE

30 LTR
SIDE CASES

36 LTR

DLM30A DLM36PACK2
10kg

495

37
9

242
36lt10 kg

460

24
0

410
30lt

ITITIT

Valigia MONOKEY® in alluminio naturale, 46 lt. Valigia MONOKEY® in alluminio naturale, 30 lt. Utilizzabile sia come top 
case (compatibile con tutte le piastre MONOKEY®), che come valigia 
laterale (compatibile con i telai laterali PL_ _ e PLR_ _).

Coppia di valigie in alluminio naturale 36 lt  con chiave uguale, comprensive 
di un terzo cilindretto serratura con chiave uguale a quello delle due 
valigie.

ENENEN

MONOKEY® case in a natural aluminium �nish, 46 ltr. MONOKEY® case in a natural aluminium �nish, 30 ltr. Can be used as 
both a top case (compatible with all MONOKEY® plates), or as a side case 
(compatible with PL_ _ and PLR_ _ side frames).

Pair of 36 ltr cases in a natural aluminium �nish provided with a matching 
third lock barrel.

FRFRFR

Top case MONOKEY®, en aluminium naturel, 46 litres. Top case MONOKEY®, en aluminium naturel, 30 litres. Peut être utilisé à la fois 
comme top case (compatible avec toutes les platines MONOKEY®), ou comme 
valise latérale (compatible avec les supports PL_ _ et PLR_ _).

Paire de valises aluminium, 36 litres, plus un troisième barillet, toutes 
avec la même clef.

ESESES

Maleta central MONOKEY® en aluminio natural, 46 lt. Maleta MONOKEY® en aluminio natural, 30 lt.  Utilizable ya sea como maleta 
central (compatible con todas las parrillas MONOKEY®), que como maleta 
lateral (compatible con los soportes laterales PL_ _ y  PLR_ _).

Pack de maletas laterales en aluminio natural, 36 lt, con la misma llave, 
comprensivo de un tercer bombín con la misma llave de las dos maletas.

DEDEDE

MONOKEY® Topcase in Alu-natur, 46 L. Volumen. MONOKEY® Koffer in Alu natur, 30 L. Kann sowohl als Topcase (kompatibel 
mit allen MONOKEY® Platten) oder als Seitenkoffer (kompatibel mit 
PL_ _ und PLR_ _ Seitenträgern) verwendet werden.

Aluminium natur Koffersatz mit jeweils 36 L. Fassungsvermögen. 
Inklusive 3. Schloß zum Einbau in ein alternatives Topcase, um alle 3 
Koffer gleichschliessend zu haben.

.

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

TREKKER OUTBACK

OBK58_
TOP CASE

58 LTR
TOP CASE

42 LTR
SIDE CASES

48/37 LTR

OBK42_ OBK37_/OBK48_

ITITIT

Valigia MONOKEY® in alluminio naturale, 58 lt. offre la possibilità di stivare 
due caschi integrali o modulari al suo interno.
Disponibile versione black line.

Valigia MONOKEY® in alluminio naturale, 42 lt. offre la possibilità di stivare 
un casco integrale o modulare al suo interno.
Disponibile versione black line.

Valigia laterale in alluminio naturale, 48 o 37 lt.  Dotata del sistema di aggancio 
MONOKEY® Cam-Side, meccanismo di aggancio in alluminio pressofuso e 
inserti in tecnopolimero rinforzato. Compatibile con i portavaligie laterali 
tubolari PL_ _CAM, PLR_ _CAM. Disponibile versione black line.
ENENEN

MONOKEY® top-case in a natural aluminium �nish, 58 ltr offers the 
capacity to store either two full-face or two modular helmets.
Black line version also available.

MONOKEY® top-case in a natural aluminium �nish, 42 ltr offers the 
capacity to store either one full-face or one modular helmet.
Black line version also available.

Natural aluminium side-case, available in 48 or 37 ltr in die case aluminium 
and with reinforced technopolymer inserts.  Equipped with the MONOKEY®

Cam-Side �tting system and to be used with the PL_ _CAM, PLR_ _CAM 
tubular side-case holders.  Black line version also available.
FRFRFR

Top case MONOKEY®, en aluminium naturel, 58 litres, offre la possibilité 
de ranger 2 casques modulables à l’intérieur.
Version black line disponible.

Top case MONOKEY®, en aluminium naturel, 42 litres, offre la possibilité 
de ranger un casque intégral ou modulable à l’intérieur. 
Version black line disponible.

Valises latérales aluminium naturel, 48 ou 37 litres. Équipées du nouveau 
système MONOKEY® Cam-Side: il faut utiliser les supports suivants 
PL_ _CAM, PLR_ _CAM. Version black line disponible.

ESESES

Maleta central MONOKEY® en aluminio natural, 58 lt. ofrece la posibilidad 
de guardar dos cascos integrales o modulares en su interior. 
Disponible versión black line.

Maleta central MONOKEY® en aluminio natural, 42 lt, ofrece la posibilidad 
de guardar un casco integral o modular en su interior. 
Disponible versión black line.

Maleta lateral en aluminio natural, 48 o 37 lt. Dotada del nuevo sistema de �jación 
MONOKEY® Cam-Side, mecanismo de �jación en aluminio fundido a presión e 
inserciones en tecno polímero reforzado. Compatible con los portamaletas 
laterales tubulares PL_ _ CAM, PLR_ _CAM. Disponible versión black-line.
DEDEDE

MONOKEY® Topcase aus Aluminium natur, 58 L. Volumen kann zwei Integral- 
oder Modularhelme aufnehmen.
Auch in schwarz verfügbar.

MONOKEY® Topcase aus Aluminium natur, 42 L. Volumen kann einen 
Integral- oder Modularhelm aufnehmen.
Auch in schwarz verfügbar.

Seitenkoffer aus Alu natur, 48/37 L. Ausgestattet mit den Befestigungssystem 
MONOKEY® Cam-Side, Mechanismus aus Druckguss-Aluminium und Einsätze 
aus verstärktem Technopolimer. Kompatibel mit dem Seitenträger PL_ _CAM, 
PLR_ _CAM. Auch in schwarz verfügbar.
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TREKKER

TRK52_
TOP CASE

52 LTR
SIDE CASE

46 LTR
SIDE CASE

33 LTR

TRK46_ TRK33_

ITITIT

Valigia 52 lt con sistema di �ssaggio MONOKEY® nera con �nitura in alluminio 
anodizzato. Consente l’alloggiamento di due caschi modulari. Disponibile 
versione black line. ATTENZIONE: non può essere agganciata alle piastre dotate 
di contatto kit luci stop.

Valigia MONOKEY® 46 lt nera con �nitura in alluminio anodizzato dotata di 
sportello di apertura superiore. Può essere montata anche in versione top-case. 
Disponibile versione black line. ATTENZIONE: non può essere agganciata alle 
piastre dotate di contatto kit luci stop.

Valigia MONOKEY® 33 lt nera con �nitura in alluminio anodizzato dotata di 
sportello di apertura superiore. Può essere montata anche in versione top-case. 
Disponibile versione black line. ATTENZIONE: non può essere agganciata alle 
piastre dotate di contatto kit luci stop.
ENENEN

52 ltr black top-case with anodized aluminium �nish and the MONOKEY®

�xing system. Black line version also available. 
ATTENTION: cannot be �tted onto plates with an installed electrical contact 
for a stop light kit. 

46 ltr black side-case with anodized aluminium �nish and top opening 
can also be mounted as a top-case. Black line version also available. 
ATTENTION: cannot be �tted onto plates with an installed electrical contact for 
a stop light kit. 

33 ltr black side-case with anodized aluminium �nish and top opening. 
Can also be mounted as a top-case. Black line version also available. 
ATTENTION: cannot be �tted onto plates with an installed electrical contact 
for a stop light kit.
FRFRFR

Valise noire MONOKEY® 52 litres avec �nition en aluminium anodisé. Il permet 
le rangement de deux casques modulables. Version black line disponible. 
ATTENTION: ne peut pas être �xée sur les platines dotées des contacteurs du kit 
feux stop.

Top case/valise noir, MONOKEY® 46 litres avec �nition en aluminium anodisé, 
et trappe d’ouverture supérieure. Version black line disponible. ATTENTION: ne 
peut pas être �xée sur les platines dotées des contacteurs du kit feux stop.

Top case/valise noir, MONOKEY® 33 litres avec �nition en aluminium 
anodisé, et trappe d’ouverture supérieure. Version black line disponible.
ATTENTION: ne peut pas être �xée sur les platines dotées des contacteurs 
du kit feux stop.
ESESES

Maleta central 52 lt con sistema de �jación MONOKEY® negra con acabados 
en aluminio anodizado. Permite el alojamiento de dos cascos modulares. 
Disponible versión black line. ATENCION: No puede ser montada sobre una 
parrilla dotada de contacto para kit luz stop.

Maleta MONOKEY® 46 lt negra con acabado en aluminio anodizado dotada de 
una ventanilla de apertura superior. Utilizable ya sea como maleta central o 
como lateral. Disponible versión black line. ATENCION: No puede ser montada 
sobre una parrilla dotada de contacto para kit luz stop.

Maleta MONOKEY® 33 lt. negra con acabado en aluminio anodizado dotada de 
ventanilla de apertura superior. Utilizable ya sea como maleta central o como 
lateral.  Disponible versión black line. ATENCION: No puede ser montada sobre 
una parrilla dotada de contacto para kit luz stop.
DEDEDE

Trekker Koffer MONOKEY® 52 L., schwarz mit eloxiertem Alu beschichtetem 
Deckel. Er nimmt problemlos 2 Modularhelme auf. ACHTUNG: der Koffer kann 
auf Platten, auf denen der Kontakt für das Bremslicht Kit befestigt ist nicht 
montiert werden. Auch in schwarz verfügbar.

Trekker Koffer MONOKEY® 46 L. schwarz mit eloxiertem Alu beschichtetem Deckel. 
Das Ein- und Ausladen ist einfach und schnell möglich ohne das Gepäck umräumen 
zu müssen. ACHTUNG: der Koffer kann auf Platten, auf denen der Kontakt für das 
Bremslicht Kit befestigt ist nicht montiert werden. Auch in schwarz verfügbar.

Trekker Koffer MONOKEY® 33 L. schwarz mit eloxiertem Alu beschichtetem Deckel. 
Das Ein- und Ausladen ist einfach und schnell möglich ohne das Gepäck umräumen 
zu müssen. ACHTUNG: der Koffer kann auf Platten, auf denen der Kontakt für das 
Bremslicht Kit befestigt ist nicht montiert werden. Auch in schwarz verfügbar.
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DISPLAYS

s = Item available until it runs out of stock

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Definitions and Interpretation
(a)  For the purpose of these General Conditions of Sale, the following words and terms shall have the meaning set forth below:
- “Supplier” means GIVI S.P.A., having its registered office in Flero (BS), Via Ungaretti n. 48;
- “Products” means the goods and/or services supplied by GIVI S.P.A. and covered by these General Conditions of Sale;
- “Trademark[s]” means “GIVI” trademarks and other trademarks of which the Supplier is the owner in respect of the Products;
- “Distributor[s]” means any natural or legal person purchasing the Products for the purpose of their distribution, in accordance with these General Conditions of Sale;
- “Price List” means the official price list containing the Products’ prices applied by the Supplier to the Distributor, in force at the time of the order proposal;
- “Territory” means the territory where the Distributor is authorized to sell the Products;
- “Agreement” means any agreement entered into by and between the Supplier and the Distributor in accordance with these General Conditions of Sale. 
(b) These General Conditions of Sale shall govern the supply of the Products represented in the Price List and they shall be valid for any sale arrangements carried out through the Supplier’s 
e-commerce platform. Use of the e-commerce platform (i.e. “GIVI Web-Order”) shall be allowed exclusively to the Distributors expressly authorized by the Supplier and provided with the 
required password and credentials.
(c) It will not be possible to proceed to an order reservation if only one single provision of the present General Conditions of Sale will not be accepted. 
(d) The following terms and conditions are deemed to be accepted and binding for the Distributor even when the Distributor submits his order proposal through a means different from the “GIVI 
Web-Order” system and they will be valid also when the contractual proposal has been submitted to the Supplier by the Distributor’s local agent on his behalf. In such case the local agent will 
be authorized to submit the orders on the Distributor’s behalf, after the Distributor’s first acceptance of these General Conditions of Sale.   

1. SCOPE
1.1 These General Conditions of Sale shall apply to any supply of the Products carried out by the Supplier. 
1.2 These terms of business shall apply exclusively to any Agreement entered into by and between the Supplier and the Distributor; any Distributor’s conditions that conflict with or differ from 
these terms of business will not be recognized unless the Supplier has specifically agreed to this in writing.
1.3 These General Conditions of Sale and the Agreement shall be irrevocable for the Distributor.
1.4 In the absence of a written complaint of non-conformity by the Distributor within 30 (thirty) days from the receipt of the Products, the deliveries dispatched by the Supplier are deemed to be 
fully accepted, despite differing from what indicated in the order confirmation with regard to the Products’ types, quantity or commercial conditions.  

2. ORDERS AND SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 The range shown on the Supplier’s web-site, “Web-Order” system and online or printed catalogue does not represent a legally binding offer but a non-binding online or printed catalogue.
2.2 The Distributor will order the Products required by accessing the reserved “Web-Order” area or via fax/e-mail. Submission of an order proposal by the Distributor implies the consent to 
receive the Supplier’s communications described below which are exclusively aimed to the conclusion and the performance of the Agreement. No order submitted by the Distributor shall be 
deemed to be accepted by the Supplier unless and until confirmed in writing by the Supplier. Once the order proposal has been received, the Supplier will transmit his order confirmation to the 
Distributor at the e-mail address indicated by the Distributor that will be then assigned an Order Protocol Number to be used for any subsequent communication with the Supplier. Confirmed 
orders will be accessible through the Distributor’s personal “Web-Order” area. 
2.3 Any purchase order placed by the Distributor shall be intended as full and complete acceptance of the present General Conditions of Sale that the Distributor declares to have read and 
understood. 
2.4 The Supplier reserves the right to refuse an order fully or partially according to stock availability, production capability and delivery date required by the Distributor. 

3. PRICES, INVOICE, PAYMENT
3.1 Prices to be paid by the Distributor to the Supplier for the Products are those resulting from the Price List, as established by the Supplier from time to time. All prices are in Euro (VAT is not 
due, therefore not included) and can be subject to modification with a 15-day prior notice from the Supplier. All prices are intended for Products delivered EX-WORKS “Incoterms® ICC 2010” 
(from our warehouse in Barbariga, Italy).
3.2 Invoices must be paid within their expiry date. In case one or more invoices are expired and remain unpaid, or the maximum exposure limit is reached or exceeded, the Supplier shall be 
entitled to suspend any further deliveries to the Distributor until the overdue payment is received in full. Payments received need to be confirmed by the Supplier’s Bank, when credited on the 
Supplier’s bank account.
3.3 In case of delayed payment or non-payment, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available, the Supplier shall be entitled to apply default interests on arrears as established by 
“Decreto Legislativo n. 231/2002” (Legislative Decree n. 231/2002) and expenses at the bank rates in force from time to time.

4. PACKAGING AND SHIPMENT
4.1 Transport is entrusted to third parties if not specified to the contrary from time to time. Shipments are not prepared on pallets unless specifically requested by the Distributor. The cost of the 
pallets, if used, is charged by the Supplier on the invoice to the Distributor. In any case, shipments will be at the risk of the Distributor, which will also incur all the relevant costs. 
4.2 Transport obligations, costs and risks are transferred from the Supplier to the Distributor when the Products are at the disposal of the Distributor at the Supplier’s warehouse.  

5. DELIVERY OF THE PRODUCTS
5.1 The Distributor and the Supplier agree and acknowledge that the place of delivery of the Products is at the Supplier’s logistic centre in Barbariga (BS), Italy. 
5.2 No claim for missing or damaged Products can be accepted by the Supplier past 8 (eight) days after the delivery of the Products.
5.3 Time of delivery is not of the essence. The Supplier will do every effort to meet the delivery time requested by the Distributor in the order, provided that in no case the Supplier shall be liable 
for any delay that may occur in fulfilling accepted orders, except for its gross negligence or willful misconduct. 

6. CUSTOM DUTIES AND LICENSES
6.1 The Distributor will be liable for import custom duties, if applicable in his Country, and for any other amounts payable in connection with importation and delivery of the Products.
6.2 The Distributor shall be responsible for obtaining any necessary import licenses, permits or authorization necessary for importation and delivery of the Products.

7. ORDER CANCELLATION
7.1 No order which has been accepted and confirmed by the Supplier may be cancelled by the Distributor except with the agreement in writing of the Supplier and on terms that the request for 
order cancellation shall be submitted by the Distributor before the start of the shipment preparation. In case the order is cancelled after the shipment preparation has started, the Supplier will be 
entitled to invoice to the Distributor the costs incurred by the Supplier.

8. PROPERTY AND CUSTODY
8.1 Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the Products, the property in the Products shall not pass to the Distributor until the Supplier has received payment in full of the price of the 
Products and the Distributor has fully performed all of the terms and conditions hereof.
8.2 Before transfer of ownership, the Distributor will only be entitled to these Products with the prior written approval of the Supplier. If a third party seizes the Products, particularly if the 
Products are impounded, the Distributor must inform the Supplier immediately in writing and also point out to the third party immediately that the Supplier has proprietary rights.
8.3 Until payment in full of the price, the Distributor shall be liable for the risks related to the custody and preservation of the purchased Products. 

9. RETURNS
9.1 Products may be returned to the Supplier in case of shipping irregularities, defects at the source or caused by transport, defects falling within the warranty terms. Returns shall be previously 
authorized by the Supplier’s competent office. No Products will be accepted for credit when returned without the written permission of the Supplier. No Products will be accepted for credit after 
1 (one) year from the date of shipment. 
9.2 Should the written permission be given the Products must be returned to the Supplier at the Distributor’s costs, save where otherwise agreed. The authorization number released by the 
Supplier’s competent office must be shown in the transport document together with the number of the original invoice concerning the item being returned.  
9.3 The Supplier undertakes to withdraw or replace: a) Products erroneously delivered to the Distributor under the direct responsibility of its personnel assigned to shipments; b) original 
defective items/components, or items/components damaged by transport, provided that the defect has been denounced within 15 (fifteen) days from the receipt of the Products; c) defective 
items/components falling within the warranty terms.
9.4 Any returns not complying with the abovementioned conditions will be treated as a repair bill with application of the relative fares.    

10. WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY
10.1 The warranty period is 24 (twenty-four) months and begins when the Products are handed over to the final user. 
Defects in the Products will be corrected by the Supplier after being informed of this by the Distributor within this warranty period, provided that the defective Products have been correctly used 
in a way compatible with the instructions contained in the Instruction Manual. The Supplier will decide whether to replace or repair the Products and inform the Distributor accordingly. In case of 
breakage falling within the warranty terms, only the component considered to be defective will be replaced, not the entire item. The Supplier shall have no further liability towards the Distributor.
10.2 Every claim must be notified by the Distributor to the Supplier using the Warranty Claim Form provided by the Supplier, with description of the fault and pictures showing and proving the 
claimed defect. 
10.3 The Supplier shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair wear and tear, willful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions, failure to follow the Supplier’s 
instructions, whether oral or in writing, misuse or alteration of the Products without the Supplier’s approval.
10.4 If the complaint is unfounded the Supplier reserves the right to claim reimbursement of the costs incurred from the Distributor, if any.
10.5 The Supplier shall be under no liability under the above warranty (or any other warranty, condition or guarantee) if the total price for the Products has not been paid by the due date for 
payment.
10.6 Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Supplier’s negligence, the Supplier shall not be liable to the Distributor by reason of any representation, unless fraudulent, or 
any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at common law, or under the express terms of the present General Conditions of Sale, for any indirect, special or consequential loss 
or damage, whether for loss of profit or otherwise, costs, expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever (whether caused by the negligence of the Supplier, its employees or agents or 
otherwise) which arise out of or in connection with the supply of the Products or their use or resale by the Distributor, and the entire liability of the Supplier under or in connection with the sale of 
the Products shall not exceed the price of the Products, except as expressly provided in these General Conditions of Sale.
10.7 The Supplier shall not be liable to the Distributor or be deemed to be in breach of these General Conditions of Sale by reason of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of 
the Supplier’s obligations in relation to the Products, if the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond the Supplier’s reasonable control.
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11. DISTRIBUTOR’S UNDERTAKINGS
11.1 The Distributor agrees and undertakes to sell the Products in his own name and on his own account. The Distributor shall have no authority to conclude agreements in the Supplier’s behalf 
or to bind the Supplier towards third parties in any way. In the performance of his activities, the Distributor undertakes to act diligently, by maintaining an appropriate conduct in order to ensure 
compliance with the obligations arising out of these General Conditions of Sale and to preserve the quality and reputation of the Products.    
11.2 The Distributor undertakes to sell the Products only within the Territory. In particular, the Distributor undertakes not to actively sell the Products in territories reserved by the Supplier to 
himself or to other distributors on an exclusive basis, however it being understood that the Distributor shall have the right to fulfil orders it has not solicited, even if they come from customers 
residing outside the Territory. In this regard, the Distributor declares to be aware that the Products subject to these General Conditions of Sale, as included in the Price List, are designed in 
accordance with the legislation in force in the Territory: it follows that the possible entry of the Products in markets outside the Territory may be in contrast with the laws of these Countries. 
In case of non-compliance with the commitments provided by this article, the Distributor assumes sole and full liability for any resulting damage and/or claim for compensation, thus totally 
declining the Supplier from any related responsibility. 
11.3 The Distributor is free to determine the resale price of the Products, without prejudice to the Supplier’s faculty to recommend a non-binding price. The Distributor agrees to use his best 
endeavors to promote and sell the Products, also via e-commerce platforms, in line with the Supplier’s qualitative standards, in a way capable of preserving the value of the Trademarks and the 
technical features, prestige and reputation of the Products.           

12. USE OF TRADEMARKS, CONFIDENTIALITY, PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES   
12.1 The Distributor acknowledges that the Trademarks and other related rights are the sole property of the Supplier. Therefore, the Distributor acknowledges and accepts that only the Supplier 
is entitled to apply for registration of the Trademarks or of the correspondent trade names, and undertakes not to register in the future any trademark or trade name which may be considered 
similar to any of the Supplier’s Trademarks or trade names to the extent that it may create confusion among the customers. 
12.2 The Distributor undertakes to immediately bring to the notice of the Supplier any improper or wrongful use of the Trademarks or infringement of the Supplier’s industrial and/or intellectual 
property rights, as well as any act of unfair competition.  
12.3 The Distributor undertakes to observe total confidentiality and to abstain from using and/or divulging, also after termination of the Agreement, any commercial secrets and information of a 
confidential nature concerning the Supplier and the Products, exchanged during the contractual relationship between the Supplier and the Distributor.
12.4 The Distributor shall submit to the Supplier all promotional-advertising initiatives regarding the Products for his prior written approval. In any case, any advertising or promotional operations 
– including attendance at fairs and exhibitions – must be submitted to the Supplier in advance to assess their compatibility with the Supplier’s sale and image policy. 

13. TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT
13.1 The Supplier may terminate the Agreement with immediate effect by written notice to the Distributor, in the event of violation of any of the following provisions: 3.3; 8; 10; 11.2; 12; 16.2. 
13.2 Any relaxation, leniency or indulgence which the Supplier may extend to the Distributor shall not in any way constitute a waiver of the Supplier’s rights in terms hereof. 

14. DATA PROTECTION
14.1 If it has not been agreed to the contrary, the Supplier will only use the Distributor’s data in order to carry out the Agreement. The Distributor‘s permission is required to use this information 
for market and opinion research and for advertising.

15. TERM
15.1 These General Conditions of Sale shall be effective as of the date of signature by the Distributor and they will apply to any subsequent transactions between the Supplier and the 
Distributor.

16. MISCELLANEOUS
16.1 Changes and amendments to these General Conditions of Sale must be in writing to be effective. There are no verbal secondary agreements.
16.2 If it has not been agreed to the contrary, the Distributor may not transfer rights and obligations derived from the Agreement to a third party without the Supplier‘s prior written consent.
16.3 If any provision of these General Conditions of Sale is or becomes invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part, the other provisions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not 
be affected. The contractual partners will agree to replace the invalid provision with a valid one that best corresponds to the economic aims of the contractual parties. 
16.4 The present General Conditions of Sale and the Agreement are governed by the laws of Italy.
16.5 The  competent  courts of the place where the Supplier has his registered office (Brescia, Italy) shall have exclusive jurisdiction in any action arising out of or in connection with these 
General Conditions of Sale and with the Agreement. However, as an exception to the principle here above, the Supplier is in any case entitled to bring his action before the competent court of 
the place where the Distributor has his registered office. Should the Distributor have his seat out of the EU, all disputes arising out of or in connection with the present General Conditions of 
Sale shall be finally settled under the Rules of Arbitration of the  Chamber of Arbitration of Milan by one or more arbitrators appointed in accordance with the said Rules.

FINAL PROVISIONS
(a) The Supplier is under no responsibility in respect of completeness, correctness and updating of the Price List and the catalogues;
(b) The Supplier reserves the right to modify, add or remove any of the represented Products without any prior notice;
(c) Notwithstanding the Supplier’s performance of tests and safety controls over the Products, the Supplier cannot guarantee compliance of the Products with the prescriptions or installation 
limits actually or potentially provided by the laws of certain Countries. It shall therefore be in the Distributor’s exclusive liability to verify the conformity of the Products and of their installations to 
the laws of his Country or any other Country, thereby declining the Supplier from any related responsibility.
(d) Installation of our specific articles for motor vehicles is guaranteed only if the vehicle is not provided with after-market accessories or original optional accessories of the production company.



Find more than 1000 accessories at givimoto.com Discover giviexplorer.com the web portal for motorcyclist.

HEADQUARTERS:
GIVI S.P.A. _Flero (BS) Italy  
Fax +39 030 35 80 518 
info@givi.it _www.givi.it

BRASIL:
GIVI DO BRASIL LTDA 
Ph. +55 12 3644 8025 _Fax +55 12 3644 8029 
info@givi.com.br _www.givi.com.br

FRANCE:
GIVI FRANCE 
Ph. (04) 72 25 79 41 _Fax (04) 72 25 03 73 
givi.france@givi.fr _www.givi.fr

GERMANY:
GIVI DEUTSCHLAND GmbH 
Ph. (0) 911 955100 _Fax (0) 911 9551022 
office@givi-deutschland.de _www.givi.de

MALAYSIA:
GIVI ASIA SDN BHD 
Ph. (603) 6028 3800 _Fax (603) 6028 1300 
enquiry@givi.com.my _www.givi.com.my

SPAIN:
GIVI CONCESSIONAIRES IBERICA S.L.U.
Ph. (93) 8906820 _Fax (93) 8906802 
givi@givi.es _www.givi.es

UK:
GIVI UK LTD 
Ph. (01327) 706220 _Fax (01327) 706239 
info@givi.co.uk _www.givi.co.uk

USA:
GIVI USA INC
East Coast _Ph. (704) 679 4123
West Coast _Ph. (775) 359 0900
info@giviusa.com _www.giviusa.com

VIETNAM:
GIVI VIETNAM CO. LTD.
Ph. +84 72 3769137 _Fax +84 72 3769120
info@givi.com.vn _www.givi.com.vn

INDONESIA:
PT GIVI INDONESIA
Ph. +6221 7588 2582 _Fax +6221 7588 2431
info@givi.co.id _ www.givi.co.id

CHINA:
DONGGUAN GIVI TRADING CO. LTD.
Ph. + 86 769 22992660 _Fax+86 769 22992680
service@givicn.com _ www.givicn.com
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